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Defense Posture Statements to Congress.

Focus on Need to Counter Rapid Advances in Soviet Weapon Systems
Department of Defense Posture Statements - subl/Htted anllUlllly to
Congress by U.S. military leaders 1I1 justIfIcation of annual budget proposals, including intelligence reports calculatwns on warfare capabilltUiS
of the potentllli enemy - are customarily forebodl1lg presentations on the
pawer buzlduppoisedand ready as the "threat" toNATOand the U.S.
The 1977 Pasture Statements - many hundreds of pages of reports
prepared by Coozrman of the Jaint Chief of Staff GEN George S. Brown,
recently resigned Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld, reszgned Sec·
retary of the Army Martin R. Hoffmann and numerous other military
leaders - are concerted in peroops the mast sobenng analyses of the ex·
istlllg Soviet power and continuing buildup presented to Congress todate.

•

GEN Brown's 123-page statement
is a detailed analysis of all known
weapons systems which U.S. Armed
Forces may encounter in the event of
a major conflict In the overview
introduction to his report on evalua·
tion of the Soviet weapons systems as
opposed to countering NATO and
UB. systems and forces, he states:
"The Soviet Union is steadily
developing and deploying new gen·
eral- purpose forces and weapon systema. In the past few years, these ...
(efforts) have gained momentum.
"The Soviets maintain a quantita·
tive advantage over NATO in combat
GEN G
divisions, tanka, armored fighting veeorge S. Brown
hieles, artillery and combat aircraft, and are modernizing these forces to
close the qualitative gap which, in the past, has favored NATO. The Soviet rationale for this numerically superior edge appears to be related to
their desire to have a preponderance of forces to reduce risk in any under·
t.akin ."
GE~ Brown states in the conclusion to his presentation to Congress:
"The defense of the United States is a long.range effort and should not
be subject to large annual program and appropriation nuctuations. The
threat posed by Soviet militaxy capabilities is in no way diminishing Or
stagnating. Rather, Soviet military power is growing consistenUy across
the board ata measured and determined pace.
"If we are able to meet challenges to our security in the comlIlg decade.
the current relative military trends must not be continued or the equivalency nfstrategic nuclear forces will be lost and the advantage will pass to
the Soviet Union. This must not happen.
"The Joint Chiefa of Staff pledge their support in seeking to make full
use of the resources made available for Our nation's defenses. We have
participated in the development of President Ford's budget request and
believe it is in consonance with the realities of the world we face. Our defense posture is approaching lower limits below which we can encounter
risks dangerous to the security of our nation."
GEN Brown used many charts to compare weapons systems and gener·
aI purpose forces of USSR and Warsaw Pad nations opposed to NATO
and the United States.
Former Secretary of Defense
Donald H_ Rumsfeld's 326-page (plus
23 pages of appendices and tables)
Annual Defense Department Report
FY 1978 was submltted to Congress
shorUy before his resignation.
President Carter and new Secretary of Defense Harold Brown were
reviewing the report for suggested
changes in the proposed $123.1 bil·
lion DoD FY 1978 budget as the
Army R&D Newsmagazine went to
press. The section of the report titled
Research and Development follows:
Research, Development, Test
and Evaluation Goals. The Defense
research. development. test and eval·
Donald S. Rumsfeld
uation (RDT&E) program supports
U.S. national security objectives by focusing on two major goals;
• First, the program supporta near-term defense policies and forces by
developing high-quality. affordable and test·proven weapon system
which satisfy specific militaxy needs.
• Second. it provides options for future policies and forces by maintaining a superior technology base consisting of basic and applied research and technology. The technology base is the source of those innova·

tive concepts and altarnatJVe solutions to future militaxy problems which
will enable us to maintain credible deterrence over the long haul. reduce
the po ibility of technological surprise, anel retain the ability to exploit
new opportumbes and meet the challenges of a rapidly changing and un·
certaIn future.
Program Basis. RDT&E planning, programatic decisions and management are characterized by the seleclJ.on of new and improved systems
from among many promismg technological possibilities The decision
process includes an explicit asses mentof several key factors wnmarized
below and discussed in detail in the FY 1978 Statement to the Congress
by the Director of Defense Research and Engineering.
The Technology Ba e. Since World War n. the u.S. has led the world in
most areas of technology crucial to military hardware. This lead has
helped our nation to maintain key military balances by offsetting quanti·
tative inferiority in many mission areas with systems of relatively high
quality. In recent years. however, the U . technological lead has been di·
minishing. This is the result of worldwide technologica.l diffusion; declin·
ing rea] investments by the U.S. in both civil and military R&D; and a ser·
ious and growing long·term Soviet effort.
This Soviet program is manifest in two ways: the technological quality
of their military developments is increasing, and their high rates of production of military hardware are being sustained or increased, notwith·
standing the increased technological content of that production.
For example, from 1970 to 1976, Soviet production of fighter aircraft
increased by 36 percent. A large fraction of that production was devoted
to swingwing aircraft. At the same time, the sophistication of weapona
and instrumentatinn on such aircraft has been increasing significantly.
Similar considerations pertain to other developments and products of
the Soviet military/industrial complex, acrnss all mission areas.
A gross measure of the over·aU magnitude of these trenda is provided
by the intelligence community estimate that Soviet annual militaxy in·
vestment expenditures have steadily increased in the last decade. From
1972 to 1975, the total increase was on the order of 25 percent.
As a result of this Soviet effort, their militaxy equipment in most areas
is being modernized at a faster rate than ours, and the technological ad·
vantages held by U.S. forces are diminishin\\ to a point where U.S. ability
to offset quantitative inferiority with supenor technology will be increasingly challenged. The current trenda in the U .S.lUSSR technnlogy balance
cannot be permitted to continue.
Concurrent with their modernization efforts. the Soviets have embarked on a wide range of programs to develop new kinds of military tech·
nology. Their closed society prevents us from reliably determining their
objectives and forecasting the capabilities they will achieve through such
endeavors. which span most, if nol all, of the frontier disciplines of sci·
ence and engineering

However, the level of oviet effort. the increasinl\' competence of their
scientific base, and their apparent commitment to develop weapons which
could shift the militaxy balance in their favor, require that we he alert to
the possibility of technological surprise and act decisively to prevent it.
U.S. RDT&E plans and programs are based on the conviction that technological competition, already real and urgent, will intensify. Superior
technology is a primary source of future military and economic strength.
This requires a multi·year investment program which exploits our technological balance trends.
The FY 1978 RDT&E funding request of $12 billion is designed to
continue the real program growth begun in FY 1977 and to develop the
long·term momentum which can enSure - if sustained - the continuity
of U.S. technological superiority into the 21st Century.
Mission Requirements. While the evolving technology balance trends
direcUy influence RDT&E investment strategy for the long term, major
programatic decisions in RDT&E for FY 1978 are focused on correcting
current and prnjected deficiencies in the capabilities of our forces.
The proce of selectinj; programs which will do so involves assessments of trenda in the milItary balance in key mission areas, tactical mm.
tary requirements. intelligence on foreign technology, the status of current R&D programs, and tecllOOlogy opportunities and needs_
. Resource Allocation. RDT&E planning and program decisions recog·
ruze explicitly that human and material resOurces are not unlimited, that
all technological opportunities cannot be exploited, tbat selectivity lllust
be exerciaed throughout the weapons acquisition process, and that consid·
erations of cost a.nd efficiency must be given continued management em·
phasia. The factors affect RDT&E strategy and programs in several ways:
• First, since we have obviously not matched the quantity of all deployed oviet weapons, we emphasize applying our technological
strengths to developmg and producing those essential systems which provide the greatest fighting capabilities, and which can significantly multiply the militaxy effectiveness of U.S. combat forces.
• Second, we continue efforts to reduce the costs of new systems
throughout their life cycle hy expanding the use of several management
(Contmued on page 15)
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largest solar furooce, capobll! of intensifying
rays of the sun into temperatures approaching
those generated bya nuclear blast(5,OOOO F.).
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DoD Approves Plans for GSRS Development

Approval to proceed with development of a General
Support Rocket System (GSRS) has been announced by the
Department of Defense. The U.S. Army Missile Research
and Development Command (MIRADCOM) is preparing a
Request for Proposal to solicit bids for award of competitive contracts in June.
Authority to proceed with development come from the
Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council, following a
study group's report on what a GSRS is, what it will do.
why the Army needs it, and estimated project cost.
The planning concept is that of a simple, rugged. reliable artillery rocket system which can deliver a high
volume of nonnuclear fire and be rapidly deployed.
COL Kenneth Heitzke. project manager designee. described the proposed system as a supplement to connon
artillery "when targets such as artillery, troops and light
materiel appear rapidly in great numbers. We have nothing like it."
Envisioned is a mobile, tracked launcher vehicle carrying several rockets for rapid succession firing. The GSRS
will use conventional munitions and have a potential to
employ terminal homing as development advances.
MIRADCOM (then MICOM) awarded concept definition
study contracts for technical approaches in March 1976.
Competitors include Boeing Co., Emerson Electric. Martin
Marietta, Northrop Corp. and Vought Corp.
Based on extensive research in free-flight rocketry in
MICOM laboratories, the GSRS Project Office is located at
Redstone Arsenal, AL, in Bldg. 7120.

Roland to Undergo Complete Assembly Testing
Stringent testing of the warhead section for the U.S.
Roland surface-to-air missile system culminated recently
in certification for assembly of complete test missiles.
Detonation of warheads to prove out fragmentation and
explosive characteristics was accomplished during tests
that included measurements of the velocity of fragments
and the degree of shockwave. Army Systems Division of
Boeing Aerospace Co. produced the test warheads detonated by New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology.
Furnished by the U.S. Army, the explosive is identical to
that used in the European Roland Missile system.
The U.S. Army Missile R&D Command is directing transfer of European Roland technology to the United States.
The supersonic missiles, developed by Euromissile, a
French-German consortium. are designed for short-range.
low-altitude defense against advanced aircraft.
Hughes Aircraft Co. is the main contractor and Boeing is
principal subcontractor under a joint licensee arrangement for fabrication of fire units and missiles. and will
jointly conduct a series of test flights.

DoD Health Council to Coordinate CONUS Programs
Creation of a Deportment of Defense Health Council to
coordinate planning, programing and evaluation of
CONUS health core operations and CHAMP US activities
was recently announced.
Chaired by Assistant Secretory of Defense (Health Affairs) Dr. Robert N. Smith, the council will be composed of
Surgeons General of the three military departments,
representatives of the Joint Chiefs of Stoff and the Uni2
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formed Services University of the Health Sciences.
Requirements for establishing the council resulted from
recommendations of a recently completed Office of
Management and Budget, Deportment of Health. Education and Welfare, and DoD Military Health Core Study.
The council charter calls for evaluation of resource requirements, overseeing of operations of regional health
programs, and recommendations to the Secretary of Defense for health service policies.

DSA Redesignated Defense Logistics Agency
Renaming of the Defense Supply Agency as the Defense
Logistics Agency. along with revision of its charter,
authorized in Deportment of Defense Directive 5105.22,
become effective Jon. 1.
Since its establishment in 1961 at Cameron Station.
Alexandria, VA, the DSA broadened its responsibilities to
such an extent that redesignation was necessary to reflect
more adequately its mission, involving $5.9 billion annually for procurement of equipment, supplies and services, requiring more than 48,000 employes. The agency
manages about 50 percent of all items used by the Army,
Navy and Air Farce.
DLA's expanded role includes worldwide responsibilities for defense fuel, subsistence ilems, property disposal, and operation of the Defense Logistics Services Center,
Bottle Creek. MI; Defense Industrial Plant and EqUipment
Center, Memphis. TN; Defense Property Disposal Service.
Defense Contract Administration Service, and Defense
Documentation Center, all in Alexandria, VA.

Army Plans Intelligence Activities Reorganization
Planned reorganization of intelligence activities, announced recently by the Department of the Army, is intended to improve support to field commanders. eliminate
duplication of effort and streamline over-all operations.
Under study for two years, the realignment will affect
intelligence functions in the U.S. and abroad while impacting primarily on the Army Security Agency. Arlington. VA,
and the Army Intelligence Agency, Fort Meade, MD.
Emphasis will be on in-place transfer of functions with
minimum personnel turbulence involving relocation of 66
military and 43 civilian jobs to five other CONUS sites.
Transfer of the Army Security Agency Training Center
and School, Fort Devens. MA, and the agency's Combat
Development Activity (Arlington Hall) to the U.S. Army
Training and Doctrine Command has been accomplished.
Savanna Army Depot, IL, and Jefferson Proving Ground.
IN. will continue operations.

Army Tests New Division Reorganization Concepts
More than 6.000 personnel from 38 artillery batteries
recently participated in "FIREX 76," a major field exercise
testing new Army division reorganization concepts featuring four howitzer battalions of eight guns rather than
three balferies of six guns.
Examined also was a new multiple rocket launcher
termed "The Slammer," under development at Redstone
(AL) Arsenal. It has the capability of firing 114 2.75mm
rockets in less than 30 seconds. Designed to train artillerymen to improve their ability to provide on-target and
timely artillery fire under combat conditions, FIREX was
conducted by XVIII Airborne Corps Artillery personnel.
JANUARY-FEBRUARY 1977

8-Man Team Earns Patent for XM235 Machinegun
An B-man engineering team from the U.S. Army Armament Command's Rodman Laboratory, Rock Island (IL) Arsenal, has been granted a patent for a lightweight
machinegun described as having "one-half the weight, 40
percent fewer ports and half the production cost" of the
Army's standard M6IJ weapon.
The XM235 Squad Automotic Weapon (SAW) was
selected through competitive evaluation as having "the
most potential to fulfill Army requirements for increased
firepower and mobility in infantry rifle squads."
More commonly referred to as the Rodman gun, the
new weapon earned a potent award for Curtis Johnson,
head of the engineering development team, Lonnie Atweiler, Fred Skahill, Doyle White, Richard Wulff, Lorry
McFarland, Keith Witwer and Arthur Meyer.
The XM235 will not be adopted by the Army until a
development contract is awarded, expected soon.

$2.2 Million Contract Orders 2 Twin Otter Aircraft
Acceptance of its first full-warranty (for one year) oircroft, the UV-1BA Twin Olter, for the Alaskan Notional
Guard, was announced recently by the U.S. Army Aviation
Systems Command (AVSCOM).
The $2.2 million conlract with DeHavilland of Canada
calls for delivery of two aircraft, plus a year's supply of
spore ports and related equipment, as well as flight training for the Army crews. The twin engine UV-1 8A corries a
2-man crew, 20 possengers, and can be converted to ferry
up t04,341 pounds of cargo 100 nautical miles.
The Twin Otter is designed for use at remote locations
and it can be filted with pontoons, wheels or skis. It has
been used by the Canadian armed forces.

An Appeal for Aid to Those Desiring Our Magazine
May the Army Research and Development Newsmagazine stoff hope for your full cooperation in helping to
alleviate a problem that persists despite all the instructions and appeals that have been made for two years?
If your response is wholehearted, perhaps the result
will increase our readership, save a lot of time spent by
long- distance telephone callers complaining that their
agency or unit is not receiving enough copies of the Army
R&D Newsmagazine to go around-many callers soy "it
never filters down to me"-and minimize time required by
our stoff to explain what to do.
Until the Army Ad Hoc Periodicals Authorization Review
Committee started swinging the brood axe to cut down
costs of what a commercial journal brought to the attention of Congress as "the Pentagon Publications Empire,"
demand distribution for our publication under the DA
Form 12-4 system was averaging about 60,000 copies
Nearly two years ago a new DA Form 12-5 system of requesting Army periodicals was effected. Requesters were
put under a formula distribution-a limitation of copies
according to a grade structure. If requirements of our
readers at that time were not resubmitted by the agency
or installation printing control officer within a given
time-- and revised thereafter periodically, according to a
current certification-on automatic cutoff resulted.
OUR APPEAL TO YOU IS: Whenever you hear anyone
complaining about not receiving the Army R&D Newsmagazine, refer them to the required procedure for subJANUARY·FEBRUARY 1977

milting a request which appears on page I of each
edition. HELP THEM TO LOCATE A COPY if one is not
readily available within on agency-or refer them to the
Administrative Officer or Printing ~ontrol Officer for aid.
The solution of 'he problem, of course, ;s submlt'ing a
revised DA Form 12-5 without delay.

DoD Directive Details Metric System Policies

'0

Policies relative
U.S. Deportment of Defense use of
the metric system of measurement, in conformance with
Public Low 94-168 which provides for increased use of the
system, are detailed in a new DoD Directive 4120.1 8.
Guidance is provided for introduction of the metric system at on evolutionary pace to keep abreast of conversion
activities in the industrial community. Metric units will be
used in design of new weapon systems and equipment
when there are no significant technical or cost penalties.
Metric conversion of existing designs is discouraged.
Intended to foster a favorable climate for metric use,
the Directive 4120.18 is intended to foster more effective
standardization among members of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, and to facilitate use of metric
measurement units in joint production programs. The U.S.
is the only non metric NATO member.

Directive Establishes Affirmative Action Board
Deportment of Defense Directive 5120.46 establishes on
Affirmative Action Boord to promote increa5ed employ.
ment and promotional opportunities for women and
minority group members in executive positions.
Boord responsibilities include creation of on Executive
Search Group to prOVide guidance on opportunities and
selection criteria relative to staffing of positions in grade
G5--15 and above.
All actions will be in full compliance with merit system
requirements and the Secretory of Defense will be advised periodically on the status and progress of all 000
elements in meeting stated goals.
Chaired by the Assistant Secretory of Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affairs), the AAB will include representatives from the military departments, Defense logistics Agency, OASD (Comptroller) and (M&RA) and Deputy
Assistant Secretaries of Defense (Administration), (Equal
Opportunity) and (Civilian Personnel Policy).

White Sands Schedules Additional Aries Launches
A record-breaking single-stage rocket launch of 318.77
miles, established in January by art Aries I at White Sands
Missile Range (WSMR). NM, will be followed by launches
scheduled in March. The previous record was 261J.9 miles.
The 14,OOO-pound Aries, 30 feet in length and 44 inches
in diameter, set the record during tests designed to evaluate in-flight modifications incorporated into the over- all
design. The launch was sponsored by the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) and the Max-Planck Institute of
Munich, West Germany.
The January launch at WSMR will be followed in March
by a Max-Planck/NASA launch at Kiruna, Sweden, in support of the International Magnetospheric Studies Program. The Aries uses obsolete Minuteman I second stages
for its propulsion system. The rocket's 10.500 pounds of
solid propellant has a burn time of 60 seconds.
ARMY RESEARCH AND
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R&D News ...
Army Scientist Managing Federal Technology Transfer Consortium
Program management of the"FederaJ Labora·
for Technology Transfer,
which in less than five years has expanded to
embrace 70 U.S. Government laboratories and
centers, is now the responsibility of an Army
scientist detailed to tbe National Science Foun·
dation.
Nick Montanarelli is an employe of Edgewood
Arsenal, an element of tbe U.. Army Aberdeen
(MD) Proving Ground. In 13 years of Civil erv·
ice employment with the Department of the
Army, he has amassed an impressive collection
of honors.
lOry ColUlortium

Nick Montanarelli
Federal agencies participating in the FLC'IT
are representative of the Department of De·
fense, Army, Navy, Air Force, Transportation
Department, National Aeronautics and pace
Administration, Environmental Protection
Agency, SmalI Business Administration. Department of Commerce, Veterans Administration, tbe Smitbsonian Institution, General Servo
ices Administration, Department of Justice, Department of Interior, and the Energy Research
and Development Administration.
The Pr ident's Mar. 16, 1972 Message to
Congress on Science and Technology stated:
"Federal researcb and development activities
generate a great deal of ne_technology whicb
could be applied in ways which go well beyond
the immediate mission of the supporting
agency.... Tbe government has a responsibility
to transfer the results of its research and de·
velopmentactivities to wider use."
Montanarelli's record shows selection for
Edgewood Arsenal's R&D executive training,
two Sustained uperior Performance Awards, a
Certificate of Outstanding Achievement, some
20 Letters of Commendation, and several sug·
gestion awards. Another honor was selection as
a U.S. Department of Justice representative to
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization Ad·
vanced tudy Institute for tbe tran fer of infor·
mation on industrial technology.
During his Edgewood tenure, Montanarelli
was instrumental in developmentofligbtweigbt
body armor currently in use by low enforcement
agencies tbrougbout tbe United States. He also
is recognized for bis prominent role in development and use of static and hand-held weapons
detectors as one of tbe methods used to prevent
airline bijacking.
Formerly an adviser to the Federal Bureau of
lnvestigation Law Enforcement Assistance Ad·
ministration, as well as the U.s. State Department, Montanarelli is credited with mOre than
40 technical publications.
One FLC'IT approach is for a defense labora4

tory to perform civilian-oriented R&D work
with funds provided by the requesting institu·
tion. These DoD R&D projects are directed
toward application to civilian problems. Solu·
tions usuaUy are based on technology advances
re ulting from research performed for military
requirements. Thus, the American taxpayer de·
rives double benefit from military R&D expend.
itures.
Unlike the DoD labs, other members of the
consortium are chartered and funded to work
specifically in response to industrial and civilian
community problems. Thus, they direct 1" ef·
forts toward increasing the use of research results by decision-makers in the public and pri.
vate sectors.
In addition the consortium arranges for
temporary exchange of scientists between fed·
eral agencies and between federal and local
government organizations througb the Intergovernmental Per oonel Act.
Consortium laboratory personnel also assist
state and local governmentagencie in a variety
of nonrefundable way, such as serving on
scientific advisory boards, acting as consultants
to specialized groups (e.g., law enforcement or
pollution control agencies), providing library
services and identifying sources of surplus
government equipment.
Private industry also can benefit from the
consortium through the acquisition of government patents originating from member laboratories. With these patent rights, the private
company can produce and sell a product in tbe
commerOal marketplace witbout baving to expend funds for basic R&D.
Each member laboratory has a technology
transfer coordinator who can explain in detail
about tbe consortium T' programs. In addition
to representing tbeir own laboratoriea, these individuals maintain contact witb counterparts in
other consortium labs; also, with other federal
agencies (e.g., Environmental Protectioo
Agency, U.S. Bureau of Mines, ete.), which have
technology transfer programs but are not in the
consortium.
Because of the nature of their activities. these
1" representatives also are exposed frequently
to new technologies developed by private industry, local and state governments. Coordinators

thus become familiar with technical resources
beyond tbeir own labs. Consequently, they
often serve as "technology brokers," bringing
together the individual or agency tbat bas a
problem with those wbo already bave oh·ed the
same problem or are workin in tb area.
This ''broker servi e" has been e pecially u
ful for local (Le.. city and county) governments
wbo are often unaware of the scientific support
available in tbe federal laboratories.
The consortium maintaUlS a permanent
Wa hington representative located 10 tbe Office
of Intergovernmental .ence and Public Technology,National cienceFoundation(N F)- the
position currently filled by Montanarelli.
The Federal Council for cienceand Technolo·
gy Committee on Domestic Tecbnology Tran •
fer has compiled a -Directory of Federal Tech·
nology," an index of the programs. re ources
and contact points at the federal level whicb can
be drawn upon by government agencies and tbe
private sector to achieve tran fer of technology.
Publisbed in June 1975. the 202·page directory includes the enabling legislation. missions
and research bases for the Departments of Agriculture; Commerce; Defense; Health. Education
and Welfare; Housing and Urban Development;
Interior; Justice; Labor; Transportation;
Energy R&D Administration: Environmental
Protection Agency; Federal Energy Adm.inistra·
tion; General Service Administration; National
Aeronautics and Space Administration; National Science Foundation; malI Business
Administration; Veterans Administration; and
the Smitbsonian Institution.
Technology transfer contact locations for
these agencies are included in the back of tbe
index. along with each of the agencies' capabili·
ties. 1" involves agriculture. business and com·
merce, community development, construction.
consumer protection, elisa ter prevention and
relief, education, employment. labor and man·
power, energy, health, bousing, income security
and ocial services, law, ju tice and legal servo
ices, science and technology, transportation,
and natural resources_
Copies of the directory are on sale (price
$4.30) by the Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
DC 20402.

Missile Command Reorganization Completed Jan. 31
Transition from the U.s. Army Missile Command to separation into two new elementa of
the U.s. Army Materiel Development and
Resdinees Command (DARCOM), involving
about 8,000 U.S. Civil Service employes and
military personnel, became effective Jan. 31.

involved moving about 1,000 employes to dif·
ferentjobs, the remainder of the working force
was impacted minimally. They are drawing tbe
same pay. performing in general tbe same tasks
they did in MICOM, and working in about the
same locations.

MICOM's abolishment was followed by activation of tbe U.S.Army Missile Materiel Readi·
ness Command (MIRCOM) and tbe U.S. Army
Missile Research and Development Command
(MIRADCOM). both charged with improved
missile management.

MIRCOM has management responsibility for
the Chaparral and Hawk ground·to-air missile
systems, Dragon and TOW antitank weapons,
lance surfaee-to-surface missile, and various
targetm.issiles.

Generally in line with recommendations of
the high-level tudy group known as AMARC
(Army Materiel Acquisition Review Committee), appointed by the Secretary of the Army,
the reorganization separates essentialIy alI
supply and maintenance (readiness) functions
from missile R&D activities.
Although the realignment of responsibilitiea
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Systems assigned to MlRADCOM for
management include the Stinger and tbe U.S.
Roland ground-to-air missiles; the 2.75-inch
rocket and HelIfire, both helicopter weapons for
ground attack; the new General Support Rocket
System (GSRS) and the improved Pershing II,
surface-to-surface weapons; Viper and other
small rockets; Precision Laser Designators
(PLDs) and higb-energy laser systems.
JANUARY-FEBRUARY 1977

Army Closing Sturgis Nuclear Floating Powerplant
"Feasibility mission accomplisbed' is now
part of the 9-year operating history of the
lurgrs, the world's flrst noating nuclear electric power generating plant - mounted aboard a
converted Liberty Ship s aU.. Army Corps of
Engineers research and development project.
Battered by a severe torm early in January
while being towed from tbe Panama Canal,
where it provided auxiliary power from August
1968 until July 1976. the Sturgis was taken
into port at Sunny Point, NC.
Dsmage waa light, without release of radiation, and repairs are being made in the Sa·
vannah River nuclear disposal area, in accord
with Nuclear Regulatory Commission policy.
When it is seaworthy again, the nuclear barge
(built without a propulsion capability) will be
towed to its "home port" at Fort Belvoir, VA,
where it was operated initia.lly. Expected to arrive in March, the vessel will be put through a
decommis ioning process for six to nine
montha. Then it will be towed to a long.term anchorage site, unannounced at press time.
Buill at a cost of $19.1 million and dedicated
Apr. 18, 1968, st Fort Belvoir, the Sturgis was
the result of a concept originated in 1954, when
LTG Samuel D. Sturgis Jr. was the Army Chief
of Engineers. A contrsct was awarded in 1962
and research, development and construction
completed in 1967.
From a commercial practicability viewpoint,
as applied to its operation for thePanarna Canal
Co.. the critical fault of the 10,000 kilowatt
bour plant in the Sturgis is that it is too mall to
produce electrical power on a competitive costeffectiveness basis at most sites for peacetime
~ven with recent fossile fuel oil cost ineres . Average lifetime operational cost, including salaries of the 7D-man military crew (67
enlisted, including 43 trained as nuclesr power
plant operators), was about $2 million annually.
From the U.s. Army objective, that of providing a safe, reliable source of emergency power
adequate to meet foreseeable emergency requirements, the Sturgis experiment was out·
standingly ·successful. LTC Mark H. Magnussen, commander of the 535th Engineer Detachment whicb operated the plant at the Panama
Canal, commented abou t ita final operation.
"During the fourth quarter of FY 1976, our
operational availability was better than 99.0
percent. That exceeded the availability of all 58
commercial nuclear power plants in the United
States. In fact, our availability operation for the
entire year also exceeded that of all commercial
plants - 72.4 as compared to their 69.6 percent-"
Except for the fact that such a capability
would have exceeded any anticipated military
requirement, he said that a 100,000 KWH plant
(10 times as large) could have been built in tbe
Sturgi$ in abouL the ssme spsce. Tha t could
have resulted in cost effectiveness more fsvorably competitive with commercial plants.
"Our basic goal was achieved," LTC Magnua.
sen said. "The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
nuclear power R&D program demonstrated that
we can design, engineer and operate, safely and
reliably, a floating vessel nuclear source of electrical power adequate for any foreseeable emergency military requirement.
·Our experience howed, bowever, the importance of economic and political considerations
in employmentof this type of plant...
The nuclear power plant in the Sturgis is capable of providing about 200 million kilowatt
hours of electricity annually on s load of fuel.
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Four options for decommissioning theSturgis
are under consideration. LTC Magnussen said.
One option is a "layaway' plan that would require removal and disposal of all solid and
J would
liquid radioactive material. The v
then be manned and monitored about 50 years.
A ·protective storage" option would require
removal and disposal of all radioactive material,
constructing seal-up barriers to contaminated
areas, and keeping protective systems operating, with on-board surveillance. Essentially,
this would be "mothballing" for future use.
A third option is to remove salvageable uncontaminated parts, encap ulate in concrete
contaminated portions, and to provide continuing unmanned surveillance. The fourth option is
total dismantling and safe disposal of the nuclear plant and all contaminated materials.
Additional options composed of two or more
of the four options are under consideration.
With the exception of dismantling, each option
would require continuing maintenance and surveillance for about 50 years.
The Army Nuclear Power Program was establisbed in 1952 as part of a joint U_S. Atomic
Energy Commission and Department of Defense effort to demonstrate tbe feasibility of using nuclear SOUrCes to generate electrical power
and beat for requirements in remote areas
where fuellol(istics wss a problem.

pla~t~r~ilor~~~~:/;:S::~s~:ifts~~~e~
be interconnected wiLh a commercial power systern_ The SM-1 was used for 16 years to train
more than 1,000 operators, technicians, eng;·
neers and managers for all U_S. Armed Forces.
Serving now as a visitors center, the SM·1
was shut down in 1973. The plant used in the
Sturgis wasdesignatedtheMH-1A_
Army R&D progress in mobile medium-sized
nuclear power plants was evidenced in 1962 by
the SM-1A at Fort Greely, AK; the PM-1,
operated by the Air Force at Sundance Radar
Station, WY; the PM-2A at Camp Century in
Greenland; and the PM-3A, operated by the
Navy at McMurdo Station, Antarctica.
While the Army no longer has any operating
nuclear power plants. the Corps of Engineers is
still actively involved in nuclear research and
development. Currently, major effort is being
placed in analyzing the feasibility of u ing nu·
clear power plants on large installations to provide steam, process beat, and elecLricity.
ERDA is cooperating in the evaluation of
using waste radioactive materials from commercial nuclear plants to produce heat for militorY installations. Efforts are also under wsy to
investigate and evaluate the use of underground
nuclear power plants, radioisotope thermionic
power generators, and gamma radiation for
teritiary treatment of sewage and clean-up of
waste water from military sctivities.

$5.6 Million Allocated for Production of 200 LDNS
Production of 200 AN/ASN-128 Lightweight
Doppler Nsvigation Systems (LDNS), the flJ"st
designed for fleetwide spplication to U.S. Army
aircraft, will be sccomplished under an initial
$5.6 million contract awarded early in January.
Scheduled for installation in Cobra AH-1S,
Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft (U'ITAS),
and Advance Attack Helicopters (AAH) during
mid-1978, the units will be produced by the
Kearfott Division of the Singer Co., Little Falls,
NJ. Plans also are being made to use the LDNS
in CH-47 medium-liftsircraCt.
U.S. Army Electronics Command (ECOM)
scientists describe the LDNS as a ligbtweight,
aelf-<:ontained, 10W-<:06t, accurate unit that
needs no signa] from a ground-reference point,
greatly reducing vulnerability to electronic
countermeasures.
F~ur radar signals to the ground (shown by

broken lines in the photo below) serve to measure the doppler effect between the transmitted
and received signals when data are fed into a
minicomputer for comparison with eacb other
and with a ground-reference point inserted before or during flight. The computer then feeds
the data to a control-display unit on the aircraft's console.
The cockpit diaplay permita digital presentation of present position, pre-determined wsy
points, course or distance off course, targets,
range and compass bearing, ground speed, wind
speed and direction.
A Relisbility Improvement Warranty (RIW)
clause to the contract calls for servicing and repair of the LDNS units by the manu{acturer for
approximately four years. This is an incentive
to design and produce a system that will meet
requirements for a highl,y reliable 6ystem.

DOPPLER NAVIGATION SYSTEM showing computer display unit (top insert), signal data
converter (bottom insert, left) and receiver-transmitter antenna (right),
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AMRDl Reports on Maior Accomplishments During FY 1976
Quick response to technical snd management
support requirements of the Remotely Piloted
Vehicle (RPV) program of R&D is listed among
major accomplishments in the FY76 annual report of the U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Lab·
oratory. AMRDL is under control of the U.S.
Army Aviation Systems Command (A VSCOM),
St. Louis, MO.
Director Dr. Richard M. Carlson manages
AMRDL as a unit, but its four directorates are
geographically dispersed. The Ames Directorate
is at Moffett Field, CA, the Eustis Directorate
at Fort Eustis, V A, Langley Directorate at
Hampton, VA, and Lewis Directorate, CleveIand,OH.
The AMRDL report lists, as key executive
items, support provided to Source Selection
Evaluation Boards (SSEB) and to technical risk
assignments requested by AVSCOM. TRAs in·
clude the AQUILA RPV. the AH -IQ Improved
Main Rotor Blade, and the OH-58A Main Rotor
Mast.
Other special assistance included acoustic sig·
nature evaluations of all four AAH and UTTAS
candidates, utilizing a far.field, in· flight meas·
urement technique developed by the AMRDL
Ames Directorate.
A significant action reported by AMRDL resulted in cost savings of about $300,000 for an
antenna modification on the RU-21H Gardrail
aircraft. The 18 antennas on this system were

failing after 500 to 1,000 flight hours. Using
the expertise developed on composite materials
under the technology base programs, the Eustis
Directorate developed, tested and installed an
inexpensive field repair for the antennas.
The report lists several accomplishments in
laboratory management including actions that
have contributed to and expanded the DAR·
COM Field Engineer Program and the
AMRDWRADOC Liaison Program.
Including a 9-page listing of titles and authors
of technical presentations and publications, the
report is a 47-page document. Army Research
and Development Newsmagazine authorized
psge space does not permit mention of the listed
AMRDL technical achievements. A brief outline
of some of the more significant projects, divided
into 6.1-Research, 6.2-Exploratory Development, 6.3a-Advanced Development, and
6.3b- Laboratory Support Action, follows.
AlRMOBIlJTY PROGRAM, Category 6.1,
Aerodynamil:s. A wide range of effort was di·
rected to advancing the fundamental areas of
aerodynamics. R&D activities included 2-D air·
foil sections, rotary·wing airfoil dynamics stall,
rotor flow-field tast techniques, aerolastic stability analysis, a rotor dynamics model, and
high-speed helicopter impulsive noise.
Propulsion. Conducted jointly by the Lewis
Directorate of AMRDL and Lewis Research
Center of NASA, basic research was directed

Ware Center Completes Tests on 2 Weapons for AAH
Extensive tests made on two 30mm weapon
candidates for the Advanced Attack Helicopter
(AAH) were completed recently at the Ware
Siro u1ation Center, Thomas J. Rodman Laboratory, Rock Island, (IL) Arsenal.
Known as the Data Acquisition Test (DAT),
the project involved performance evaluation of
data on the XM188 3-barrel gatling-type wea·
pon built by General Electric, and the XM230
single.barrel weapon by Hughes Helicopters.
To acquire data on performance and opera·
tional parameters of the weapons in rigid·
mount and aircraft-simulated test fixtures, two
weapons of each type were fired about 25,000
times, expending more than 1,000 rounds at
temperatures ranging from 165 0 to -65 0 F.
Twenty-eight data items including recoil forces,
accelerations and motions, accuracy and disper·
sion patlern werecollected.
DAT was initiated in 1973 by the Rodman
Laboratory Aircraft and Air Defense Weapons

Systems Directorate as a multimilion-dollar effort to prov ide the project manager witb adequa te information on which to hase the AAH
weapon choice.
Engineers and technicians by working 6-day
weeks, 12 hours each day since the weapons
were delivered by the contractor in March 1976,
completed the test and delivered a preliminary
summary to the AAH Source Selection Board in
September. Information needed was delivered
three years ahead of schedule.
The indoor testing, which included one- and
six-degree-of·freedom simulators, was uninter·
rupted hy weather and aircraft maintenance, resulting in estimated savings of nearly $1.4 mil·
lion. Conventional test methods would have required many aircraft and vehicle mounts to ac·
quire therangeofDAT information collected.
Test results will be considered in future design efforts for necessary weapon and mount
improvements.

XM188 mounted on one-degree-of-freedom aimulator at RIA
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toward solving special problems involved in de·
velopment of small gas turbines (20·lb/sec air·
flow), and investigation of advanced concepts in
mechanical devices employed in drive trains.
Structures. Research in developing safe and
economical ways of transmitting loads throughout an aircraft, with minimum weight penalty,
was conducted largely by the Langley Director·
ate with support from Watervliet (NY) Arsenal.
Investigations included composite materials,
adhesive bonding, fatigue analysis, and analysis/design of composite structures,
Mathem.atil:s. Basic mathematical research
efforts were directed to solution of problems of
aerodynamics, propulsion, structures, and deci·
sion analysis· to fill technological needs and requirements of advanced airmobile systems.
AERONAUTICAL TECHNOLOGY PRO·
GRAM, Category 6.2, Aerodynamit:s Tech·
rwlogy. AMRDL effort in exploratory development of aerodynamics is continuing in the 6.1
technology subdisciplines of fluid mechanics,
dynamics, Dight control and acoustics. The
work is shared by the Ames, Eustis and Langley
Directorates.
Areas of R&D included the controllable twist
rotor, rotor test apparatus, helicoptor flow field
and drag, handling qualities and man·in-Ioop
simulation.
Structures Technology. The Langley and Eustis Directorates' investigations to improve air·
craft structures were concerned with design cri·
teriA, weight reduction, material engineering,
internaYexlernal loads, and fatigue methodol·
ogy for design of helicopters.
Propulsion Technology. The 6.2 propulsion
activities. conducted by the Eustis and Lewis
Directorates, involve inlet protection devices,
compressors, combustors and emissions, tur·
bines, controls and ace sories, and drive trains.
Reliability and Main tainability. R&M efforts,
also concentrated in the Eustis and Lewis Direc·
torates, included development of an Aircraft
R&M Simulation (ARMS) Model for UTTAS
cost and operational effectiveness analysis
(COEA), a diagnostic logic model lest set,
ground base relia bility testing, and a superhard
aircraft canopy coating.
Safety and Survivability. Eustis Directorate
development efforts included prugrams in
Dight safety, UTTAS seat testing, ballJstic protection, signature reduction and vulnerahility
reduction (VR). Considerable effort was expend·
ed 00 defining the VR efforts that should be
pursued, specifically the OR-58C and AH-IS

XM230 subjected to extreme cold conditions during DAT.
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flighkontrol systems and transmissions.
Mission Support. Cargo handling and ground
support equipment received primary attention
from the Eustis Directorate in technological development directed toward improved effectiveness of military operational capabilities of
Army aircraft. particularly in the forward
areas.
Aircraft Systems Synthe is. The Advanced
YSlemS Research Office. AMRDL HQ. and the
Systems Research Integration Office, St. Louis,
performed evaluation of advanced aircraft concepts, analysis of Army aviation R&D program , orderly planning and programing of
Army aviation R&D, and focal point activities
for Army airmobUe R&D.
Aircraft Subsystems. This project. is a new
atart in FY76 which will provide visibility to
technological development efforts of aircraft
subsystems tbat bave been overshadowed in the
past by subsystem RAM programs andlor offthe-shelf equipment.
The objective of the project is to advance tbe
state-of.the-art for Army aircraft subsystems so
that significant improvements in operational ef·
fectiveness andlor reduction in life cycle costs
can be achieved. Among projects in this area are
the Nickel-Cadmium Battery and Helicopter Ice
Protection.
RPV Supporting Technology. RPV activities
conducted by the Eustis Directorate seek to
eliminate technological voids in air mobility
which hamper development of mini·RPVs (less
than 200 pounds) for military applications.
The key air mobility disciplines necessary to
the development of mini-RPVs are propulsion,
launch and recovery, survivability/vulnerability, RPV configuration, structures and flight
control.
Aircraft Weapon Technology. The Army aircraft weaponization program provides the capa·
bility of delivering ordnance to destroy, neutra·
lize, or suppress those targets jeopardizing
ground or airborne forces in the conduct of the
land combat role. Among projects at AMRDL
are Precision Gun Point and Constant Recoil,
Automatic Target Cueing, and Common Ammu·
nition and Gun Technology Test Bed.
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM,
Category 6.3, Tilt-Rotor Research Aircraft. In
this joint Army-NASA program, engine acceptance, canopy proof load, canopy ballistic jettison, and ejection seat ballistic tests were com·
pleted to demonstrate advanced technology pertaining to the tilt-rotor aircraft concept. Bench
tests of the transmission and engine coupling
gear box as well as most other major components also were completed.
Rotor System Research Aircraft. The RSRA
program, also a joint Armyl NASA effort, will
provide a flight research capability to evaluate
the potential of promising new advanced rotor
concepts, verify numerous areas of supporting
research technologies, and test product im·
proved rotors.
Aduanced Rotor Technology. Development of
a bearingless msin rotor concept, the advancing
blade concept, and a second·generation comprehensive belicopter analysis system are listed in
the annual AMRDL report among major objectives in this area.
Other programs in Category 6.3 are being
conducted on advanced aircraft structures, propu1aion, reliability and msintsinability, cargo
handling equipment, remotely piloted vehiclea,
helicopter ice protection, and an in.fligbt simu·
lator.
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AMRDL's FY76 report also features information relative to miscellaneous support actions.
managerial and operational systems. patent

awards, special activities, and major facilitiea
available for Anny and aviatio.n community
research and development activities.

Battelle Forecasts $42.925 Billion for R&D During 1977
Federal Government research and development funding during CY 1977 is estimated at
$22.655 billion, up $2.535 billion (12.5 percent)
~om 1976 . 52.8 'p~rcent of the national projec·
tion of$42.925 bi!li0~ for R&D.
Industrllll funding IS forecast at $18.750 bU·
lio~ (43.7 percent of total) an increase of $2.2
billion or 13.3 percent from 1976. Academic in·
stitution funding is estimated at $800 million
(2:I.percentl and non·profit organizations $640
millio~ (1:5 percent).
Projections ~ere prepared by Dr. W. Halder
Fisher and assIStants Dr. S.R. Sunon, Ms. K.
Smoler Smith and Ms. Melanie A. Mees at the
~ttelle Columbus (OH)Laboratories. ~omputa.
tions are ~ on date from. tbe National Science F?undation. McGraw·Hill Ann~ Survey
of Busmes Plans f~r R&D Expenditures, and
analyses by Battelle a Department of Resource
Managementa.nd Economic Analysis: .
A national Increase of $4.835 billion (12.7
per.cent) over tbe $38.090 billion tba~ the NSF
estimates w.8B actually spent for R&D ill 1976 is
forecast, wLth mOre than balf of this increase
(7.2 percent) attributed to inflation.
F~eral R&D increase!! impact from thre~ sets
of mteractlng forc.es: u:creased emphas~ on
energy problems, l?flatlon,. and a contmued
f~vorable congressLonal attitude toward natio~defenseR.&D.
.
..
. Little 7hange m R&D funding patterns LS antI'
Clpated In 1977, due prunaril~ to tbe federa!
government flScsI year starting In October
rather than July. The Battelle forecast antici·
pates tbat President Carter will be able to exert
little influen~ on 1977 federal R&D budgets.
Four agenCiea are expected to account for almost. 87.7 percent of total 1977 federal R&D
funding: Departme~t of Defense, 47.8 p:"~cent:
~ational Aeronautics and Space Admin!"tration. 15.1 percent; Energy R&D Administra·
tion, 14.0 percent; and the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, 10.8 percent.
The SF.. Department of Tr:ansportation ~d
the Envlfonmental ProtectIOn Agency will
share about 5.6 percent.
.
Emergence of ERDA as the fastest ~wl?g
so":"",, of R&D programa .reflects ~e contlnwng
national concern Cor fmding solutions toenergy
problems. Nuclear energy R&D remams the

largest but geothermal, solar and 'advanced
programs are growing fast.
Industrial and acsdemic sectors remain two of
the faster growing areas of national R&D fund·
ing. Between 1971 and 1976, industrial funding
increased by 53 percent and academic funding
bY 54 percent, both faster than government or
nonprofit sectors.
Industries expected to increase R&D support
faster than the average sector are lumber and
wood products; furniture; chemicals and allied
products; atone, clay and glsss; transport.stion
equipment and missilea' and miscellaneous
manufacturers.
'
Fabricated metal products, petroleum extraction and refining, and rubber products are expected to reduce R&D support while electrical
equipment and communications will expand.
Battelle indicates that the recent shift from
basic research to more pragmatic (applied) research has changed the nalure of industrial
R&D. This trend is attributed to federal empha·
ais on environmental protection, health and
safety of workers and consumer issuea.
The forecast observes that more and more
R&D effort in recent years has been directed
toward these areas to limit corporate liability.
Previous R&D activity was keyed to product or
process improvement. Uncertsinties generated
by inflation forced the business community to
alter its attitude regarding long-term investmenta. Greater emphasis is now placed on
shortrterm costreductions.
Despite U.s. Government dominance in research funding performance of R&D by indus·
try is expected' to rise to $30.030 billion (70.0
percent). This contrasta with 14.7 percent by
government, 12.2 percent for academia and 3.1
percent for nonprofit organizationa. Between
1971·76, industry increased ita R&D perform·
anoe by 45 percent, academis 47 percent, the
government35 percentand the nonprofit sector
18 percent.
Relative to the composition of R&D activity,
the expected pattern is one of stability and slow
change. Federal regulations, energy. and sci·
ence and technology·base problems will provide
the major impetus for change. The proportionate composition of R&D funding and performance are expected to change very little.
ene~gy systems'

U,S. ROLAND surfaee-to-air missile is shown during propulsion unit tests at Boeing Aerospace Co. facilities near Seattle, WA. The firings are part of a qualification program leading
to fabrication and testing of complete missiles. Boeing's Army Syatem Division is principal
subcontractor to Hughes Aircraft Co., and a joint licensee for U.s. manufacture of the
Roland, a European-rleveloped system. BG Funk P. Ragano is Roland project mllJ1lllfer and
his office is located with Army Missile Researcb and DevelopmentCommand, Huntsville, AL.
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Major R&D, Materiel Acquisition Contracts Total More Than $716 Million
Research, development and materiel acquisi·
tion major contract awards (each over $1 mil·
lion) by the Department of the Army from Dec.
16 through Jan. 7 totaled more than $716 mil·
lion-including $224.5 million is ued through
the U.S. Army Aviation System Command
(AVSCOM), headquartered at St. Louis, MO.
The largest AV COM award (two contracts
totaling $144,623,306) went to United Tech·
nologies Corp., ikorsky Aircraft. Division, t.o
accomplish the UH60A helicopter maturity
phase, verification testing and producibilit.y
engineering planning (phase IT); also, procurement of UH60A helicopters and related supplies and services.
General Electric Co. will receive $49,450,813
in three contracts for procurement of
TIOO-GE-7oo engines and related supplies,
services and dats for the UTTAS program.
Beech Aircraft Corp. was awarded sn economic
adjustmentof$16,OU,360 for C12A aircraft.
Textron, Inc. (Bell Helicopter Textron Divi·
sion) gained two contracts, a $7,194,000 for
UH-IH helicopters, and an $3,500,000 modi·
fication for development of universal turret and
stores management subsystems for t.he AH-IS.
AVCO Corp. was swarded a $2,815,758 con·
tract for T53-L-13B turbine engines, and
$1,204,658 for remanufacture of T53-L-llA
engines to theT53- L-13B configuration.
Tiul U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Materiel
Readiness Command (l'ARCOM), Warren, MI,
awarded contracts totsling $194,519,918. Tbe
largest individual award, $71,060,855, went to
Teledyne Continental Motors as a modification

XM687 ELECTRONIC TIME FUZE is set
instantaneously with an XM36 setter that
checks and verifies fuze electronics prior to
firing. The fuze was tested during a recent
Helbat VI fIring conducted by the U.s.
Army Artillery School, Fort Sill, OK. It was
modified by the U.S. Army Harry Diamond
Laboratories (HDL) so that the desired setting could be calculated and introduced into
the setter directly from a battlefield com·
puter, thus eliminating the need of a man to
determine and enter the required information into the setter. Based on this test,
using also an M564 mechnical time fuze for
control comparison, HDL scientists and the
U.S, Army Human Engineering Labora·
tories (HEL), Helbat VI test sponsor, have
theorized that the saving of precious sec·
onds, as well as near·perfect set times, can
be used in all fire control computer systems.
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of a contract. for AVDS-1790-2D engine assem·
blies for the M4.8 chassis for the Armed Vehicle
Launched Bridge, M88 vehicles. and M60Al
and M48A5 tanks.
FMC Corp. is being swarded s $54.,220,800
modification to a previous contract for M1l3Al
vehicles. Three awards totaling $23,838,759
were issued to Chrysler Corp. ($21,375,182 for
technical and technology support services for
the M4.81M60 family of tanks, and a $2,463,577
modification to procure additional facilities for
XMl Full-Scale Engineering Development).
A M General Corp. will receive 23,563,3 9
($15,539,363 for M151A2 series tru ks,
$5,373,845 for M809 seri
trucks, and
$2,650,181 for M44 serie trucks). General
Motors Corp. was awarded $9.317,676
($5,476,176 for 6V53 diesel engines for
Ml13Al family vehicles, $2,076,000 for
PX100-1 transmissions for M1l3Al vehicles,
and $1,765,000 for XTG-4.1l-2A transmis·
sions for M578 recovery vehicle and U.. Roland vehicles).
Heil Co. will be paid $Ll,04 ,839 as a third
increment to a 3·year procurement contrsct for
M857 emitraiJer tankers. orris Industries,
Inc., wa awarded $1,469,600 for solid· rubber·
tire wheels for M551 vehicles.
The U. . Army Missile R&D Command
(MIRADCOM) and U.S. A rmy Missile Materiel
Readine Command (MJRCOM) at Redstone
Arsenal, AL, issued contracts Ultsling
$118,605,520, as follow:
MIRADCOM: Aeronutronic Ford Corp.,
$1,027.743 for R&D of SlAM, Phase lIs (control flight demon tration).
MIRCOM: Raytheon Co.,
1.981,091. of
which $31,771,040 is for MIM 23B Guided Mis·
sile lntercept Aerial fnr Hawk Missile System;
$24..386,971 for Hawk ground support equipment; $21,726.250 for Dragon Guided Missile
Launchers; $4,096,830 for modification kits for
Hawk missiles and groundsupportequipment.
Emerson Electric Co.. 24,890,299 contra t
modification (CM) for TOW launcher com·
ponents; Kollsman Instrument Co., $3,260,838
(eM) for Dragon Missile Tracker Tests Sets, and
$2.909,427 economic price adjustment contract
for Dragon Missile System Infrared Track rs.
Texas Instruments. Inc., $2.001,842 for TOW
CCM supplemental kits for the Land Combat
Support System; Beech Aircraft Corp.,
$1,500,000 CM for AQM -37A target missiles;
and Champion Co.. $1,034,280 for containers.
Ballistic Missile Defense Systems Command
(BMDSC), Huntsville, AL. System Development
Corp. WBS awarded a $3,481,858 CM for con·
tinuation development.of data processing annly·
sis and evalustion in support of the Ballistic
Missile Defense Advance Technology Center.
The U.S. Army Armament Command
(ARMCOM), Rock Island, IL, issued contracts
totsling $65,616,819. General Electric Co.,
Armament Systems Department., will receive
$43,780,000 for Ml63A1 (20mm self-propelled)
and M167Al (2Omm towed) air-defense guns.
AEL-Emtech Corp. wa awarded $11,14.6,920
for ANNP -2 range-only radar Ie the x·band
component kit; Optic Electronic Corp.,
$5,079,218 for MI05D telescope, and M32,
M32E1 and M35E1 periscopes; and Sperry
Rand Corp. $1,656,000 for hehnet sight subsys·
tem for AH-IS helicopters.
Hamilton Technology, Inc., will be paid
$1,507,500 for M577 fuzes for M483 projectiles; Honeywell, lnc.• $1,24.0.181 for stsbili·
EW, MAGAZI E

zetion systems and modification kits for
M60Al tanks; and National Presto Industries
Inc.. $1.207,000 for Ml 105mm high-explosive
projectile parts.
U.S. Army Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia,
PA. awarded a $22.500,000 CM t.o Hughes Air·
craft Co. for ANIVVG-2 laser rangefinders,
XM-21 solid-state computers and XM-21 reti·
cie projectors.
U.S. Army Pkatinny Arsenal, Douer. NJ.
awarded $13,700,000 to Honeywell Inc. for
155mm ~1731 and M692 projectiles and firing
train test housing; also, 1,100,756 for M 11,
GM, high-explosive Lance fuzes.
U. . Arm)' Watervliet (NY) Arsenal awarded
$1,663, 86 to Ladish Co. for 105mm M68 can·
non breech ring body forgings.
U.S. Army Eleclronie. Command (ECOM),
Fort Monmouth. NJ, awarded contracts total·
ing 62,257,589. Hughes Aircraft. Co. received
a $27.007,75- CM for Phases I and II of the Ar·
tillery Locating-Radar, ANffPQ-37;
E S L. lnc. was issued s $9,239,189 eM for
Guardrail V system and ancillary equipment,
and $7,616,762 for t.be ANfrSQ-114 Detecting
System, and equipment and ancillary items.
The Singer Co. will get $5,660,925 for
.AN/ASN-128 Light.weight Doppler Navigation
Systems; Motoroln, Inc., $3,757,457 for
RO-495 silver film processors; U.S. Smsll Busi·
ness Administ.ration (USSBA), Region IV.
Atlants, GA, 2,247,104, and U BA, Bala
Cynwyd, PA, 1,2 0, 00 for AN/A M-1 9A
semitrailer-mounted electronic shops.
Numax Electronics lnc. will receive
$2,634,271 for ANNSS-3 one-kilowatt search·
lights with adapt.er kits and technical data; Lit·
ton Systems, lnc., $1,831,576 for ANIASN- 6
inertial navigational sets and MT-447/ASN-86
gyro-stabilized plBtform mounts; and lIT
Corp" $1,060,750 for ANIPVS-5 NV goggles.
The U.S. Army Troop Support ComflUllld, St.
Louis, MO. awarded three contracts totaling
$7,878,172. Brunswick Corp. will receive
$3,355,200 for expandable shelters on the
Tran portable, Self-Contained Medical Unit; G.
W. Galloway Co., S3,277,005 for scissor type,
armored vehicle launched bridge; and Penn
Metal Fabricators Inc., $1,204,658 for trailer·
mounted field kitchens.

SKID·MOUNTED firefighting unit designed
to fit in a pickup truck for getting to a burn·
ing aircraft in a hurry - p088ibly in one-third
the time it tskes heavier fire trucks . is
demonstrated by Charles L. Deane, project
engineer at the U.S. Army Mobility Equipment R&D Command, Fort Belvoir. VA.
Aqueous film-forming foam (AFFF), a lowexpansion synthetic foam that leaves a thin
rUm which prevents reignition, and halogen
1211, anmert gas that hangs low and suffocates the fire, are two of the agents used
with the new firefighting unit, which bas
finisbed testing and is awaiting adoption.
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AMMRC Tests Show 'Long Service' From Ceramic Bearings
Experimental fabrication of ceramic roller
bearings that have exhibited "an extremely long
service life in tests" is reported as a part of the
Manufacturing Methods and Technology
(MM&Tl Program at tbe U.s. Army Materials
and Mechanics Research Center (AMMRC).
AMMRC research scientist George Harris reported on the new surfsce experimentation as a
joint MM&T task involving the AMMRC and
the U.S. Army Troop Support Command
(l'ROSCOM). He is employed in the Ceramics
Division, Materials Development Laboratory.
Roller bearing elementa were fabricated of
hot-pressed silicon nitride, grsdes HS-110 and
NC-132. The effect of surface finish on the rolling contact fatigue (RCF) life was investigated
using 27 surface finish variations. Methods
ranged from finisb grinding with silicon carbide
wheels to lapping or honing with diamond and
tin oxide.
Bearings with several of the smoother sur·
faces exhibited an RCF life greater than 50
times the life expectancy of M-50 steel bearings
and more than twice the life of the best silicon
nitride hearing elements previously tested. For
the best bearing surfaces, RCF life could not be
calculated as bearing failures did not occur after
more than 100 million cycles at 800 ksi (1,000
pounds per square inch) Hertz stress.
The normal failure of standard M-50 steel
roller hearing elementa occurs at 2 million
cycles at 700 kai Hertz stress. Because of the

long test times and the large number of bear·
ings tested, it was not possible to predict the
ultimate bearing life. It was noted, however,
that the post-test surface fInisb on long.lived
hearing elements was substantially equal to.

APG Dumped Tires Aid Ocean City Fishing Reef Project
Disposing of used, unserviceable tires often
presents problems for organizations concerned
about protecting the environment. Until recentIy this fact applied to Aberdeen (MD) Proving
Ground - until an ecological "call for help" came
Crom officials in Ocean City, MD.
Suitable waste materials were needed to help
build two mile-long, half·mile wide fIShing
~fs. APG responded with an offer of more
than 15,000 "dumped" tires.
The new reefs hopefully will result in better
fishing for vacationing anglers. Ocean City
Councilman William Purnell said the marine
growth around the tires will attract plankton
which, in turn, draws small bait fISh to lure
scavenger fISh like porgies and seabass and
larger predators such as bluefISh and cobia.
Two large tire companies alao are providing
20,000 tires monthly in addition to commitments from local county dumps.
APG's tire surplus was amassed over the last
four years and will be transported to Ocean City
by the MarYland National Guard's 1229th
Transportation Truck Company, based in Salis·

Improved Casting Methods ...

May Lead to Increased Horsepower, Fuel Economy
SubstantiaJ increases in gas turbine horsepower and fuel economy by
improved casting methods and preoxidization treatment of columbium al·
loy components are envisoned by researchers at the U.S. Army Materials
and Mechanics Researcb Center, Watertown, MA.
Milton Levy recenUy described some of the work AMMRC scientists
and engineers are doing in efforts to increase the turbine inlet tempera'
ture (TIT) to the 2500 to 2600 o F. (1371 to 1427°C.) range to increase fuel
economy.
Levy said in currenUy used nickel-base alloy materials such an increase
in TIT would necessitate sdoption of transpiration-cooled blades and vane
designs. Diversion of more air from the compressor and its introduction
into the turbine for cooling, be said, would tend to cancel out benefits of
higher TIT.
An alternative approach is tbe use of refractory metal alloy components
with higher melting temperatures than nickel-base alloys. Columbium alloys appear the most prominent candidates because of favorable strengthto-weight ratios.
However, like other refractory metal alloys, columbium alloys lack in·
trinsic oxidation resistance to operate for long periods of service without
an improved protective coating.
AMMRC effort bas resulted in a preoxidation treatment that eliminates
"peating" (enhanced oxidation) in complex silicide coatings. RecenUy,
with U.s. Army Aviation Systems Command support, the Solar Division
of International Harvester Co. reportedly baa optimized procedures for
applying an NS-4 silicide coating to columbium alloy SU-31 and C·103.
The fmal treatment utifu.es a preoxidation procedure developed by
AMMRC. Thermal fatigue testa at 25OO°F. (11171 °C.) in a high·velocity
simulated turbine environment were performed on NS-4 coated SU-31 sl·
loy specimens with leading edge radii of 0.25 and 0.50mm (0.01 and 0.02
inches).
Test results showed that the coating gave excellent protection. No coating failures were observed after 500 thermal cycles of exposure (from
25OO°F. to 500°F.). Further, columbium alloy vanes cast by REM Metals
Corp. were satisfactorily coated by Solar Division as sbown in Figure 1.
Work ia being continued to demonstrate producibility of coated complex precision-cast columbium alloy nozzles for advanced turbine engines.
ScientistS. L. Lopata oftheAMMRC reports that increasing the TIT by
400°F. could increase horsepower of a turbine engine as much as 20 perrent without a change in design. Redesign to take advantage of higher
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and in some cases better than, the pre-tested'
surface finisb.
Ceramic bearings are being considered in
Army applications where low mass density
(3.24 g/cc), long life, bigher operating temperatures or short term operation under lubricationstarved conditions are required.

bury, MD. Weekend hauls will tie-in with overall training requirements.

About 80 percent of the rejects are 16-in'ch
and small automobile tires; 20 percen t are large
industrial types. APG ceased burning tires
BOrneyears ago and throwing them into landfills
creates a problem in that they have a strange
way of often rising eventually to the surface.
The project baa received approval from the
U.s. Environmental Protection Agency and the
MarYland Environmental Service (MES). The
MES e -en purchased a $23,000 baler and
loaned it to the city.
The baler presses 10 tires into a tied bundle
about three feet high and weighing more than
200 pounds. Holes are cut into the tires to vent
air. A bout 1,500 bales provide a barge load.
Bales are then strung on cables with a con·
crete-filled base spaced at intervala to serve as
anchors and dropped at about 40-foot depths.
Ocean City officials estimate that up to
300,000 used tires a year will eventually be
baled and barged for the two proposed reefs,
located within a 3.mile radius.

TIT, he says, could increase horsepower as much as 55 percent.
The high melting point that promotes good higb.temperature strength
in columbium alloys adds to difficulties in casting the alloy into useful
shapes. With the Army Aviation Systems Command, AMMRC researchers are exploring feasibility of commercially casting useful airfoil
shapes of various conflgUl"ation out of columbium alloys.
REM Metals Corp., working under contract, baa cast represen totive
vane configurations from columbium alloy C103. Vanes have been cast
with solid corea, hollow cores with O.OGO-inch wall thickness. and bollow
COres with 0.04D-inch wall thickness-the latter representing various size
cooling passages.
With appropriate control of casting parameters, sound castings have
been produced of all three configurations. Work is continuing, under con·
tract with Solar, on renning the casting and coating ,techniques with a
higher strength alloy, C129Y, and evaluating the resulting product. This
is expected to lead to utifu.ation of commercial columbium alloys in com·
ing generations of more efflcient gas turbine engines.

Columbium Castings
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MERADCOM Traces Radioactive Eyepiece to Raw Materials Impurities
Considering the known harmful effects of
over exposure to radioactivity upon the human
body, imagine your response if inspection
showed your eyeglasses were subjecting you to
that hazard.
If you believe that possibility is a far·fetched
assumption, you may be interested in reading
about how the U.S. Army Mobility Equipment
ReaearclJ. and Development Command, FortBel·
voir, VA, has spent some four years in coping
with problems posed by such a discovery.
Investigation started when Steven Horne, employed in MERADCOM's Materiel Technology
Lab Radiation Research Group (RRG), dis·
covered a radioactive eyepiece while performing
a routine radiation survey for the Electronic
Command's Night Vision Laboratory at Fort
Belvoir.
When he informed his supervisor, Bob McMillan, head of the RRG, the resulting assumption
was that the glasses contained thorium, a rare
radioactive element. Testa verified a concentration greater than 15 percent, as opposed to the
regulatory maximum concentration of 0.05.
What to do about it? Trying to find the source
of the roncentration, determine the degree of
ha2ard, and develop corrective measures led to a
long and intricate series of actions. Night
Vision Laboratory studies involved a maze of
regulations, radiation do imetry investigations,
a look at glass maufacturing procedures, dig.
ging into medical library publications, and
checking on nondestructive testing techniques.
Evident early in the investigation, McMillan
stated, was that no requirement existed for
thorium in the eyeglasses. Moreover, the radistion could not be detected by survey-type
instrumentation.
Because many of the testing techniques for
such low thorium concentration were either
destructive or required a long time, the investigation involved development of eyeglass
standards and the acquisition of special test
equipment. Then another question was raised:
"Even though thorium concentration is less
than 0.05 percent, can wearers of the eyeglasses
reeeive more than m.ax.imum safe exposure in 8
given year?"
The answer to that query required study of
the anatomy of the eye, identifying the critical
cells and evalusting alpha energy deposition.
The result: Safe exposure for an individual who
uses an eyepiece with 0.05 thorium is less than
1,000 hours a noually , McMillan reported_
After evaluating the degree of hazard, the
RRG researchers traced the primary problem to
impurities in raw materiala used in manufac-

RUBBER-COATED FABRICS Research
Group's Paul Touchet checks items for text
in a cold box used in low-temperatures research to develop ozone-resistant rubber.
10
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tern program by the Organic and Chemical
Coatings Research Group (CCRG), currently
hesded by Fred Lafferman.
When the Army decided to use the patterns
on most tactical mobility equipment, scientists
in the Camouflage and Topographic Lab
assumed responsibility to help insure that
painting was done properly.
"To facilitate this effort," LaUerman said, "a
fact sheet was prepared explaining the appli·
cation procedure and how to deal with such
variables

RADIATION RESEARCH Group's Ed Heck
works with Ratio Recording Spectrometer
to measure transference and reflectance
properties of liquid and solid materials.
turing the glass. Next they developed techniques to control the acceptance of eyepieces
from the manufacturer. Testing is continuing to
insure that regulatory and contractual requirements are met.
Presumably this Materials Technology Lab research bas been interesting to you. Would you
like to koow more about MERADCOM programs? If so, read on.
Radiation research is just one of seven groups
of Materials Technology Lab effort. The others
are chemistry and bindeterioration, metallurgy,
organic and chemical coatings, packaging development, engineering, plastics and ceramics,
and rubber-eoated fabrics.
Officially, the over·all mission is research,
development, engineering and evaluation of
materials essentisl to support equipment andlor
systems development - including fabricstion,
construction and maintenance, and assuring the
best utilization of available msterials.
"An end item is no better than the materials
of which it is made," states the sign over the
door to building 363, where the lab office and
most of its facilities sre located.
Emil J. York, Materials Technology Lab chief,
said it exists primar.i1y to support the work of
MERADCOM's seven R&D labs, although it
does do some basic materials research. Services
include failure analysis, corrosion studies.
cheminsl analysis of metals and materials,
RDT&E (research, development. testing and
evaluation) of organic coatings, investigation of
produet contamination, and environmental and
biodeterioration of materials.
Instrumentation includes an energy·
dispersive X-ray spectrometer, a scanning e1ec·
tron microscope, an infrared spectrophotometer, 314 and 1.5-meter emission spectrometers,
a fluids particle counter,liquid scintillator, and
a gamma spectroscope.
Facilities include capabilities electroplating
and pspermaking, a pilot plant for rubber, plastics and organic coatings, and equipment for
testing the aging and weathering effects of
oxygen, rain, heat, cold and salt.
"While the lab does some outside contract
work," York said, "the bulk of our money comes
from payment for the expertise and assistance
we provide in support of specific MERADCOM
projects· as varied as hridges and camouflage,
fuels handling equipment, security sensors,
compasses and air-eushion vehicles."
As an example of effort, he offered the development and ongoing revision of paint specifications for MERADCOM's camouflage paint patEWSMAGAZINE
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environmental conditions. thinner,

primer, substrate and thickness of the sprayed
coating."
Another example of the diversity of
MERADCOM effort is the Chemistry-Bindeterioration Research Group, headed by Sid Levine.
This unit was involved in a long·range project
with the Electrical Power Lab to determine the
feasibility of increasing the loo-hour oil change
interval for the Department of Defense Family
ofDiesel Engine-Driven Generator Seta.
The result is an interim oil change policy by
the project manager for Mobile Electric Power
directing that the oil and oil fil ters be changed
every 300 hours of normal engine running or
after six months. whichever comes first· with
estimated annual ssvings of$1.5 million.
The Materiel Techoology Lab support is not
restricted to direct involvement in long-term,
high-eost projects. Personoel are avsilable to
answer questions. give advice and run simple
tests that take from four hours to s few days.
The lab also handles unusual problems that
may not be directly related to the development
of a MERADCOM end·item. For example, the
Rubber-eoa ted Fabrics Program identified the
rubber components from a RussiJln mine
marker so that identical substitute parts could
be fabricated for evalusting the system.
However, with MERADCOM's recent reorgsnization and the changeover in personnel
during the past four or five years, York and his
colleagues are a little worried that many project
engineers and scientists who could use the lab's
facilities and expertise are unaware that those
resources exist within MERADCOM.
To deal with this potentisl problem the lab
has published a brochure for diatribution within
MERADCOM listing its major equipment, fscilities and problems it is equipped to handle.
Earlier in the year. the command also issued a
new regulation detailing procedures each office
and lab must take to insure that the Materiel
Technology Lab is kept aware of their projected
material and packaging needs 88 well as specific
problem areas.

CHEMISTRY BIODETERIORATlON
Group's Frank Harris works with 8 Direct
Reading 1'h·Meter Spectograph used for
spatial analysis of oils and rapid analysis of
alloys and other metallic substances.
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SITE for dredged material disposal near Mobile, AL.
be generated by conventional methods.
The WFS wind machine choeen for the
demonstration consists of a 3-bladed, 16 1/,avsilable for future £leld operations.
foot-diameter propeller mounted atop a 4G-foot
Consequently, WES engineers are studying
tower. It produces 200 watts of power in an 8
energy resources avsilable at the site, such as
mph wind (minimum operational velocity), and
the wind, 8 free, clean and inexhaustible source
reachea its rated power output of 6,000 watts in
of energy in many areas. Windmills have been
a 23 mph wind.
used for centuries where a non·periodic source
The device is used primarily to main tain the
of power could be tolerated for such jobs as
charge on two 57-ce11 banks of lead·acid storage
pumping water and grinding grain.
batteries and their power is used alternately to·
The high-wind regions of the United States
drive vacuum and water pumps. Sufficient re(10 mph or more average yearly wind velocity)
serve power is provided to drive the system for
are a north·south strip 350 miles wide midway
about two dsys of dead calm.
between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, the
Project Engineer A. W. Ford explains that the
constsl areas around the Great Lakes, the
primary purpose of the field investigation is to
Atlantic Seaboard, the Gulf Coast, and other
demonstrate a vacuum well point dewstering
isolated areas around the country.
system. Such methods are needed to reduce the
WFS researchers selected an area on the Gulf
water content of fine-grained dredged material.
Coast near Mobile, AL, because the site was
The premise of the experiment is to draw
svailable and the yearly average wind speed
water out of the ground, deposit it in a common
represents the minimum condition recom·
sump and. when tbe sump is full, automatically
mended for successful operation of the system.
drain, monitor and record the volume of effluCustomarily, small windmill systems have
ent removed from the tank. To accomplish this
heen connected to charge storage batteries as a
effectively, the sequence of events must be con·
power source for use during periods of calm or
trolled precisely.
intermittent wind. However, for larger sysSimple design of the system is directed to a
tems, such as the wind machine being tested in
minimum of main tenance. Solid·state elecOhio by the National Aeronautics and Space
tronics control circuits are incorporated in autoAdministration, it was decided not to store the
mated safeguard systems designed to assure
energy. Instead, generated energy is fed direct·
ly to a commercial utility grid. The power will
that the batteries are not totally discharged or
over-charged, and to protect the windmill
be used as it is generated Under this plan
apparatus during periods of high wind.
during calm or intermittent wind, power would

WES Wind System May Aid Dredged Material Disposal
Dredging the nation's waterways to keep
them open for navigation· one of the major
responsibilities of the U.S. Army Corps of Engi.
neers in its Civil Works Program budgeted this
year at $2.47 billion - involves an average annual disposal of more than 350 million cubic
yards of dredged material.
The U.S. Army Engineer Waterwaya ExperimentStstion (WES), Vicksburg, MS, is conducting a nationwide research program to provide
more economically feasible and environmen·
tally compstible alternatives for dredged mate·
rial disposal
Scientists and engineers nf the Dredged Material Research Program (DMRP), currenUy
echeduled over a 5-year span at a projected cost
of about $30 million, are investigating methods
for improving the quality and reducing the
volume of dredged material by dewatering.
Under consideration is the development of
permanent disposal sites for drying, separating
and rehandling the material so that it may be
easily removed from the site, and treatment of
contaminated material Adequate sources of
energy will be required to operste equipment at
remotely located disposal sites.
In some instances commercial power or portable generating equipment is avsilable; how·
ever, if an energy crisis becomes acute, it is
doubtful that these sources of power would be

U.s. Army Mnbility Equipment R&D Command (MERADCOMj, Fort
Belvoir, VA, inventor Walter G. Taschek displays fuel-ceU.powered
landing light heing developed for remote, unsttended nperations requiring large smounts of electrical energy at low·power levels. Tas·
chek has a pending patent for a miniature hydrogen generator for
the light, shown at World Fair for Technology Exchange, Feb. 7·11.

COINVENTOR of zer~urrentcircuit breaker that eliminates detri·
mental arcing at electrical connections, Walt Pierce (left), explains
operation to Dave Safran of the Legal Office at MERADCOM, In·
vented by Pierce and George Lange (ret.) the device W88 displayed
by MERADCOM at the National Inventors EI1Iosition, Feb. 5-6.
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Are Gremlins at Work?

Bellows Attachment Eases Test Problems for Air Cushion Vehicle
"Going goony about the gremlins" could well
have been the response of the U.S. Army Mobility Equipment R&D Command test team
assigned to evaluation of the 3().ton LACV-30
(Lighter, Amphibious Air Cushion Vehicle) when subjected to the common daily query,
"How are things going, old buddy?"
The cause of that response started with delivery of two pilot craft which had looked and performed identically alike during the contractor's
predelivery tests. One of the vehicles was scheduled for Development Test II and the other for
Operational Test II, with one going to Aberdeen
(MD) Proving Ground and the other to Fort
Story, VA.
The DT vehicle functioned properly at the
APG, after the air-filtration system to protect
the main turbine was improved. But Fort Story
reported that the OT II vehicle performance
was po8ing a myaterious problem - that of a
"voracious appetite" of the APU (Auxiliary
Power Unit) turbine powering a supercharging
air flow fan. The fan is designed to draw 31.000
cubic feet of air a minute through an elevated
(25 feet from ground level) intake stack.
The APU function is to distribute air to the
main power turbine and itself. through a series
of filtering devices in tended to remove debris.
sand and salt water particulates. High rotation·
al apeeds of critical turbine components, engineers realized. might have made the particu·
la tes create explosive repercussions.
This problem delayed initiation ofOT II about
five months and placed in jeopardy the project
goal for LACV-30 Type Classification by the

Mortar, Artillery Radars (MALOR)
Redesignated Firefinder System
Firefinder is the new designation for MALOR
(Mortar and Artillery Locating Radars). a
change denoting that the U.s. Army's new indirect fire hostile weapons locating system has
transitioned from the research and developmentphase.
Firefinder is termed a "major breakthrough"
to solve the age-old problem of locating enemy
mortars and artillery for accurate counterfire,
thua responding to a high-priority requirement
The subsystems are designated ANfrPQ-37
Artillery Locating Radar and ANtrPQ-36 Mortar LocatingRadar.
The Army has announced that limited production of the ANfrPQ-37 is expected to begin
early this year and that further developmental
testing of the ANITPQ-36 will set the stage for
production in late 1977.
Both Firefooder subsystems use electronic
scanning, sophisticated signal processing, and
computer-aided analysis to detect and track
projectiles. Speed of the electronic processing
normally permits location of a hostile weapon
before the fired round has landed
The Army's development effort for a new
weapons locating system was initiated in 1972
with competitive prototype development for the
ANrrPQ-37. A separate development of the
ANfrPQ-36 started in 1973.
The programa were conducted under COL
William J. Harrison, project manager for
MAWR at the U.s. Army E1ectronica Com·
mand, Fort Monmouth, NJ, who is continuing
PM for FireflDder.
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LACV-30, Lighter, Amphibious Aircushion Vehicle
secondquarterofFY 1978.
amplitude. More than 60 operational hours of
During World War n. when technical prohthe fix have produced no return of the problemthus clearing the wsy for OT II testing to begin
lems developed in aircraft for which no physical
explanation appeared logical, it hecame comin January 1977.
lOon practice to blame tbe fault on "gremlins at
However, research on the problem is continuing. LTC Vargo and otber engineers on the proj·
work." That is what perplexed and frustrated
MERADCOM Project Engineer John Sargent
ect still are looking to find the gremlins that
and Ben Aerospace Textrnn engineers (develcaused the bigh amplitude response problem.
opers of the LACV -30) were increasingly
tempted to do.
Similarly mystified were personnel of SOLAR
(APU turbine manufacturer) and Alterdyne (deMETRRA (METal Re-radiation RAdar), an
signer of the total APU). since the turbines used
airborne system designed to detect surface
had performed in extensive service for other
mines, bobby traps, munitions, armed troops
applications without such a problem.
Compounding their frustration was the fact
and vehicles, is being developed at the U.S.
that the DT II vehicle was ex:periencing no rejecArmy Mobility Equipment R&D Command
tion by the APU. They concluded that the cause
(MERADCOM), Fort Belvoir, VA.
The system, which uses a transmitting and a
was induced by structure of the OT II vehicle.
receiving antenna mounted on the side of a heliConcerted effort by government and contraccopter. can penetrate dense foliage and operate
tor engineers toconectdata led to the discovery
in rain or fog to locate targets that do not move
that a 250 Hz hi-smplitude response. which
or emit heat
corresponded with the flTSt f1exual resonance
10 operation, VHF radio waves are transfrequency of the turbine shaft, caused a ronermitted outward, reflect off the surface, and
bearing failure in the APU.
return at the same frequency to give a terrain
The "fix" of the problem was a 61f,-pound
picture that is displayed and stored by monitorbellows attachment which anchors the turbine
ing equipment inside the aircraft Small
exhaust f1ange to the APU housing, thus
amounts of energy change to a harmonic fredampering effectively the causative frequency
quency as they reflect off the junctions of metal
Army's Fort George Meade Presents
parts of semiconductor of targets. For ex·
ample, electronic parts in air-scatte<able mines
Opposing Forces Training Exhibit
are detected and displayed on the METRRA
Numerous items of foreign materiel repremonitor.
sentative of Soviet. Warsaw Pact members and
In addition to the airborne METRRA. a portother nations were displayed late in January by
able backpack unit is being developed for use by
way of implementing the U.S. Army's OPp08ing
ground troops to detect surface mines and
Forces Training Program.
booby traps atsafedistances.
The exhibit attracted tbousands of First
Army personnel to Fort George G. Meade. MD.
Materiel displayed was assembled by Company
D, 519th Military Battalion, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD, and shown twice daily for a week.
Japanese television released a video tape of a
Soviet military exercise. The display included
two types of Soviet tenks, Soviet CBRs and
other communications equipment, the ASU-57
airborne assault gun, the BTR wheeled armored
personnel carrier, other wheeled vehicles, and
numerous small arms.
The Army's Opposing Forces Training Program is arranged to give the individual U.S. soldier an awareness of capabilities of the potential adversary, including recognition training
HELICOPTER-MOUNTED antenna, which
and instruction on hattlefleld conditions that
uses a metal reradiation radar (METRRA) to
may be encountered
detect surface mines, is undergoing tests.
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Mobility Equipment Command R&D
Developing METRRA Mine Detector
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Soviet Nuclear Reactor Power Plants
By Roy P. Nebiker

The Soviet nuclear reactor industry is flourishing. Similarly to the
United Stales reactor industry, Soviet investigators are considering the
current and potential uses of many types of available reactors, including
light water-cooled, gas-cooled, and liquid-metal-eooled systems.
The Soviet industry is manufacturing competitive power reactors
(which they have for sale), experimenting with promising new types ofreactors, and sealing down large power plants to a level at whicb they are
transportable and adaptable to meet p088ihle military demanda.
My purplllle is to discuss what reactors the Soviets are considering for
export, what reactors look most promising for the future, and what
reactors are most likely to be considered for military use.
The Soviet reactor available for export to other countries is the large
440-MW electrical pressurized water reactor (PWR), and the original five
reactor power plants of this type are located at Novovoronozh. This reactor uses low-enriched uranium oxide for fuel and ligbt water for the
primary and secondary cooling loops. Its design is similar to the PWR
constructed in the United Stales.
Rapid progress has been made in the development of the liquid-metal
(sodium) cooled fast-breeder reactor (LMFBR). expected to replace the
PWR. (See Peter Van Nort speech on fast-breeder reactor work in U.S.'
back cover, May-June 1976 edition of Army Research and Deuelopment
Newsmagazine article on National Junior Science and Humanities
Symposium.)
The Soviets are ahead of the United Stotes in the construction of com·
mercial size LMFBR plants, but in technical competence tbey lag this
country, The Soviet demonstrs tion plant at Shevchenko, the B N-350, produces 350 MW equivalent electrical power. About 200 MW ia used to operate a desalinization plant that daily produces about 120 tons of fresb
water.
This plant currently faces problems with fuel distortion and steam
generstor leaksge, Still the Soviets are confidently going ahead witb
design and fsbricstion of a much larger reactor, the BN-600 LMFBR.
Another Soviet endeavor in the fast-breeder reactor field is the gascooled, fast-breeder program. This concept is behind the LMFBR in development, but enjoys a higb priority. This type promises a theoretical fuel
doubling time of about 5 years versus ahout 10 years for the LMFBR .
thus offering the greater potential for keeping pace with the Soviets'
growing demand for electrical power.
Concurrently with this large, ambitious program, the Soviets are fabri·
cating and producing small transportable and mobile reactors. Intended
to supply commercial power for drilling and mining operations at remote
locations, these reactors (specifically the ARB US , the TES 3 and the
SEVER) could provide the SovietArmywith logistic electrical power.
The ARBUS is an orgaoicaJly cooled and moderated nuclear power station that produces 750 KWe and is boused in a building 12.36 meters
wide, 28.5 meters long, and 6.36 meters high. The plant consists of 19
separate, fully mounted, factory·tested, prefabricated unila, none of
which weighs more than 20 tons. The units can be transported by water
01' by land routes. Start-up nf the plant is accomplished through power
supplied from a 135 KW dieselgeoerator.
The main reason for design and construction of reactors utilizing
organic coolants and moderators is to allow the use of cheap structural
and lightweight shielding materials. Based 00 cost, the initial concept was
favorable but the reactor was impractical. Clean.up of the organic loop
from decomposition products, consisting of tar·like compounds, was more
difficult than anticipated.
The TES 3 produces 1500 KWe and is mounted on four caterpillar.
tracked vehicles. The first vehicle contains the nuclear reactor. The
second contains a specially shielded primary water circuit, the heat
exchanger, and the secondary steam circuit. In the third carrier are the
steam-driven turbine, the electrical power generator, and the condenser.
The fourth vehicle houses tbe control panel and tbe auxiliary equipment.
Viewed externally the vehicles are probably identical (see Figure 1).
Support facilities at the operational site of the TES 3 include a storehouse for spares, a prefabricated building to house the turbogenerator
switchboard, snd a radiation mouitoring facility.
Additional construction is necessary to provide shielding. A 2.8- meterdeep trench, lined and overlapped with higb-density ferroconcrete, is
large enough to accommodate the reactor and heat transfer units. The
trench walls and overlap are covered with earth to provide shielding.
The reactor also bas a lead shield placed inside the surrounding tank,
filled with a boric acid solution to absorb slow neutrons that escape from
the reactor during operation.
The TES 3 is extremely mobile. In less than two hours, the equipment

Effectiveness of camouflage techniques in the field can
be determined by a new method reported in a paper presented at the 1976 Army Operations Research Symposium,
Oct. 27-29, at Fort Lee, Va.
Developed by the U.S. Army Combat Developments Experimentatian Command, Fort Ord, CA, the technique
was reported by Gary Love, a CDEC civilian employe, who
described the feasibility of measuring observable differ·
ences between a tactical target and the background it appears against, as viewed by a potential enemy.
Field tested at CDEC's Fort Hunter Liggett Laboratory in
California, the method involves computer analysis of
photography under simulated combat conditions.
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Fig. 1. ONE OF FOUR Caterpillar·tracked Vehicles of the TES-3.

can be disassembled and readied for movement to a new locatioo. However, if the reactor bas been in operation immediately prior to an unexpected move, a 2·weekdeJay is necessary for nuclear fueL to decay.
The boric acid shielding solution is drained from the reactor before a
move. Fuel elements can be left in the reactor hecause the lead shield provides sufficient protection againstradi08ctivity after cooling down.
The SEVER (North) is a water-cooled reactor utilizing light water as the
moderator and coolant. Considered an improvement over the TES 3 although it has the same power output (1500 KWe). it has good operability
and main tenance features.
Designed to permit doubling of electrical output without an increase in
the operating stsff it is self·regulating, based on turbine load, transportable by ship or aircraft, and it can be produced in assembly Line fashion.
In contrast with the ARBUS, the SEVER does not have to provide a
regeneration loop for the coolant, and it produces twice as much power.
The entire plant, including the reactor complex, is produced in 24 separ·
ate blocks, eacb weighing about 15 tons.
The variety of reactor designs under investigation and the number of
reactors placed in operation during the last decade indicate impressively
the determination of the Soviets to use nuclear power to complement
their conventional fuel resources.

ROY P. NEBIKER is a nuclear engineer employed by the U.S. Army Foreign
Science and Technology Center, CharIottesuille, VA, where he analyzes
foreign nuclearpower capabilities. He receiued a BA degree from Columbia Uniuersity in 1947, folk>wed by post graduate training at Oregon State College, the
Uniuersity of California at Los Angeles,
and George Washington Uniuersity. He
has been in the TllJclear power business
more than 28 years.
• The U.S. engineering definition of douhling time is the operating time
required for the fissionable fuel initially present in the reactor to double.
The Soviets define the doubling time in terms of breeding enough fuel in
time to satiafy the future need for twice the present electrical demand.
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WSMR Optical Evaluation Facility

By Joe L. Rosson

The Optical Evaluation Facility (OEF) at
White Sands (NM) Missile Range was developed
to support the comple" array of optical instru.
menta and systems required for missile performance data gathering. Completed in December 1972, the facility provides broad evaluation
and development capahilities.
General responsibilities of the OEF are prototype evaluation, acceptance testing, optical system development and the continuing optimization and development of optical equipment.

are to be tested Eddy currents of hot air a:e
generated by li;8'h~ S?u.rces, electrOnIC eqUIpm-:nt and certam mdivlduals, (body h~ t IS a
prune s,ource), and will also cause vanattons m a
system s performance.
In.order to reduce the",: effects as much as
posSIble, wlth~ut resorting to a vacuu,?
chamber or vert,cal test tower, which have their
ow~ mhere~t problems, th~ WSMR OEF IS
eqUIPped WIth some 20 oscillatmg fans, wallmounted alon~ all optical test paths. The fans
are used to stir and mue the layered 8IT when
atmosphere averaging is possible with such
methods as Foucault or knife-edge tests.
If instantaneous results are required, the air
conditioning system is momentarily turned off
and the fans are started. After thorough mixing, temperatures are monitored at six levels
from floor to ceiling to an accuracy of 0.1
degrees Celsius.

tracking moun.ts at the range using optics for
photographic dsta gathering are the Versatile
Tracking Mount (VTM) (Figure 1), the Con·
troves and Askania Cinetheodolites, and the
Distant Object Attitude Measuring System delivered early in 1977 - the first of nine DOAMS
will be inatalled to replace some of the modified
gun carriage units which have heen in use for
manyyears.
In the WSMR configuration. the VTM
mounts three photographic ohjectives consisting of 1.3,2.5 and 4.6·meter focal lengths with
f4. 1'8 and flO ratios. These objectives are of the
catadioptic type, constructed primarily of fused
silica for thermal stahility, and have near diffraction·limited performance.
The cin.theodolites use various lenses including a specially designed 1'8, 2.3m focal length,
lightweight (12 kilogram) athermal catadioptic
design. The DOAMS festures 2.5 and 5m focal
length T5 andTID, athermal objectives of a new
catadioptic concept to minimize veiling glare.
While the WSMR systems provide a continuous workload for the OEF in the above
areas, the Facility also performs similar services for a number of other Army, Navy and Air
Force test ranges.
TEST ENVIRONMENT CONTROLS. The
OEF was designed to provide optimum test conditions. Temperature control is maintained to
± 1 degree Celsius at a mean temperature of 22
degrees Celsius. Actual temperature variation is
less than 1 degree. This is due to the basement
level location of the laboratory, which provides
natural insulation from external climatic influences. The air-conditioning system is filtered
to prevent entry of dust particles larger than 10
microns into tbe laboratory areas and humidity
is limited to 60 percent.
Stratified air layers, caused by temperature
differentials from floor to ceiling, are a problem
in any evaluation lab, especially if large optics
14
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Figs. 3&4. 32-Meter Beam
The beam system effectively isolates seismic
disturbances to a rnaltimum of 1 x 1O-5 g in the
1-5 Hertz rsnge and 1 " 1O-4 g in the 5-200
Hertz range. The lab also contains an 8m concrete beam on similar pneumatic isola tors. The
granite tables and the 8m beam are effective to
1 " lO-Sg in the 1-5 Hertz band snd 1 x 10-5g
in the 5-200 Hertz area.

Fig. 1. Versatile TrackingMount

TYPICAL WSMR OPTICS. Typical of the
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Fig.2. Temperature Profiles
When sampled temperatures reach s predetermined uniformity, test dste are recorded.
Temperature profiles shown in Figure 2 are
samples taken during interferometric wavefront analysis of two l·meter diameter .mirrors
in autocollimation. Acceptable data were obtained when the temperature profile was within
these boundaries.

The tests must be completed with a brief time
span (2 to 3 minutes) during which both th.e
temperature profile and the test output are
monitored for optimum conditions. Even with
these procedures. special cases bave required
mathematical averaging and modifications to
the a tmospheric controis.
One of the unique features of the OEF is its
vihration isolation equipment (VIE) necessary
due to the extreme sensitivity of the optical test
equipment. Normal street traffic formerly
produced disturbances to such a degree that
most critical testing was conducted after hours,
but VIE bas been very effective. Any test now
can he accomplished during a normal workday.
Several 11/.-ton, solid-granite surface tables
are supported on Barry Controis pneumatic
isolation systems, featuring an air-servo system
which senses load changes and automatically
adjuata air pressure to bold table levelment.
Included in the laboratory, and unique in the
United States, is a 32·meter long (106 foot) 0.9" 1.5·meter reinforced concrete beam weighing
130 tons (Figures 3 and 4). This beam is on 12 of
the Barry isolators.
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Fig. 5. Vibration Isolation of 32·Meter Beam
(Upper trace is seismometer output on the
32·meter beam surface and lower trace is
seismometer output of floor disturbance
under beam, recorded simultaneously.)
Sbown in Figure 5 is a dual-beam oscilloscope
trace which is the recorded output of two verti·
cal seismometers. One seismometer is located
on the 32m beam's isolated surface and one on
the concrete floor beneath the beam. An arti·
ficial floor disturbance has been recorded in the
lower trace, indicating acceleration ofO.Olg.
The upper trace, from the beam's isolated sur·
face, illustrates. very low frequency reaction
with negligible amplitude. The heam does move
at frequencies below one Hertz, where damping
cannot be precisely controlied with such a large
mass, but this poses no problem in testing if all
test components are located on the beam.
LABORATORY AND EQUIPMENT. The
main laboratory (Figure 6) consists of a 92square- meter area containing the granite sur·
face tables and the 8-rneter beam. This area is
equipped for the evaluation of small and in ter·
media te size optics up to 61 em in aperture,
JANUARY·FEBRUARY 1977
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Fig. 6. Main Laboratory Layout
depending on physical size and weight.
Intersecting the main lab is a 40-meter horiwntal tunnel 4 meters wide, housing the 32meter beam in a pit which places the top of the
beam at floor level Opening in to the tunnel is a
5,ODO-kilogram capacity 3.7 x 5-meter elevator,
connecting to a higb bay (7-meter ceiling height)
assembly area on the ground floor.
Large optics can be handled easily by utilizing
the l,4oo-kiJogram traveling· A· frame. Electrically pewered drive wheels travel the length
of the optical tunnel and the frame can be trans·
ported to the high hay area via the 5,000· kilogram capacity elevator. The high bay area con·
tains a 15·ton bridge crane to aid in the
assembly and disassembly of large optical sys·
tems.
The high bay area also includes a small
camera test lab and a tool room. Two electrooptical labs, a precision microdensitometer
rocm, a measurements room and a darkroom
complete the basement wing.
SOFTWARE CAPABILITIES. In the past,
optical evaluation was totally dependent on the
technologist's experience, judgment and eyesight. This provided, at best, a qualitative
analysis which, especially in compeund optical
systems, resulted in inconclusive test data. The
quest for more quantitative analysis has led to

Spea kin g 0 n ,

more complex test equipment, including computers for reduction and analysis of test data.
Considerable effort at WSMR has been expended to develop and conduct optical evaluation in the most quantitative manner possible.
Interferometric wavefront analysis is the
primary evaluation tool used at the facility and
its application has been adapted to a broad
range of uses.
A comprehensive selection of software has
been developed to enable the reduction of an interferogram to a map of the wavefront
deformation showing optical path diffelences in
hundredths of a wavelength at 6328A with a
routine accuracy of 0.02y. A 2-dimensional
Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) can be
derived from the interferogram by the WSMR
reduction program.
SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT. A Tropel
Miniscan (electro-optical knife-edge-scanner) is
available and an MTF can be derived through
the transform of the edge scan data_ The target
required for this instrument is a simple point
source. Extensive calibration of the unit is
unnecessary. The Miniscan normally is used to
evaluate ohjectives containing large quantities
of aberrations which make interferometric data
difficult to reduce.
Other opticsl test equipment in.cludes a complete EaJing lathe bed optical bench, a 51-em
dismeter I-arc second divider head, a spectroradiometer, a SIP measuring microscope and
the normal complement of equipment such as
reference flats, resolution targets, autocollimators, etc.
Test mirrors include three 61cm dismeter
mirrors (a parabola, flat and sphere) with wavefront deformations not exceeding O,05y peak-tovalley at the mercury-e line. These mirrors are

,(Continued from inside front cov"!'" ...,...
techniques discussed in Chapter IX in Section II of this report, by developing new technologies whIch offer the promise of less expensive but
highly effective military systems, and by placing greater emphasis on
competition throughout the R&D process. We believe that competition is
... encouraging innovation and enhancing cost-effectiveness.
• Third, we seek to make better use of technology by requiring that a
proposed new system be fully assessed in terms of tactics, alternative and
complementary systems, and mission requirements at the earliest stages
of the design and development process.
• Finally, we have decided to complete the development and testing of
those systems whose near-term deployment to our forces is urgent, while
retaining other systems in the early stages of development a t lower funding levels, where a high priority for deployment does not yet exist.
Lead Time Requirements. The long lead time encountered in the
weajlOn systems acquisition prooess introduces major uncertain ties into
RDT&E decisions. It requires us to plan and to implement R&D programs
on the basis of projectfrl trends, since today's decisiona will result in
weapons which will no'. be deployed for a number of years. Moreover,
even after these weapon systems enter service, they must he able to perform effectively against threats which will appear during their planned
operationalllle times.
Clearly, there must be the flexibility in both the short and the long term
to react to change: flexibility is needed in the short term to make program
adjuatments and to shift funds where necessary; in the longer term, flexibility is necessary to react to any Soviet technological breakthrough - by
retaining our technological leadership in areas vital to our future military

'-
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manufactured from Corning Optical Co.'s ULE
(trademark) fused silica which has a near zero
expansion coefficient. Two fused silica 1· meter
diameter mirrors are 'used (a parabola and a
flat) with wavefront degradation not exceeding
0.125y peak-to-valley at themercury-eline.
The facility's equipment also includes a programable microdensitometer which scans
photographic films and plates up to 25x25cm in
both x and y coordinates with an accuracy of
one micron. The data can be recorded on magnetic tape and displayed by video or chart
recorder.
Software in process will allow the microdensitometer to measure and record fringe position of an interferogram from which wavefront
data can be reduced.
The facility darkroom contains nitrogen-burst
processing for roll, cut film and photographic
plates up to 20x25 cm. In addition to the suppert of the Optical Lab, the darkroom is used
for the manufacture of pseudo missile data film
for data reduction studies, the manufacture of
special optical targets, and the evaluation of
new pbotographic emulsions for use at the
Missile Range.
FUTURE. Capabilitiea of the WSMR OEF are
being expanded to include evaluation in the in·
frared region of the spectrum. Future plans in·
clude an environmental test unit and the con·
tinning development of test methods including
multi-wavelength interferometry,
The OEF has proved its adaptability to a wide
range of evaluation problems and considerably
decreased the tie previously needed to conduct a
given test. We are pleased with the OEF, believe
it is well suited to the special problems imposed
by the Missile Range, and that it bas great
future potential

JOE L. ROSSON is ill charge of the WSMR Optical Evalnation
Laboratory where he is involved in application of new test methods
and development of optical instrumentation. He was also involved in
the design and implementation of the new evaw.ation facUity.
Rosson is a physical science techniiJian, civilian employe of the Department of the Army with 20 years experience in missile range
instrumentation. Fifteen years ha.ve been in optu:s-ralated R&D.
~"

s:gth, and by developing options which can be exploited rapidly.
On the other hand, changes must be accommodated witbout upsetting
the over-all funding and'program continuity that is essential to. successful and efficient RDT&E effort. We are attempting to reduce the lead
time for new systema in a number of ways:
• More extensive use of"off·the-shelF technology for subsystems.
• Reducing changes in the requirements and specifications of new systerns as they are being developed_
• Using simulators and simulstions more widely in test and evaluation,
We will also continue to work with the Congress to eliminate the follow·
ing actions which increase lead time: stop-and-start funding, and stretching out some programs beyond what is reasonably required to reduce
risks. Both of these incur higber costs in addition to reducing weapons acquisition efficiency.
R&D Cooperation With NATO. NATO members possess the bulk of
the Free World's technological, industrial and military resources. Unfortunately, duplication and lack of standardization within the alliance continue to reduce the over-all effectiveness of NATO's forces and have diluted resources expended on R&D, production and logistics support.
The growing threat baa created an atmosphere in the alliance conducive
to addressing this collective deficiency. The U.S. has taken initiatives
whicb will apply NATO's technological snd induswl strength more effectively through several cooperative efforts, including: mutual planning
and executing of national R&D programs to reduce duplication; standardizing selected weapon systems; and increasing interoperability in key
areas. , . communications, aircraft armaments, ammunition and fuels.
(Continued on page 21)
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WSMR Functions as Largest of 8 National Missile Ranges...

Vast Complex of Facilities, Sophisticated Equipment Serves Many Agencies
Judged by even the most fanciful imaginations of neighboring...tate "Tall Tale Texans."
White Sands (NM) Missi1e Range is big, a 4,000plus square-mile "spread" that sprawls over
pe.rts of four atates. It tails off - for specisllong.
range missile experiments - as far west as Green
River, UT. Conceivably, its off-range flight
oorridor could he extended to theGuIf of Alaska
without affecting populated areas.
WSMR is by far the largest (and only all.land)
of 8 U.s. national missile ranges. Its mind-bog·
gJing collection of facilities includes some of the
world's most sophisticated instrwnentstion for
measuring test fIndings, transmitting data and
instantaneous real·time computer processing of
data on advanced weapon systems.
WSMR is also the senior ns tional missile
range, established in 1945 as a U.s. Army facil·
ityand converted in 1952 by the Department of
Defense to serve equally the requirements of
the Military Departments. Much of the work is
performed for defense contractors on a non·
interferable, cost-reimbursable basis.
Today the mission of the range is continually
growing. The latest additions are involved with
research and development of solar energy . for
which WSMR is particularly well suited
geographically - and the juslrembarking program of training crewmen for the Space Shuttle
Orbiter Program of the National Aeronsutics
and Space Administration (NASA).
Tests conducted at WSMR include surface-toair, surface-to-tlurfaoe, air·ta-air, air·to-tlurf.ce
dispenser and bomb drops, meteorologica1 and
upper atmosphere probes; also, target systems,

"ENTERPRISE," America's first space shuttle craft, has been mounted atop a Boeing 747 at
Edwards Air Force Base, CA, where it is undergoing airstrip taxi tests, prior to "captive"
flight tests. The 122.foot-long, 100-tonEnterprise, wh.ich has a wingspan of 78 feet and a 60foot-high tail, is scheduled to be fired into space by disposable rockets in March 1979 from
Kennedy Space Center, Cape Canaveral, FL, then return to earth without power and land like
a glider.
(photo byRockwell InternatIOnaL)
space programs, equipment, components and
subsystems.
Magnitude of WSMR operstions is indicated
by a few statistics. During FY 1976, records
show 5,309 misBions were conducted and
coordinated by the Range Control Division; the
projection for 1977 is for mare than 7,000.
WSMR uses more than 6,800 civilian and military personnel.
Physical assets are valued in excess of $1
billion. Airspace scanning is accomplisbed at
over 1,100 instrumentation sites - each sur·
veyed to an accuracy ratio of about one part per
200,000.

NASA Officials View Shuttle Spaceflight Capabilities
NASA officials from tbe Goddard Spaceflight
Center (GSCl, Greenbelt, MD, and IheJohnson
Spacefligh Center, (JSC), Houston, TX, inspected and were briefed on shuttle spacefligbt
capabilities during a recent tour of Las Cruces
and White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), NM.
Two of the NASA ShuWe Training Aircraft,
modified Grumman Gulfstream·IJ twin-engine
jeta, were airborne during the Northrup Strip
visit, and continued to make simulated sbuttlecraft landing approaches throughout the after·
noon. (See November-December issue, p. 8 for
STA trainingat WSMR.)
DirectoroftheNASAJSCDr.ChristopherC.
Krsftand his deputy Dr. Sigurd Sjoberg headed
the visitors. Joining them on the tour were MG
OL. Tobia on, WSMR commander, LTC L.T.
Brown, director of Army Air Operations, and
U.s. Senator-elect Harrison (Jack) Schmitt,
former astronaut and f!Tst civilian to walk on
the moon.
The Houston group included George Abbey,
director of Flight Operations; Donald Cheatbam, chief of Shuttle Operations; Bailey
Chaney, Labor Relations officer; Aaron Cohen,
Shuttle Orbiter project office manager; William
Easter, GSC representative st JSC; Joseph AI·
granti, ch.ief of 0e Aircraft Operations Div;·
slon; and J.G. Thibodaux, chief of the Propu!sion and Power Division.
Also attending were Edward Smitb, vice president and Sh~ttle program manager witb Rockwell International; Edward P. Shales, manager
of Lockheed Electronics Co. operations at the
NASA White Sands Test Facility (WSTF); Kenneth Cooney, Lockheed vice president, and H.
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William Wood, deputy director of Network
Operations at GSC.
Dr. Kraft held a press conference at the airport upon arrival at Las Cruces De<:. 6, the date
thai coincided with the fourth anniversary of
the launching of the flight that took Schmitt
and two otherll on their journey to the moon.
Both Schmitt and Kraft were in full agreement that several facilities in the U.S., including WSMR, will be needed as space ports in the
future. They pointed out that WSMR'a sdvantages include higher elevation and lower humidity as compared with coastal launching and
landing sites. Kraft said be envisions space
porta around the country, much like the seaports of today.
He added that the recent selection of WSTF
as the site for the Tracking Data and Relsy
Satellite System (TDRSS) ensures the permanence of the facility in NASA's plsns for the fu·
tore. The TDRSS will centralize NASA's
ground-ta-space communications facilities at
WSMR, and replace a worldwide network of
tracking and space communications facilities.
Schmitt believes men will walk on Mars before the end of this century. He spoke of advantages of the space environment for many kinds
of research and developmenl Dr. Kraft com.
pared space explorations with man's efforts to
explore the Antarctic. A t first it was diffICult to
get there, he said, hut it became easier with development of the right kind of airplane. Right
now it is tougb to get to the moon. expensive
sod often risky, be said. "But in 10 to 15 years
it will be easy, and that is when the next real
steps will he taken."
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Roughly 700 of the most modern mobile snd
fixed types of optical snd electronic
instruments are used, including long-range
cameras, tracking telescopes, ballistic cameras,
radars and advanced telemetry. More than
10,000 test reports are prepared annually.
Aerohee, Aries and other sounding rockets
carry test pay-loads up to 300 miles. Huge
hslIoons (one block high • about as long as a
football field) are used for instrwnentstion payloads that have attained altitudes of more than
30 miles to record atmospheric and
stratospheric data. Numerous nations may have
sponsorship interest in the experiments - aB

~;ev;s=';:::rted

routinely in the Army

WSMR also has a solar furnsce that is the
largest in the United Sts~s and the second
largest in the world. This facility is engineered
to focus magnified rays of the sun onto a small
surface and to simulate thermal radiation
bursts emitted by nuclear weapons (heat up to
5,000 degrees F.) . with s view to advancing
technology for "hardening" (protecting) weapon
systems againstsuch bursts.
[n response to the nation's critical energy
shortage, WSMR currently is being considered
for development of solar energy systems for
remote test sites. Dr. John W. (Jsck) Bond, a
research physicist with the Army Mobility
Eqwpment R&D Command, Fort Belvoir, VA,
is working on a Department of Defense proje<:t
in conjunction with the U.s. Energy R&D Administration, NASA and the Jet Propulsion
~~ratory. Recently he made a second survey
YlSlt to WSMR.
During an earlier visit to inspect sites in the
U.S. having the best environmental potential
for the project, Dr. Bond commented: "With
1,100 instrument sites scsttered over its main
range, and many more along its off-range
corridor, WSMR is an ideal place to pioneer a
prolect of harnessing sun power for electrical
power.......
.
.
Pnmari1y, however, ever smce It was estsblished as White Sands Proving Ground - about
175 mi1es from the Roswell, NM site where Dr.
Robert H.. Goddard, ."fa.ther" . of Amer~
rrussilery dl~ much of his ploneenng research m
rockets dunng the early 19308 • WSMR has
been and is concerned with misBile tests.
On July 16, 1945, one week after it was
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created, the northern portion of the range was
the scene of detonation of the world's first
atomic device.
U.S. Army control of WSMR is exercised with
the aid of a Joint Scheduling Services Committee chaired by the chief of the WSMR

NASA Plans Year-long Tests
Of Space Shuttle Orbiter
Year-long testing of the pace Shuttle Orbit-

er, mounted atop the fuselage of a Boeing 747100 modified superjetdelivered in mid· January
to the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis.
tration, is scheduled to begin in February.
Modification of the superjet for piggyback
mounting of the l50,000-pound (68,040 kilograms) SSO was accomplished ahead of
schedule and under the target cost of a contract
totaling about $30 million. The contract provided for transport of the 880 and an airborne
platform to launching of a series of Orbiter approach and landing tests intended to prove out
capabilities.
Flown to the NASAlDryden Flight Resea!'ch
Center, Edwards, CA, the superjet SSO carrier
will be used initially for six unmanned and inert
Orbiter tests. Next will come a series of manned
flights, followed by a series in which the SSO
will be released at about 27,000 feet (8,229
meters) above the California desert for glide
landings at Edwards AFB.
Modification of the superjet SSO transporter,
capable of carrying more tban 200,000 pounds,
included bulkheads and skin reinforcements
and addition of tip fins to the plane's hor~ontal
stabilizer for aerodynamic stability during
mated flights.
Purchased from Boeing Co. by American Air·
lines in October 1970, the superjet was used for
almost 3,000 flights as a commercial carrier before it was purchased by NASA in July 1974 for
its SSO role.

COLJ ...phF.P....CUO
Commo...,. U.s. Army
CommunicatiollB Command Agency

Control Division. Through the Ballistic Missile
Defense Command, the Army has similar responsibility for Kwajalein Test Range in the
Pacific Ocean.
Four of the national ranges are under Air
Force control: Arnolil Engineering Development Center in Tennessee; the Satellite Control
Center and the Space and Missile TC, both in
California; and Eastern Test Range, FL.
Under Navy control are the Pacific Test
Range and the National Parachute Test Range,
both in California.
WSMR claims three main advantages over
the other national ranges. One is long-range
visibility due to e"ceptional weather conditions
(long periods of clear days) and vast open
spaces. Precision instrumentation sites are
spaced effecti ely along the entire test area.
Ground vehicles and helicopters join in rapid
recovery of test vehicles, upon landing, for
evaluation. The range baseline is surveyed to an
accuracy ratio of one part per million.
Mentioned earlie!' was that the WSMR test
facility, 40 miles wide and 100 miles long. is
limited for long-range tests except through fly.
over arrangements to use land adjacent to range
boundaries. Off·range launch complexes are ill
UUih at Green River and Blanding. in New

Mexico at Fort Wingate, and the Army Air Defense Commall'.i'. McGregor Range southw t
of WSMR. The WSMR commander assumes
responsibility for flight safety in a 500·milelong corridor when the Green River site is u ed.
One of the unique factors in WSMR opera·
tions is an occasional requirement to evacuate
some families of ranchers, under a contracted
·co-use" program, for some test flights - usually
for much les than 12 hours. Local radio stations cooperate by announcing evacuation needs
and "all clear" for return to homes.
One of the sources of WSMR pride is tha t
there never has been a dea th Or civilian injury
within established boundary areas of off·range
flight corridors due to test operations. Use of
the Blanding e"tension involves evacuation of
about 1,200 people and about 60 when the
Green River site is used.
Historically· actually dating about two years
before it was formally established· WSMR has
been the test site for shoost all Army-developed
missile systems and many developed by the
Navy andAir Force.
Prior to the advent of the German V-2 rocket
during World War n (which was to lead to
much of the early R&D at the facility), WSMR
(continued On page 18)

NASA Funds Medical Spaceflight Shuttle Operations
Development of Space Shuttle flight medical
operations and support plans, including design
of a concept for a rapid-access medical consultation system, will be performed under funding
by the NASA-Johnson Space Center.
The Boeing Co. Space Systems Division also
will develop conceptual designs of medical support consoles and clinical instruments, such as
surgical tools, for the spacecraft. The contract
is an 8-month extension of an agreement which
called for use of space technology to provide ad·
vanced health care for people in remote regions;
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also, assistance to the space center in planning
and preparations for life sciences missions
scheduled for Spacelab flights.
The European Space Agency is building the
medical laboratory, scheduled to make its first
flight aboard tbe Space Shuttle Orbiter in 1960_
A number of flights will be dedicated to life sciences experiments involving physiological, biological and diagnostic-type research.
Providing for extension of the work through
June 1977, each of the Boeing Co. contracts for
modifications is funded atabout$100,OOO.

Dr. WiIburB. Payne
Director. TR.A.J>OC
S:t.t~ms
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was used by the U.S. Army Ordnance Corps.
CaliforIDa Institute of Technology was requested to investigate long--rang-e, surface-tosurface guided missiles, and Aberdeen (MD)
Proving- Ground was assig-ned to prepare a
study on such rockets.
The National Defense Research Committee,
American industry and the U_S. Armed Servo
ices pooled efforts to develop missile guidance
systems, and some of the results were used
against the enemy late in World War11.
Currently under control of the U.S. Army
Test and Evaluation Command, headquartered
at Aberdeen PG, facilities at WSMR are used to
support missile development test programs for
the Army, Navy, Air Force, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (the
latter on a stesdily increasing- basis)· and even,
on occasion, the interests of nations allied with
the United States.
The WSMR National Range Operations
Directorate (NRO) supports this immense
effort, principslJy through the Range Control
Division. Other divisions are Range Services;
Missile Flight Surveillance; Date Collection;
Range Programs; Analysis and Computstion;
Programs; and the Utah Lsunch CompleK_
All work performed at the range is performed
00 a priority basis. Except for desig-nated national priority prog-rams, R&D of guided
missiles rates top priority. Then comes con·
tinued testing and refining of existing missile
systems.
The third priority is testing- aU other weapons
systems and related hardware, a categ-ory thst
may include programs sponsored by federal
agencies other than the Department of Defense,
state government agencies, educational institutions, and industry or allied countries.
All requests for support are handled conseeu·

Aries I Instrumentation Collects
Data at 200-Mile Altitude Range
Collection of physical sciences data in the
2oo-mile altitude range was the mission of an
Aries I sounding rocket carrying instrumenta·
tion for three scientific experiments and
launched Jan. 26 from White Sands Missile
Range.
Two of the eKperiments were sponsored hy
the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory and the
Max Planck Institute of Garching, West Germany. The purpose was to observe low-energy
diffuse X.ray background above the earth's atmosphere; also, to observe the Vela and Puppus
Super-nova remanants io the soft X-ray region.
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD,
sponsored an experiment to study the extragalactic component of ultraviolet background. Detection of this type radiation has importance
ooncerning the geometry of the universe.
Instrumentation packages and supporting
equipment from all of the experimente were reoovered and will be used in future space probes.
Kiruna, Sweden will be the site of another
Aries I launch in March in support of the Mag·
netospheric Studies Program. White Sands Mis·
sile Range has scheduled additional launches in
1977-78.
Using ob olete Minuteman I missile second·
stage motors for propulsion, the Aries I has had
four launchings from WSMR. An slJ·time highaltitude record for single-stage sounding
rockets was attained Dec. 16, 1976, when an
Aries 1 reached an altitude 318.7 miles above
Whi te Sands Missile Range.
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ATOM PEAK Telemetry Acquisition Station at WSMR, NM.
tively as received. Exceptions are made only for
support of taska at the top of the DoD "Master
Urgency List"; programs which deal with
celestial conditions; programs requiring Iarg-escale troop deployment, and joint operations
with other national testran~es.
Customer waiting time after a requested support effort is programed depends on th.e priority listing and the complexity of support
needed. In some cases, WSMR scientists and
engineers may have to design special in·
strumentation to accommodate a test. Existing
instrumentation and support systems normslly
are adequate or can be modified to accomplish
test objectives.
The centralized procedure under the Joint
Scheduling Services Committee, as mentioned
earlier, assures an equitable distribution of test
time and facilities to each authorized user. It
also permits testing in multiple configurations
for an average of four simultaneous tests.
One of the recent improvements in control
capsbilities is a reconfigured Operations Control and Diaplay Facility (OCDF). When test
projects are in progress, OCDF range and instrumentation controllers, flight safety officers, computer prngramers and operators, and
other personnel cooperate closely in monitoring
flig hts and collecting dats.
OCnF personnel thus combine efforta in realtime data systems that show the exact location,
direction and velocity of a missile at the precise
instant it is being viewed on television monitors
and tracked by radars and other sophisticated

PERSHING surface-to-surface artillery missile test and evllluation has been a continuo
ing program at WSMR since the early 1960s.
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instrumentation.
Flight safety 0 ffieers have continuous courses
plotted, indicating the impact area of missile
debris should an in-fligbt destruct be ordered.
When the project is completed, each customer
receives a complete report on all flight aspecta
and missile performance.
Meteorological and physical sciences atma&pheric and stratospheric probes. as cited earlier,
are an important part of WSMR operations, as
conducted hy the Atmospheric Sciences
Lahoratory_ The ASL is under control of, and
part of, the U.S. Army Electronics Command,
headquartered at Fort Monmouth, NJ.
Scientists from many U.S. agencies and foreig-n
nations tske part in these probes.
The U.S. Defense Nuclear Agency, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, and various other
national and allied internati.onal agenc; shave
oombined resources in all extended program of
sim uIa ted nuclear effects tests.
Reported in a series of articles in the Army
Research and Development NewsT/UlgllZine, this
program has been concerned with determination of nuclear hlast effects upon weapona systems; also. surface and below ground effects
upon structures (bridges, huildings, fortifications, etc.) as well as upon surface and air
vehicles of numerous types and configurations.
The objective of this serle of detonations of
high.powered explosives is advanced knnwledge
of how to construct stronger frames or apply
improved protection against vulnerability.
WSMR has numerous tenant organizations,
the larg-est being- the Atmospheric Sciences
u.boratory. It dates in range history to World
War II when it was under the U.S. Army Signal
Corps, and was concerned with radar and com·
munications support for the V-2 rocket pr<>o
gram. ASL's currentmission is 3-fold.
Thirteen ASL meteorological suPPOrt teams
provide highly specialized support to Army
R&D, including evaluation activities throughout the Continental United States, Alaska, and
the Panama Canal Zone.
In addition to research, development and
engineering activities linked to weapons systems and other militsry equipment, ASL personnel conduct extensive atmospheric and
stratospheric phenomena investigations. They
also are involved in development of
meteorological equipment and techniques.
Another tenant is the Naual Ordnance Missile
Test Facility, sometimes termed a "desertlocked arm" of the sea services Miss.i1e Development Agency. The NOM'IT launch ite is the
USS Desert Ship (118-1), which from the in·
side looks like a seagoing vessel.
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Navy-launched missiles and various other
areas of investigation. including rocket probes
of atmospheric conditions, have been a part of
\'i MR activities since 1946 when the Navy
was interested in the Viking and Vanguard
programs. More recently. the NOMTF has been
concerned with NASA's "Man in Space"
program, calibrating the Skylab equipment,
and follow-on effort in Skylab zero gravity experiments; also the Aegis system de igned for
ships of the 1980s.
A tenant detachment of the 658th Test Group
is an element of the Air Force Systems Com·
mand's Armament Development and Test Cen.
ter, hesdquartered at Eglin Air Force Base in
Florida. The center operates a fleet of high.per.
formance jet aircraft in support of wespons sys·
Iems and subsystems tests. The detachment
sponsors on-range Air Force projects.
The Troop ComTTUJnd has about 1,400 author·
ized Army personnel on the range, in support of
troop facilities for the Army, Navy, Air Force
and many other Army technical functions, including administrative, logistical and test activities. This force is the largest military popula·
tion of any post within the Army Test and
Evaluation Command activity.
The Defense Mappin.g Agency Topographic
Center is responsible for collecting data on
geodetic positions, orientations, elevations,
geoid heights, gravity and astra-geodetic in·
formation on instrumentation sites and relative
to test missiles.
Office of Missile Electronic Warfare. Operational at WSMR since 1952, the OMEW comprises almost half of the U.S. Army Electronic
Warfare Laboratory, an element of the Electronics Command headquartered at Fort Monmouth, NJ. OMEW is interested in tests to
determine vulnerability to electronic countermessures (ECM) of all U.S. Army missiles and
other systems utilizing or affected by electromagnetic radiation.
OMEW personnel define vulnerabili ty and
recommend electronic counter·coun termeasure
(ECCM) fixes to developers to degrade or negate
the discovered vulnerability. They also prove
vulnerability of foreign missiles to ECM and
develop electronic warfare systems to combat
foreign guided missiles and defense systems of
interest to U.S. A rmy elements in the field.
TRASANA denotes the U.S. Army Training
and Doctrine Command's Systems Aoolysis

ANIMPS-36 RADAR used for precision mis·
sile-tracking at WSMR can be moved from
site to site and operable within ejght hours.
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systems, surveillance and analysis, and frequency management.

CONTRAYES CINETHEODOLITE (mobile)
permits angular position recormng of the
pointing axis from the instrument to target,
which provides azimut.h, elevation and
angular data tracking for tests at WSMR.

Activity, established in July 1974 as an evolution from the Nike-Zeus Project Office progressively redesignated the Safeguard System Evaluation Agency, Sentinel System
Evaluation Agency. and the Nike-X Engineering/Service Test Operation.
Current.ly staffed with 338 authorized
civilian and military personnel. TRASANA is
responsible for assessment of Army materiel in
test operations. Predominately the staff consists of physical scientists, physicists, operations research analysts. mathematicians and
statisticians, electronic and missile system
engineers, economists and psychologists.
rest results are publiahed in technical reports
available within security constraints to users
with a certified need to know, including cost
and operational effectiveness analyses.
ARMTEis the acronym for Army Missile 1'e I
and Evaluation, a big agency at WSMR which
has tested numerous missile systems until they
were approved as resdy for operation. Among
the missile systems tested are the Nike
Hercules, Pershing, Nike Zeus, Hawk and
Sergeant- to list only a few.
ARMTE is concerned with nuclear radia tion
effects upon wespon systems, shock causeS duro
ing flight, propellants and guidance systems,
exhaustive environmental testing, thermal
radiation, and various other performance and
reliability factors. Missile systems are subjected
til the most extreme operational conditions conceivable - shock, tropic heat, arctic cold, ingested dust, salt and dampness exposure, operational safety, etc.
Army Air Operations is a directorate of
WSMR at Holloman Air Force Base, responsible
for air support of tests with 21 aircraft, OH-58
and UH helicopters. Operations involve aerial
observation, photography, transportation, aircraft maintenance, and missile recovery. Aviation support is provided for the Green River
Launch Complex in Utab.
The Utah Launch Complex is at Green River,
about 500 miles northwest of WSMR HQ, and
functions as the principal facility for off-range
testing. Estahlished in 1963, the complex has
served the Army's Pershing and the Air Force
Athena Programs. Satellited on tbe complex are
the nearby Black Mesa launch and White Mesa
rsdar installations.
Army Communications Command responsibilities at WSMR include engineering, installation. operation, modification and maintenance
of telecommunications and dsta transmission

Among other performance requirements are
ground-ta-air communications, teletypewriter
networks, mobile radio systems wjth base station and remote-control units. radio command
guidance and destruct signals, and instrumentation control circuitry. The ACC has about 500
employes at WSMR, 22 communicalions
stations, 18 frequency management facilities,
and 25 timing facilities.
Total value of ACC facilities and instrumentation is about $50 million.
Holloman Air Force Ba'e on the eastern
border of WSMR is "home" to the 49th Tactical
Fighter Wing. the largest combat wing in the
U.S. Air Force, and to the WSMR Army Air
Operations Directorate, as well as the 6585th
Test Group.
The group directs R&D activities of the
o,ntral Inertial Guidance Test Facility, a radar
target scatter site, the Maintenan.ce Support
Division, and a 50,000· foot high-speed sled
track known as the "most precisely a'ligned and
completely instrumented test track in the Free
World."The track claims the world's land speed
record of more than 5.600 mph for an earth·
bound vehicle.
The NASA Johnson Space Cenler selected
WSMR in 1962 to test the Apollo Space F'lighl
Program command and ervice modules in
uborbital tests of launch escape and earth land·
iag systems; also, rela ted flight dynamics and
structural investigations. NASA was assigned
an 88-square-mile area for development of a
propulsion systems test facility.
NASA is now a large-scale user of WSMR
facilities for an expanding area of investigations, including the Space Shuttle Orbiter
maneuvering system, resction control aystem
and the auxiliary power syslem. Considerable
R&D effort on the Viking spacecraft, which in
1976 landed On Mars, was performed at WSMR.
NASA also conducts probes of upper
atmosphere clear air turbulence at tbe range.
Known as the birthplace of the U.S. missile
R&D program in 1945 and in the late 1950s of
the U.S. expedited space program, WSMR is
today incressingly prominent as a "place where
the action is" - busy, busy, busy!
Somewhat incongruously, perru.ps, the wide
open spaces of the vast military reservation
serve as a wild'li!e refuge for many animals
including big horn sheep, wild horses and 8
growing herd of African gemsbock.
Fundamentally, its national range role is
growing as a research, development, test and
evaluation asset of tremendous importance to
the United States and its allies.

VERSATILE TRACKING Mount with ISO",

100" and 50" lens at Frank Site, WSMR.
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Developing Methodologies for Helicopter Analyses
By Donald J. Merkley

u.s.

Government agencies and helicopter manufacturers as well as
other organizations involved in research, development and operstion of
rotary.wing aircraft need a capability to predict accurately structural design loads, aeroeJastic stability, stability and control, and performance
characteristics for helicopters of various sizes and rotor types.
Government scienl:ific and engineering personnel need this capability to
reduce development and procurement risks for new helicopters; prevent
delays in deployment; reduce reliability and maintainability problems of
operational aircraft; and to prevent undue resbiction of usage due to unsolved technical problems.
Each airframe manafacturer presently employs several analysis
methods of varying complexity. These methods, particularly the more
simplified ones. are applicable only to the type and size of rotor system in
which the airframe manufacturer has specialized.
Furthermore, most manufacturers have limited capability to account
for the effects of coupling of advanced flight control systems, fuselage
motions, and inadvertent high-frequency pilot inputs (pilokoupled oscil·
lations) with the rotor.
Structural design, aeroelastic stability, stability and control, and perfonnance of rotary-wing aircraft employing advanced rotor concepla and
flight control systems cannot be predicted with sufficient accuracy to
meet Army and industry needs.
Analysis methods such as the Bell Helicopter Textron (BHT) Rotorcraft
Flight Simulation (C-81), the Lockheed California Co. REXOR, and the
Sikorsky Aircraft Co. Normal Modes (Y-200l, constitute tbe stale-of-theart in comprehensive analysis mathematical models. These are referred to
88 first-generation comprehensive analysis methods.
Tbe Eustis Directorate of the U.S. Army Air Mobility Research and
Development Laboratory (AMRDL) is responsible for managing tbe
development of a system of analysis methods to satisfy tbe needs of U.S.
Government agencies and industry. This has been designated as tbe
Second Generation Comprehensive Helicopter Analysis System, objectives and applicationa of which are depicted in Figure 1.
System development requires a close working relationship between the
government and the industry to ensure that it will be user-oriented to encourage widespread acceptance and application. A GovernmentJlndustry
Working Group (GIWG) with representatives from six helicopter air·
frame manufacturing companies, AMRDL, the RD&E Directorate of the
Army Aviation Systems Command (AVSCOM), and the National Aer~
nautics and Space Administration has been established to serve in an advisory capacity to enhance the user orientation.
Architecture of the system has not been denned but will be evolved during planning and development phases. The system is expected to.consist
of an executive routine and assortment of technology modules (FIgure 2)
which can be utilized in combinations to solve specific problems.
Modules will contain such mathematical descriptions as tbe helicopter
structure, serodynamics, dynamics, and inflow velocities. Firs~gener~
lion comprehensive analysis methods will be evaluated to determine theIr
strong and weak poin la, and to maximize the benefits of lessons learned in
their developmentand application.
The system is expected to provide s framework for "testing" and
validating new technology modules and will provide a unifying end item
1ROGRlM

SECOND GENERATION COMPREHENSIVE
HELICOPTER ANALYSIS SYSTEM
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Fig. 1. System Objective and Applications.
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orientstion to the development and validation of these modules.
The system will he designed using a 3-part iterative approach. Tbe first
step is a detailed definition ofthe needs for the program. Le., the required
functional capabilities. Next is a synthesization of an architecture or configuration of an executive routine and module. The third step is tossscss
system capabilities. This 3-part process will be repeated until a satisfactory configuration for the system and reliable function capabilities
have been determined.
Development effort consists of five phases: planning (started in FY 75).
pre-design (FY 77), design, validation and mainten.snce. The design phase
calls for functional demonstration of the system in three to four years,
followed by tbe validation phase requiring extensive participation by user
orgsnizations.
The mainten.snce phase will correct errors and denciencies in the system and incorporate evolution.sry improvement changes in technology
modules. The final analysis system must be reliable and economical without undue compromise in accuracy.
Herman I. MacDonald. who heads the system development at the Eustis
Directorate, ststed: "A very challenging technical development program
is being undertaken to make a major improvement in the capability of
rotary.wing aircraft manufacturers and the Arroy...and reduce the risk
associated with acquisition of rotary-wing aircraft weapon systems which
incorporate advanced technology."

Fig. 2. Possible Syatem Configuralion
OONALD J. MERKLEY is an aerospace engineer with the Eustis (VA)
Directorate, U.S. Army Mobility Research and Deoelopment Laboratory
(AMRDL) He gradU4 ted from the UnioersityofTexasatArlington wit.ha
BS degree in aerospace engineering (1969) and an. MS in mechamcal
engineering (1971). Prior to joining AMRDL in 1971, Merkley was an
aerodynamics design en.gineer a t LTVAeronautics.

Engineers Select 16 Sites for Shoreline Erosion Study
Selection of 16 U.S. coastal sites as the first phase of a
5-year program to test and evaluate shoreline erasion
control measures was announced recently by U.S. Army
Chief of Engineers l TG J. W. Morris.
Authorized under Section 54 of the 1974 Water Resources Development Act, the projects are not designed
to solve problems of individuals. The purpase is to demonstrate effectiveness of various erosion control measures
at different types of shorelines. Solutions to the selected
erosion site problem will enable private owners to choose
an approach best suited to their requirements.
Selected sites, 1001 which were recommended by the
Corps of Engineers Shoreline Erosion Advisory Panel, are
Kotzabue and Unaloklett, AK; Alameda. CA; Bowers, Kills
Hummock, Lewes. Pickering. Broadkill and Slaughter
Beaches, DE; Basin Bayou State Park and Stuart·Jensen
Causeways. Fl; Geneva State Pork, OH; Bulls Island, SC;
Sand Point, TX; Oak Harbor, WA; and Port Wing. WI.
The second phose of the program will entoil planning
and design 01 specific devices for installation at the sites
and environmental impact evaluations of proposals.
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(Continued from page 15)

These cooperative efforts are an important factor in the U.S. weapons
acquisition strategy because they are highly leveraged. yielding large payoffs lo return for relatively few resources. The FY 1978 RDT&E program
will continue to build on the momentum already achieved withio NATO
toward increaslogalliance force effectiveness and lesseniog the burden on
the resources of all NATO members.
U.. R&D in the Private ector. The clo e interrelationship among
U,S. defense, industrial and academic R&D communities has been a major
contributor to the technological leadership ou which Our mil.itary security
and economic vitality have depended sloce World War U. Defense must
continue to support and draw on the wide base of advanced technology
and efficient production processes of our civil sector for the supcrior mili·
tary hardware essential to meet future security requirements.
RDT&E planning consciously seeks to improve the ties among the com·
ponents of our national R&D community and to strengthen the competi·
tive forces on which we depeod for innovative. efficient and high-quality
military systems. The FY 1978 RDT&E program will continue to emphasize competitive prototyping and independent R&D as important ele·
menls of ou.r R&D atrategy. In addition, we must increase tbe participa.
tion of industry and universities in technology base programs.
Technology Transfer. Although technological diffusion is a fact in
today's highiy competitive international environment, we must continue
to mininlize its impact on U.S. technological leadership in areas of importance to our defense. We can do this in two ways.
• First, we must ensure that investment and other incentives to continued innovation are sufficient to keep our lead iu advanced tecbnology
despite tbe losses that result from the transfer of technology.
• Second, we must continue to restrict the transfer of those technolo·
gies - particularly production technologies - which would enable poten.
tial adversaries to close technology gaps ill vital defen e areas.

RDT&E FY 78 BUDGET
BY MISSION A'IEA
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PROGRAMWIOE MGMT
& SUPf'ORT
TOTAL

1.'19.1

nu

2,41'1.5
1l.40!.1
I,IEU

U!i'.a
1l.04].6

* INClUOf;S AOV, Tf.'CIoI. DEYElO""EaT
FY 1978 RDT&E Program Eml'hasiB. The distribution of the FY
1978 RDT&E budget request by misSIOn area is shown in the chart.
The major programs supported by these (fund) allocations include:
Strategic Programs. We will proceed with RDT&E programs intended
to prevent or redress unfavorable assymetries and to counter any Soviet
developmentB and deploymentB which appear to be aimed at upsetting the
futurestrategic balance. These programs include:
• $1.94 billion to maintain tbe survivabillty and increase the effectiveness of the Triad of U.S. strategic retaliatory forces: B·1, MX, Trident,
crulse missiles and improvements to strategic retaliatory systems.
• $249 million to improve U.S. strategic defens.ive and warning sya·
tems and to hedge against fulore requirements: Advanced Interception
Technology, Joint Surveillance Systems, the Mosaic Sensor Project, and
Ballistic Missile Defense R&D.
• $108 million for space defense R&D. Soviet development and testing
of a potential antisatellite capability clearly threatens theaurvivability of
our space systems and raises tbe apeeler of space warfare as a new dimen·
sion of conflict. We are responding to this Soviet initiative in space by ex·
panding those RDT&E programs which will provide a capability for protecting U.S. satellite systems. These programs include: Space Surveil·
lance, Ground-Based Electro-Optical Deep Space Surveillance, Satelliteborne Long·wave Infrared Sensors, Satellite System~ Survivability.
• $129.7 million to support the Space Shuttle. Be reducing the cost and
increasing the flexibility of transporting large payloads to and from
space, the Space Shuttle will permit much more effective and efficient
military space operations. Defense RDT&E funds are requested to sup·
port development of a capability to use tbe Shuttle, including an Interim
Upper Slage which will permit DoD space systems to achieve high-a1titude orbits, and a shuttle launch and landing capability at Vandenberg
AFB which will permit continuing polar launcbes.
Nonnuclear Forces. Owing in a large part to the emergence of perceived nuclear parity and the increased premium placed on the deterrence
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of conventional warfare. we are requesting $4.4 billion in RDT&E to im·
prove the readiness of and to modernize U.S. general·purpose forces. Tbe
main focus of this effort is to provide the ba is for a force struclore that,
wiLh quI' allies. will maintain Lhe CenLral Europe maritime balance.
Primary emphasis in FY 197 is being given to removing current deCl·
ci ncies in U.S. air defense, antiarmor, eleelronic warfa,.. and area-denial
capabilities for the land forces; to modernizing U.S. naval forces so that
they are fully capable of countering the Soviet sea-denial threaL; and to
developing precision and area weapons and improved electron.ic warfare
capabilities for our tactical air forces.
C' Capabilities. We nre requesting $633.7 million in FY 1978 for
RDT&E In C' systems (major command, control and communications).
The real·time integration of the functions of surveillance. target acqui·
sition, and commsnd and control offers the potential for greater force ef·
fectlvenes leverage in the future. New capabilities such as AWACS and
the NAVSTAR Global Positioniog System, among others now in R&D.
can achieve force effectiveness multiplication. thereby assisting in our attempts to offset Soviet quantitative superiority.
The TechnoloBY Base. Two year ago a funding policy was instituted
aimed at strengthening the technology base by allocating a 10 percent
real inerea e in the research program and a 5 percent real inerease in the
exploratory development program each year. This policy, approved by tbe
Congress. will becontioued in FY 1978.
In the case of the Defense Advanced Research Projecla Agency
(DARPA), whose role is to forestall major technological surprises, dec,·
sions have been made to expand funding to allow aggressive technology
development whicb would make a significant difference to national security,
The technology base, whicb includes DA RPA, is the source of new technologies and innovations wbicb could lead to major payoffs for our national security in the future. These efforts include: investigating greatly
improved infrared sensor systems for surveilla.nce from space; demon·
strating low-cost terminally·guided munitions; developing advanced signal processing techniques for submarine detection and localization;
developing lower drag concepts for improving the range, speed and en·
durance of undersea vehicles; flight testing an in tegral rocket-ramjet engine prototype; exploring the potential of a high mobility/agility armored
vehicle with automatic cannon; developing technology options for greatly
improved command and control capabilities; improving rotary-wing (air·
craft) technology.
Technology inititatives (planned) to reduce the costs of manpower
and future systems include ceranlic turbines, alternate aircraft fuels, advanced compo ite structural materials, superalloy tooling and molding
techniques, ring laser gyroscopes, nondestructive inspection techniques,
improved nuclear propulsion reactor core , mini·remotely piloted vehicles, and new training and evaluation methods.
These programs are examples of investment in new. higher payoff tech·
nology that will retain our technological initia tive and can provide lower
cost options for retaining u.s. deterrent capabilities in a highiy uncertain
future. We aTe requesting $2.6 hillion in FY 1978 for theseTB efforts.

DEFENSE

RDT&E

OVERVIEW. This

is my laat
atatement to tbe Congress as Director
of Defense Research and Engineering. I want to reslate a fundamental
conviction which I bave emphasized
over the last several years aod which
underlies our program of Defense
RDT&E: I believe tha t this nation
must main tain a posture of unequivocal technological superiority.
A willingness to settle for technological "eguivalence" is notsufficient;
it would be a step to eventual disaa·
ter. My overriding concern is that we
ensure that we have the climate, tbe
Dr. Malcolm ft, Currie
direction, and tbe natIOnal comffiltment always to seize and maintain the technological initiative. This is
fundamental to our security, fundamental to our economic well·being,
fundamental to our role in the world. It is Our strength. We must recognize it a8 a national imperative for our future survival and prosperity.
Last year, in assessing the technological balance and trends vis·a·vis the
Soviet Union, I voiced concern that these trends, if contioued, could lead
to a precarious position for us by the mid-1980s. I stated tbat wemust reverse them. Congress responded and appropriated the second consecutive
real increase in Defense RDT&E, thereby continuing to reverse a decadelong downward !rend in investment in our future security. This action
was an important step toward assuring a poature of technological superiorityinlo the 21st Century.
This request of $12 billion for FY 1978 Defense RDT&E, whicb reIr
resents a real growth of some 6 percent, will sustain that commitment. It
is an important phase of the prudently paced multiyear investment which
(Continued on page 22)
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I discussed wjth the Congress last year. It will assure the projection of our
.t«Mologicalleadership into the future. It constitutes less than 10 percent of the total defense program, as contrasted with more than 14 pereent in the early 19608. It has heeDscruhbed by more than $1 billion from
a fully justifiable and carefully planned program. However, if managed
vigorously, I believe that it will still maintain the needed momentum and
permit us to achieve this national objective.
TECHNOLOGY BALANCE UPDATE. During the last several years we
have studied extensively the scope and quality of militar¥. research and
development in the Soviet Union and have compared it WIth our own effort. From this we have derived a feeling (or relative trends and relative
strengths and weaknesses and how these might impact us in the future.
In my over-all assessment last year - in which I described many nu·
merical indicators and analyses of the quality of the products emerging
from Soviet R&D in the strategic, general-purpose forces. and space areas
- I concluded:
o That today the U.S. has a technological lead in most areas crucial to
our security but that lead is eroding and in some areas is slready gone.
o That, wjthout appropriate action on our part. the Soviets could
achieve, on balance, a position of clearly perceived military superiority in
terms of the combination of quantity and quality of their deployed military weapons ataome point durint: the 19808.
I sUg'gested that the "appropnate action," which would prevent this
sober assessment from bEcoming a prediction of future reality, should be
a strong national commitment to retain our technological I£adership,
backed by a multiyear inuestment hauing continuity and real annual
growthofat least 6 to lOpercent inR&Dandprocurement . ...
Nothing during the last year has chanlled my hasic technology halance
assessment. The Soviet Union's deterrnmed drive toward supremacy in
deployed military technology has not abated. It continues on a broad
front. There have alao been some surprises: I note, for example, the deployment of the powerful new HIND D attack helicopter; further demonstration of antisatellite capahility; and the profuse armament aboard the
Kiev, including long-range, supersonic. tactical cruise missiles.
All of this underscores the fact that the technological competition is
very real and is intense. The Soviet leadership stresses explicitly the
necessity of acquiring and maintaining the initiative in military·technological developments so as to insure that the qualitative level of Soviet
weapons becomes unsurpassed and ultimalely "that the USSR triumphs
ouer the U.s. in the struggle for military.lechnolngil;alsuprernaey.·
This belies any CUrec! action-reactIOn mechanisms which may have
e:eisted in the past. It also explains the sheer magnitude of the Souwt ef·
forI in basic scwoce and militar;y R&D, which is for larger than our own
effort in terms of ouer.aU comm.lment of people and resources.
Soviet production technologr is bEcominl[ increasingly sophisticated;
the Soviet Union is steadily gaming the ability to manage the production
of larg....caIe complex syatems. This means that, instead of needing to off·
set just a 9uantitative advantall;e with our own quality, weare increasingly facing quantity and quality - and this, in turn, places a still greater
premium on the quality of output from our own technolo~cal efforta.
We have a strong advantage in having a large and competitive high·
technology civilaector upon which we can draw. We alao have an advan·
tage in certain critical technologi£s such as microelectronics, computers
and moleriols. We must vigorously exploit these technologies and contino
ue to build on our advantage in the future. The Soviets understand this
and are seeking to acquire Western products and production lechnologi£s.
In theslrotegic area, we havegeneroUy underestimated the momentum
of Soui£t programs and their rate of progress in technical performance
(e.g., high-accuracy guidance technolog'Y). A Soviet countermilitary ad·
vantage is clesrly_coming into existence snd, along with it, a war survival
posture that could seek to place the USSR in a stronger position than the
United States if war occurred.
In general·purpose forces the Soviets have undergone and are continuing massive expansion and technological transformation in mission areas:
o A1thougb I believe that we maintain decided performance advantages
in our tactical air forces, an area in which we must maintain a clear margin of superiority, the Soviets are rapidly acquiring a new generation of
offensiuely oriented aircraft and deploying them in \arg'e quantities.
o In the maritime balance the situa tion is not as clear altbough, on bal·
ance, we still probably lead. The Soviets are developingformidllble attack
submarine technologYt a oori£ty of offensive strike cruise missiles global
command and contra inuolving use of satelliles, and a worl4wide landbase naool aviation arm in the Backfire - all of which lead to the ability
to interdict the sea lanes so vital to tbe Western World.
• It is in the area of land warfare syslems that I am most immediately
and urgently concerned. The Soviets have mounted a modernization prot:'"'" of unprecedented ma~tude. In many cases they are widely deploy·
mg technology now for which we will not have roughly comparable counterparts until the early-to-mid 1980s. For example:
Mobile air defense
sophisticated, dense
AttBcklassauithelicopters
very impressive, new aerial
platform for advanced weaponry a nd tactics

,
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Infantry combat vehicles

superb new systems; amphibi·
ous, armored, heavily armed
Self·propelled artillery
long.range, high·firing rate
Tanks
_
new T·72 in large quantitie
Mobile multiple-rocketlsunchers
enormous Hrepower; we have
no comparable weapon
Antitank weapons
long stand-off, precision guid·
ance
Electronic warfare
organic part of doctrine
Mine-laying
a Sovietapecialty
Chemical warfare
clear Soviet lead
Support vehicles/equipment
extensive, complete
an area of Soviet concentra·
Sophisticated command & control
tion
Their new capabilities aggregate to a revolutionary change in land warfare. They are dearly designed for the surprise snd rapid movementassociated with a massive breakthrough blitzkrieg strategy involving high
mobility, unprecedented massed armor and Hrepower and new kinds of
tactics. And always - along with this striking technology progress - is
the issue of deployment in huge qunntity.
FinslIy, in assessing an over·aIl technolog'Y balance. we mustslwsys be
sensitive to the unknown but real possibility of technological surprise. We
are competing with a closed society. We layout in the open and debate our
plans, our thinking, our accomplishments; the Soviets do not.
In our highly complex and technologically dependent society, we may be
particularly susceptible to numerous possibilities for technological sur·
prise which could have disastrous economic or security consequenses.
This over·aIl assessment portrays s magnitude of commitment and
momentum on the part of the Soviet Union which inevitably will carry
long into the future. I believe the net technology balance is clearly on our
side toda)', but it is deteriorating. Tbe Soviet Union has the expressed determinatton and has mounted an effort whose inexorahle g'oaI is to fur·
ther erode and erase that lead. If this is a blunt, sober picture, it is not of
our making. Trends must be dealt with realistically ,prudently and nOw.
This assessment forms the background for our own programs of research and deuelopmen t and modernization inuestmen t.
U.s. DEFENSE RDT&E; Status and Perspectives. I have strongly and
explicitly emphasized the follow;ng three objectives in formula ting and
managin~ the Defense RDT&E program over the last several years:
MaximIZe the oulpul of R&D in terms of completed system developments which can be produced and fielded to provide the needed near·term
modernization of our armed forces; strengthen the management of sys·
tems development and acquisition; strenG'then and broaden the base of
technology to insure innovative new options and msjor new technological
directions for our long.range security.
I believe we have made very significant progress in all three areas. The
FY 1978 program will build directly on this base. I will comment briefly
on each of these objectives.
Output ofRDT&E Program. In the end, the measure of a successful research and development program is superior aud affordable weapon aysterns in the hands of the Armed Forces. We have concentrated on completing existing programs and successfully transitioning them to produc.
tion. even at the expense of postponing someimportant developments.
TABLE I-Program. In Final Stage. of Development
Or Early Production (FT '''1)

UTTA$ Tnlnaport HeUcop.Ik-H•• POON A"'''Shlp MIuUa-AWACS, AIII"'Cln~ wClrnlnl
CommunkaUOft Sy.tam_AIM-9L SIDIWIHDD AI,.·'o-,.,lr M••IIe-AIM-7' SPARROW Air.

'o-Alr MIIlUe-f-ll Air Comb.t fSght.r-SM-2 Stand.rd MI.,II.- STINGl. AIr D.N,...
MInn.-PHALANX Ship 0.""H-a-1 IIomber_TRID£NT I Stra'-ek: M"ISe-TWlDfNJ

Submarine- to,., MAVERICK Aw.'o-Ground MluU.-MICV tnfofttty Comlt.,
V.hk"_TACSIRf Artillery Control Sy••• m-tf_l11. IW Alruoft-CH-YI Careo
Helicopter_flUr SA TCOM ComMunlcc.tloru Sat.lllt.-A-61 'RAM-fLiR on
A_Jl_OaU_lS
Gild.
80Mb-AN/TSO-U
A.r
O.f.n..
Sy.tem-JCM-l.'
Howlb.r-ANITPO-» and ANfTPO-U Mortar and Artlll.ry Locating Rada~J'JOS
Secur. Oat. Link Terminal. for

AWACS-ALQ-Ul

J.mm.r-(APTOR Mlne_PHM

Hydrofall-Low.c... IW Suft. for Shlp.-AnUlery DeO",.r.et Mln.._Ad"Dn~d WILD
WlASILAlrcr-aft.

I believe the program has heeD extraordinarily productive in terms of
this objective - 1975 and 1976 have been hanner years in reaching critical milestones. Tsble 1 shows a representative list of major systems which
have been introduced into production or are reaching that point. It is an
impressive list. It representa part of the "return-on-investment" in De·
fense R&D. and I believe that return for the taxpayer is hi,gh.
All of this illustrates that, in fact, weare in tbe midstof a broadly based
modernization program which is reaching fruition. The need for this program is evident when we examine the military bardware we have in tbe
field todsy snd look at the vintage of ita basic design and its physical age.
Examples are shown in Tahle 2, page 23.
Although we have continued to upgrade these equipments over many
years (such as the M-60 tank. the F -4 fighter, the B-52 bomber, helicopters, sir defense, etc.), many of them have been operated for 10 to 20
years. They are being replaced by the new capabilities which are the output of the RDT&E process, and which must compete with the massively
(Continued on page 23)
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TABLE 2 - MODERNIZATION
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TABLE 3

Program. Continued In Full-Scale
Engineering Development (FY 1971)
XM-1 Main h"le tonic-Tomohawk & ALCM. Cfulle Mlullea-C-OPPIItHIAD CLOP,
Pr.cl.lon Artillery ProIe<tU.-HILlIIRE. An,l·Tanlc MI... I"-AAH. Advanc:.d Attadl
NeUeop••r-Dles III,
Communkatlonl Sat.Ulte-'.I-TAC. frl.S.,...k.
Tactic. I
Communkotlon.-..OlAHD.

Mobile

Air

,a.fen..

S,.t.m_PATltOT

rsAM-DI

Air

0.".,_-'-11, Navy Lightweight flght.,.- Imaging In fro"''' MAV(IlICK MIuUa_AEGIS
, .... Air Defe~.U5HMASTERAutoft'tCltlc cannon_E-4 A"~.l"lt.d AlBor". Coomtl'Wllnd

PoIt-TAa.. S, tol1kal TOWN Array Sonar-PUS, Praell50n Ta,.ot LocatJon
5ytt.m-RIM-7 SEA SPAIROW- HARM, "lth Speed A"'I ....d ... lon MIuUo-LAMPS III,
AIW Holleopt.r-tank thormal Ni.h'f Slght-V.rtle.1 Launch STANDARD
Mlulle-COMPASS COPE, aomot.ly Piloted Vahkkt-SURT'ASS, Su,.,..mance Towed
Array Sonar.

deployed new generation of Soviet equipment (I have) described.
On the whole, we can see that our modernization will not be felt until
the early-to-mid-1980s. The lead times are long. It is urgent that we press
forward to achieve our modernization goals. Table 3 indicates a large
number of important modernization programs also continuing in fullscale development. Weare giving their success top priority.
In order to achieve this high output. we have purposefully been very
selective in the number of programs allowed to enter the expensive full·
SClle engineering development phase. This is illustrated in Table 4, which
also shows a number of programs delayed and held in the rela tively less
expensive early or advanced development ststus.
TABlU
Programs to Enter Full-Scale Development (''(1.7.)
SOT.S, Stanll Off T...... "'CClulsltlon SynoM-AMST, Tntnaport AlrQ"oft-NAVSTAR,
Globcal Po.ltlonlnl Nawlslatlon Syltam_ Space Shuttle Intorlm Upper $'foga_I_Inc:"
GuJdacl ProJactlle-ASMD. AntI-Ship Mlull. o.fan.. _M-X Stratauk Ml..Ua_ WAA,
WIll. Ap.... u... A,...ay SOnar,

Programs Deferred or Maintained
As Options In Advanced Development (FY 1971)
V/STOL Aircraft
(Type
A)-AV.... Han'ler-TAW, Thrust
AUV,"-"t.d Wlna
V/STOI.-GSIS, a.neral Support
SY".m- IV., hyond V.uoIRonll. Ak.to-AII'
MluUe_IRAZO. Alr.to.Alr Anll.Radlatlon MI•• lle_TASES, IW bpfoil.'k.n Sy••amElectronic-ally "1iI11. Radar-SINCGARS. , .... Armv ••dlo-In'eeraIRodl •• RamJet-Air

".oc:".'

De"n.. Gun $Yltam-M1C-500 had.r warheacl-YCXICOD Alrcraft-Propen... Ascan'
MJna-$urfaca Effwetl Shlp-AdvDnca" Sat.Ulta-SIReS. Shipboard In ••rmadklt•••n,_
Comoc SYltem-Dato Reloy Satellita-Amphibioul ANGuit Landing Craft-..-SX
Advanced V.hk .. for OClMln Control.

IN SUMMARY - over...]] we have a large number of important new
systems maturing toward production. We have many problems and sometimes fall short. But. in general, I think the productivity is high ss measured against the rigid standards of performance and cost we set for ourselves and which are necessary for a secure posture in the 1980s.
Manngement of Systems Acquisition. I believe our emphasis on more
rigorous management is paying off. Last year I reported that the annual
cost growth rate for all programs (about 50) in the Selected Acquisition
~ports, adjusted for escalation and quantity. dropped from 6.4 percent
in December 1972 to 4 percent in 1975. This has smce been further improved to 3 percent. These results are often masked by inflation. But the
\..
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progress is real and stesdy. We have a long way to go - but I helieve we
are learning how to do a better job.
As I stated last year my goal is to better anticipate and manage the
problems inherent in the development of systems operating on tlie forward edge of technology and. when problems occur, to treat them openly
and effectively in a way that inspires confidence from Congress and the
public. We are stressing the following:
• Competitive Prototyping. Competitive hardware demonstration
rather than paper competition has an enormous pay-off which is worth
many times the invesbnent in terms of better products and lower cost.
We have seen this over and over again (examples: F-161F-18 lightweight
fighters. XM-1 tank. UTIAS. F-16 radar. CruISe Missile Guidance, AAH,
AMST).
• Design.ta-Cost. Becoming a way of life and bas paid off; 69 major defense systems are now at various stages in tbeDTC program.
• Better Progrom Manngement. Tbe most important of all. The Defense
Systems Mangement College has been expanded_ Program management
has been established as a career path in tbe Services.
• Independent Cost Estimating. We are developing this discipline in the
Services and it is leading to more realistic prediction of program costa at
their inception.
• Rigorou.s Management Review. The Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council (DSARC) process has been improved continually and is reflected now in similar reviews in the Services.
o Mission Area Needs. We are implementing OMB Circular A-109 by
emphasiking stronger program concept formulation and justification before a program is initiated. This is critical to better use and management
of our defense resources.
o Emphasis on Life-Cycle Costing. Objective is to reduce escalating operation and maintenance costs. We are beginning to make progress, but
still have a long way to go.
o Better Controctin1J. Better incentives for performance are being developed. We have initwted a "Four-Step Process· to help eliminate technological leveling. buy·ins and de facto auctioneerinj: of programs which
have led to large overruns in the past. We now allow mterest on capital investments whit:h will reduce cos ts.
• Emphasis on Software Management. Software accounta increasingly
for costand schedule overruns and constitutes a large fraction of the total
cost of modern systems. We are attempting to reduce tbese coats.
• Manufacturing Technology. We have introduced extensive investments in manufacturing technologies whicb will increase productivity
and reduce coats.
o System Test and Evaluation. We are emphasizing independent and
more realistit: operotionnl testing early in the development cycle to dis·
cover problems. The result is better products.
At times I feel that progress is slow. but these and other similar
management actions are having a significant effect. Furthermore, I finnIy believe that. in research and d.evelopment, firm and exacting management not only decreases costs but improves the quality of the research
and the quality of the resulting products. This emphasis on management
in defense R&D and systems acquisition should be expanded and contino
ued in the future.
Base of TechnoloQY' Our long.range security and our insurance against
technological surprise depend directly on the creation of a brood, dynamic
and innovative base of technology on which we can build for the future. A
strong research and development program must always provide options
for policy decision-makers. This is our hedge for the future against surprise- and increasingly in the future. we will need this flexibility.
I have given special attention to this area because the support for this
part of the over-all RDT&E program had eroded by almoet 50 percent in
real terms during the 1960s and early 1970s.
Two years ago. I outlined a general approach or strategy for managing
the Defense RDT&E effort. In it, I divided the over...ll ~rogram into two
parts: Group One: Creation and Demonstration of Options. Group Two:
Full-Scale System Development.
Group One includes the technology base. demonstration of new concepts. competitive prototypinl;l, pursuit of alternative solu tions to mili·
tary problems - i.e.• the creation of a broad base of advanced technology
and technological options from which decision-makers select only those
few programs which should enter the expensive Group Twocstegory.
In Group Two, the concepts (of materieQ ars fully developed for produc·
tion and deployment in the field. A rigorous DSARC review controls this
process and the number of programs transitioning from Group One to
Group Two bas been reduced significantly over the past several years.
Within this framework. I have taken the following actions to rebuild
the quality of the Group One or technology base part of RDT&E effort:
Funding Policy. Because of the serious erosion in support. I outlined to
Congress two years ago a multiyear plan for correctin~ this situation in
which I requested a 10 percent annual real growth rate In Research (category6.1)and5 percentm Exploratory Development (category 6.2).
Congress bas fully supported this plan for two years and I can already
feel the uplift and new vigor resulting from this action. I ask for your con·
tinued support and promise that it will have a major and longlaating impact. The total request for tbe technology base program (categories 6.1
(Continued on page 24)
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and 6.2) for FY 1978 is $1,880 million.
DARPA, I regard the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency as
the 'corporate research laboratory" of DoD. We use DARPA to concen·
trate on a number of SpeclllC high-risk hut potentially very high·payoff di·
rections which can bave a major or revolutionary impact on our capahilities. Examples are high-energy lasers in space, revolutionary advances in
submarine detection, new forms of digitsl communications and command
and controL ceramic turhines, artificial intelligence, new types of Iigbt.weigbt fighting vehicles.
Because of the high probable success for these and similar thrusts and
the impact tbey will have, I am asking for a aignificant increase in the
DARPA budget as part of the Technology Base revitalization program.
DoD In-House Laboratories. To improve tbe quality of the in·house
laboratories, we are moving toward block.funding and increasing the sc·
countable responsibility of their leadership for the quality of the technol·
ogy base work. At the same time, we are proceeding toward an objective
of restoring the ratio of in·house to contract R&D to the lower and better
balanced ratios which existed in the early 1960s. We are proceeding with
consolidations, where reasonable, to reduce the ... in·house establish·
ment.
Industrial Inderendent Research and Deuewpment (IR&D). !R&D is
absolutely centra to the quality of defense RDT&E and weapon acquis~
tion and I believe that its "independence' must be maintained. It is the
heart of a competitive and competent industrial base: it results in lower·
ing the cost of acquisition and it is a uniquely efficient source for new
technology and tbe innovative new options of Group One. It is well man·
aged, and excellent visibility is provided to the Congress. I t pays for itself
many times over. I feel that further controls uch as separate line item
bud~et approval in advance by Conlf"eB" would destroy its independent
and mnovative character and be a s.nous loss.
DoD·Uniuersity Relatwns. The traditionally strong and mutually supportive relationship between DoD and the university community has
greatly attenuated over the years. Starting with World War n, it was the
well·spring for the surge in our technical strength in terms of both critical
research and people. I believe this relationship must be rebuilt; we are encouraging greater support of university research and participstion by
young university faculty and students in DoD laboratory activities. This
trend is vitsl; itshould be expanded.
Directwn of Great Promise. With our prime focua on achieving a secure
posture in the 1980. and, therefore, withmostof our resources devoted to
the maturing programs of today, we must keep in mind the directions
which could afford radically new capabilities or, alternatively, could present us with technological surprise. Here are a few:
• The greatest force effectiveness leverage for the future lies in integrating in real time tbe functions of surveiIlance, target acquisition and
command and control of forces. Building on concepts such as AWACS,
NAVSTAR, packet communications, and battlefield fusion of in telli·
gence, force multi[llier factors of three and upwards can be achieved. We
must rely on such force multiplier technology to compensate for "quantity
and quality" on tbe Sovietside.
• Cruise missiles - already changin~ military thinking - are in their
infancy and offer revolutionary potential. Future characteristics such as
'zero CEP" sccuracy st large stand-off ranges and supersonic dash, st
rela tively low cost/will fundamentelly change land, sea, and air warfare.
Dr. Currie also tisted: Higb-energy lasers. New forms of undersea sub·
marine detection. New capabilities m space, including satellites used for
tergetiog, missile ~dance and surveiIlance. Applications of the Space
Shuttle Aircraft Wlth low observsbles to make them virtually undetectable and with VISTOL capabilities (EW) forms of defense sgainst missiles.
All of these and others will dominate future thinking and our future
programs. A vigorous technology hsse must be created now.
NATO STANDARDIZATION. There is increasing recognition of the importance of achieving efficiencies and improved effectiveness through
atandard and interoperable systems in NATO.
I fell the U.s. should take tbe lead in bringing this about through a pol.
icy of international cooperation with our allies which will encompass joint
industrial programs, licensing both ways, and ca-production.
We have been pursuing this goal vigorously. We have made a great deal
of progres despite the complexities of natlonal interests, intarnational
economic fsctors, and industrial pressure groups bere and abroad. But we
still have a long way to go. The Culver·N unn legislation has been very
supportive of this effort.
The F·16 is a successful adoption of NATO standardization on a U.s.
product. The U.S. adoption of the GermanlFrench ROLAND is an example of an excellent system which fills a bigh·priority need for us and
achieves a high degreeofstandardization and interoperability in NATO.
Otber recent examples include adoption of common consumable logistic
items on theXM·1 tank. sdoption of our A1M9.L missile. cooperative pragrams on air-ta-surface ordnance, ship defense missile, secure communi·
cations, ammunition, fLeld radios. Harrier V/STOL, and others. NATO
AWACS, which would provide s powerful and cohesive capability for the
Alliance, may yet become a reality.
I mge Congressional understanding and aupportfor this thrust.
TECHNOLOG Y TRAN FER. The subject of technology transfer is con·
troversial On one hand, our free enterprise systemaUows and encourages
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the export of products and technology, and this is of economic importance
to the nation. On the oLher hand, much of this technology is the lifeblood
of our future security, both military and economic.
Moreover, the Soviets sre clearly seeking to narrow critical areas of deficiency (e.g., microelectronics, materials, computers, instrumentations.
production technology, etc.) by importation of Western technology.
The Defense Sek"". Board, at our request, has studied this ISsue and
made recommendations on how to improve our controls. The board praposes that we concentrate less on the myriad of individual controls on
products per se and concentrate more on control of development, produc·
tion and I!rocess control technologies and on control over the more "revalutionary" technologies which are emerging (versus "evolutionary' tech·
nologies).
I am convin.ced that stronger and more effective treatment of technol·
ogy transfer is required. We are taking steps to implement the DSB rec·
ommendations. New guidelines are badly needed. Changes in the bureaucracy of munitions and export control may be needed. We cannot afford to
deplete the reservoir of technology vital to our national in terests and lead·
ership faster than that reservoir can be refilled.
JOJIlt Service Pr~ams. The time is long past wben we can have the
lux~ (and waste) of mdividual Service developments for every "requirement. In addition to fiscal realities, the complexities of modern systems
and r"'l~ements for intimately integrated and interdependent tactics between (Military) Services dictate that we increasingly a~proach requirements and systems developfts on a truly joint.Service basIS.
I have atressed Joint.Service programs with a designated lead Service
as a preferred alternative to totsl centralization of mansgement in DoD. I
am encouraged by our progress: we now have some 60 or more join tdevel·
opment programs and another 15 or so Joint Operational Test and
Evaluation programs. Progress is sometimes difficult, but results justify
efforts.
Some outstanding examples are the NA VSTAR Global Positioning Sys·
tern, internal countermeasures for the F-16/F-18 (aircraft) fighterS j
GATOR mine, and AIMV AUACEV AL air-eombaL test. The new BeyoDa
Visual RanSe air·ta-air guided missile is another example, a well as the
Cruise Missile Program.
Joint programs will be increasingly important in the future. They save
money. They provide a common and well·integrated military capabil·
ity ....
Dr. Currie at this point in his Posture Statement presentation turned to
a discussion of "Highlights of FY 1978 RDT&E Pl'<?Il!.am," pointing out
that materiel development proposals call for $4.4 billion of the recom·
mended $12.0 billion budget to be spent on general· purpose forces. He
covered each of the DoD proposed major weapon systems. and concluded
with:
A strong program of Defense R&D is a powerful guarantor for our
future. We bave auch a program. Congress has reversed a deteriorating
pattern and, with a continued commitment for FY 1978 tosn unequivocal
goal of U.S. technologica1leadership, I believe we can look to the 1980s
and beyond with optimism.

People in Perspective ...
Epitome of Job Satisfaction...

Chief of DARCOM OPM Elated Over Extension
Any claimants to the good fortune
of having the moet exciting and
satisfying job in the United Ststes
Army may be challenged by COL
Lauria M. Eek Jr.
When interviewed for this article,
COL Eek had the smile of good news
spread broadly acroes his lean face.
He had just been notified of approval
of his request for a one-year exten·
sion of duty that evokes his full
enthusiasm.
Considering that he is charged with
management responsibility which in
FY 1976 involved military materiel
COL LauriB M. Eek Jr.
projects budgeted at $3.3 billion, that elation might be a bit difficult for
some of our readers to comprehend-particularly when Congress is con·
tinually demanding maximum ROI (Return on Investment).
COL Eek, however, says he would not willingly change his job as chief,
Office of Project Management, U.S. Army Materiel Development and
Readiness Command, a position he has held since June 17, 1974-aJ.
though he has enjoyed all of his continuous high.level assignments in
R&D sinoe Augustl970.
Washington, DC, is to the nation at large the hub of the most excitingly
important news. COL Eek terms project management of research,
development, test and evaluation of military materiel the "most exciting,
challenging and professionally demanding game in town....•
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"In peacetime; he added, "r consider the responsihility of getting the
utmost in effective results for the defense of the nation, for dollars expended, through dedicated performance of project management duties,
the most important job a young general or colonel can hold."
The basis for that viewpoint, of course, is that how well DARCOM's 56
program/project/product maoagers perform is the key to how much of
rugged, reliable, advanced or improved materiel the Army gets for the nations' defense, within whatever au terity restraints are impo ed.
"LTG Sammet (DARCOM Deputy Commanding General for Materiel
Development) believes that tremendous improvement has been made in
administration of the Project Manager Program during tbe past four
years," COL Eek said, speaking of his immediate superior. "Our goal for
the future are to formalize the gains that have been achieved and to build
solidly for the future-to ensure a corps of highly profes iona! project
managers on a continuing basis.
"This includes expansion of the educational opportunities for both
military and civilian personnel in the PM Program, to use advanced automatic date processing and computer technology in administration. and to
establish a Department of the Army Selection Board for PMs in grade of
lieutenant colonel."
Only military personnel serve as program or project managers but
civilians fill the deputy and four out of five of the other positions in
project manager offices, COL Eek explained.
Graduated with a BS degree in military engineering from the U.S.
Militery Academy, COL Eek earned an MSE degree (mechanical eogineering) from the University of Michigan_ He completed basic and advanced
courses in the Armor School and the weapons effects course in the Armed
Forces Special Weapons Project. He also is a graduate from the Command
and General Staff College, and the Army War College.
During the past 10 years he has served as chief, Armor and Comhat Vehieles Test Division, U.S. Army Arctic Test Center, Fort Greely, AK; G-3.
1st Armored Division, FortHood, TX; commander, 2d Battalion, 13th Armor, 1st Armored Division, Fort Hood, TX, and commander, 1st Brigade,
2dlnfantry Division. K nrp"
When he returned from Korea in 1970, his first assignment was deputy
chief, Combat Materiel Development, Office of the Chief of R&D, HQ DA.
Then he became chief, Management and Evaluation Division, OCRD; as·
sistant director and then director. Plans and Program ,OCRD.
COL Eek has two main hobbies. The first is to work on the family
cars-how well is attested by a 1966 Buick whose speedometer shows
170,000 milss. He says it is "still running good." He has served on the
audio systems committee of the Vienna (1/ A) Baptist Church for seven
yearsand currently heads it. He also is a deacon of the church.
One of his family problems is that his wife makes it hard for him to
keep "secrets." She is a parapsychology instructor at Northern Virginia
Community College and a lecturer on ESP (extrasensory perception).
A son, Lauris Eek III, is a studenta t Wofford College, Spartanburg, SC;
Donna is a student at Blue Mountain (MS) College and Jeanne is a ju.nior
atMadison HighSchool, Vienna, VA.

1949. His next tour of duty was with the 17th Armored Engineer Baltalion, 2d Armored Division at Fort Hood, TX.
Selected via the Signal Leaders Course at Fort Gordon, GA, for Otilcer
Candidate School during an assignment with the 29th Heavy Tank Battalion, 2d Armored Division as communications chief, he graduated from
theSignalOCS at Fort Monmouth, July 18, 1952.
Duty with the 41st Signal Battalion (Construction), Fort Bliss, TX, led
to assignment with the Seventh Army in Worm, Germany, as a platoon
leader, 315th Si~nal Battalion (Construction).
An assignment with the 40th Signal Battalion (Con truction) in
Karlsruhe, Germany, was followed by completion ofthe Infantry Officers
Ccmmunication Course, Fort Benning, GA, in October 1957. His first 3·
hat assignment came a. company commander. Battalion S-3 and as·
sistan t signal officer with the 9th Infantry Division at Fort Carson, CO.
After assignment as officer-in-charge, Telephone Exchanges and Facil·
ities Control, Youngsan, Seoul, Korea, with the Eighth U.S. Army and
United Nations Command, BG Paige returned to Fort Monmouth as
chief, Combat Developments Branch. Office of the G-3, Army Signal
Training Command.
Another step along his Upward Mobility trail was selection for the As·
sociate Signal Officers Advanced Course, Signal School, Fort Monmouth.
In J une 1962 he became secretary, General Staff, Electronics Command.
While assigned to the Derense Communications Agency, Southeast Asia
at Clark AFB, Philippines as staff officer, Communications Systems, he
was involved with initial planning for what became the largest communications system ever built for the U.S. Forces in a comhat theaterthe Integrated Wideband Communications System (IWCS)_
BG Paige returned to Fort Monmouth in June 1965 as deputy project
manager for procurement, engineering and installation of the IWCS at a
cost of more than $400 million. Promoted to rank of lientenant colonel in
July 1967, he was a signed to Vietnam with the 1st Signal Brigade and
later commanded the 361st Signal Battalion which operated and maintained a portion of the rwcs.
Assigned in January 1970 to the Defense Communications Agency,
Arlington, VA, as ataff officer on the worldwide Automatic Voice Network and the Automatic Secure Voice Network, he attended the University of Maryland and was graduated with a bachelor's degree in general
studies.
Selection for the Army War College came in 1973 and promotion to
colonel in July 1973. Then he received a master's degree in public administration from Pennsylvania State Univeraity.
Assigned as commander, 11 th Signal Group, Army Communications
Command. Fort Huachuca, he was promoted to rank of brigadier general
Mar. 15, 1976, and concurrently given his present 3-hat assignment. He
wears the Legion of Merit (2 OLes), Bronze Star, Meritorious Service
Medal, Joint Service Commendation Medal, and Army Commendation
Medal.

Commitment to Others...

leads Eustis Employe to Total Involvement in Ute
Opportunity to gain an education
and achieve a better way of life by enlisting in the United States Army
beckoned to BG Emmett Paige Jr.,
currently ·wearing three hats" in
major assignments, wben he was 16
years old.
Queried as to how he entered the
Army at that age, BG Paige smiled as
he responded: "Well, I just wanted to
get in to military service."
In addition to serving as project
manager of the DCS (Army) Com·
munications Systems at Fort Monmouth, NJ, BG Paige is commander
of the U.S. Army Communications
.
Systems Agency, Fort Monmouth,
BG EmmettPlUge Jr.
NJ, and the Army Communicatioos-Electronics Engineering Installation
Agency, FortHuachuca, AZ.
.
Born Feb. 20, 1931, in Jacksonville, FL, he entered the Army ill that
city and completed basic training with the 9th Infantry Division, Fort
Dix, NJ. Assigned to the 159th Field Artillery Battalion, 25th Infantry
Division Artillery, in Nara, Japan, he remained there until November

Total involvement in life, as opposed to a disposition of many
physically handicapped persons to
withdraw rrom activities that tax
their energy to the utmost. is a
credo that has earned John A.
Chappell Jr. exceptional esteem
and affection among coworkers.
Folks with wbom he associates
at the U.S. Army Air Mobility
R&D Laboratory's Fort Eustis
(1/A) Directorate had boped that
John might be selected as the U.S.
Army's Handicapped Employe of
the Year for 1976. It is hard for FORT EUSTIS Handicapped
them to conceive of anyone being Employe of the Year Award is premore deserving.
sented to John A, Chappell Jr. by
Since that hope did not mate- MG Alton G. Post, c~mmander,
mlize, they believe he merits a U.S. Army Transportation Center.
place among "People in Perspective" who atimulate and inspire others by
enjoyable companionship.
John is a GS-12 electronics engineer who has been confined to a wheelchair since he was nine years 01d-24 years ago. Adverse reaction to a
series of rabies shots, required as the result of a dog bite, permanently
paralyzed him from the waist down.
(Continued on page 26)
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Hill deep commitment to other handicapped persona and total lack of
sympathy for his own misfortune are evidenced by a life-style unmatched
by many physically healthy people. Fostering activities to demonstrate
akilla and abilities of the handicapped gives him, as well as those he en·
courages, "real" happiness. 'What limits the handicapped," he says, "is
not their disabilities hut their mental attitudes and th06e of their em·
ployers."
John is involved at Fort Eustis in alm06t every possible activity relating
to tbe physically disabled. He is the fIrst vice president and chairman of
the board of Handicapped Unlimited, a social-eivic organization which in·
forms the public about problems of the handicapped and supports helpful
legislation.
Among his moot personally enjoyable activities are serving on the Vir·
ginia Lung Association Board of Directors, the Peninsula Advisory Com·
mittee on Transportstion of tbe Elderly and Handicapped, the Peninsula
Committee for Employment of the Handicapped, the Governor's Commit·
tee for Employment of the Handicapped, and the Advisory Committee of
Disabled Individuals.
Indicative of his talents as an employe and his total dedication to his
work is a long list of notable achievements. In 1976 he presented a paper,
"Low Cost Digital Data Acquisition for Army Helicopter Tests," st thesn·
nusl Instrumentation Society of America meeting in San Diego, CA.
Working indepeodently, he designed "a complex electronic control
panel to operste an automatic safety system for a bsllistic test chamber.
consisting of automatic door interlocks, sound warning device, flashing
lights, and other intricate mechanisms that performed without flaw the
fJrat time operated."
As functional chief of the Electrical and Mechanical Instrumentstion
Area, Experimental Investigations Support Branch, Technical Support
Division, he is concerned with design nf various instrumentation systems.
He also provides a poin t of contact within and outside of the Eustis
Directorate for electronics instrumentation. The laboratory haa recently
heen assigned additional responsibility for contractor dats reduction requirements. Chappell serves as coordinator for this function.
John lives in his personally designed home which features long, low
windows for easy escape in case of fJre, a ramp from the garage to the
house, a double-aided fireplace, and extra wide doors to facilitate moving
about in a whee1chair.
His initiative to help others has resulted in numerous modifications to
buildings and restaurants in the Newport News, VA, area. Several public
buildings now have ramps and wider parking spaces.
Employed at FortEustis since 1965, John earned an associate degree in
electronics technology from Old Dominion College and a 1970 BS degree
in electrical engineering from the Florida Institute of Technology.

Further information about the AMSC conference may be obtained
through Dr. Paul T. Bogga, U.S. Army Research Office, P.O. Box 12211,
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709, telephone: 919-549·0641, x253, or
Autovon 935-3331. x253.

Army Mathematicians Slate May Meeting at AMRDL
Five invited addresses and about 60 technical papers will be presented
at the 23d Conference of Army Mathematicians, May 11·13. at the Fort
Eustis Directorate of the U.8. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory
(AMRDL), Hampton, VA.
Sponsored by the U.s. Army Mathematics Steering Committee
(AMSC), the meetings are intended to stimulate an interchange of ideas
between Army mathematicians and scientists, and their counterparts
from universities and industry.
Invited speakers and topics of lectures include: Prof. M..D. Kruskal.
Princeton University, Solitons, Nonlinear Waue Propagatwn; Prof. DE.
Sattinger, University of Minnesota, Non/in.ear Parabolic EUiptic Problems, Stability;
Prof. Mike Crandall, Mathematics Research Center (MRC), University
of Wisconsin, Euolutwn Equation; Prof. H.O. Kreiss, Uppsa1a Uni·
versity, Sweden, Hyperbolic·Parabolic Systems; and Prof. Edward
Kamen, Georgia Institute ofTechnology, Algebraic System Theory.
Robert L. Tomaine. AMRDL, local arrangements chairman, will issue
formal invitations in April, along with copies of the agenda and pertinent
information. Details may be gained by writing or calling Dr. Jagdish
Chandra, U.s. Army Research Omce, P.O. Box 12211, Research Triangle
Park, NC27709; Phone: 919-549.Q641, x254; Autovon 935-3331, x254.

Conferees Examine Usefulness of Federal Reports
How useful sre. or might be, training, instructional and miscellaneous
informational reports generated by military and other federal agencies in
helping those who produce similar materials for use in schools, industry
and other civilian community organizations?
That question was explored in recent discussion at a week·long work
shop conference cosponsored by the Nationallnstitu!e of Education and
the U.s. Army Research Institute (ARI) for the Behavioral and Social
Sciences.
Operating under the guidance of the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Personnel, Department of the Army, ARI personnel participated in
providing an evaluation that will be used in a report on the conference.
ARI representation included Dr. Stephen L. Goldberg, Dr. Marshall A.
Narva, Dr. Zita M. Simutis, Dr. Joseph S. Ward, Dr. Leon H. Nawrocki
and Dr. Milton S. Katz. Additional U.s. Army participants included Dr.
Lawrence Brown. Training Management Institute, Fort Eustis, VA, and
CPT Robert Begland, Combat Arms Training Board.
The conference was held at the Xerox Training Center, Leesburg, VA.

Conferences & Symposia.

AMMRC Sponsoring Meet on Using Structural Foams

Themes Announced for MRC, AMSC Spring Meetings

discussed in depth during a Materials Techn.ology Transfer Conference

Potential military applications of engineering structural foams will be

"Mathematical Software" and "Numerical Solution of Partial Dif·
ferential Equations" are themes of the spring meeting of the Mathematics
Research Center (MRC) and the Army Mathematics Steering Committee
(AMSC), scheduled a t the University ofWisconsin. Madison.
The MRC Symposium, Mar. 28-30, is concerned with development and
analysis of mathematical algorithms, the behavior and comparative testing of computer programs for mathematical computation, and the
systemization and dissemination of such programs.
The scope of the program extends from the theory of mathematical
computstion to the practicalities of getting useful data into the hands of
working scientists. The relationship of the theme topics prompted joining
of the two meetings. The symposium on mathematical software will
feature 14 invited speakers. For further information, contact Prof. Carl
de Boor, Mathematics Research Center, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, WI 53706, or call 608·263·2661.
The AMSC Conference, Mar. 3Q.31, continues a series of meetings held
annually since 1959 to provide a forum for exchange of information by
scientific and technical ataffs of Army computation centers.
Prof. Peter Lax, Courantlnstitu!eof Mathematical Sciences, will be the
keynote apeaker. Other invited addressea will be given by Dr. Tuncer
Ceheei, California State University; Dr. James Ortega, Institute for
Computer Applications in Science and Engineering; and Dr. David Fisher,
Institute for Defense Analyses. Contributed papers also will be presented.
Although the AMSC meeting is intended primarily to reflect interests
nf members of Army computing establishments and their clients, representatives of other government agencies will be permitted to attend·
within limitations imposed by seating capacity of the conference room.

sponsored by the Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center, May
10-11. in Booton, MA.
Programed for theSheraton·Boston Hotel, the conference is intended to
acquaint Army materiel personnel with the advantages of using
structural foam and to provide industry with military structural foam
requiremen ts.
Specific areas of discussion relative to foam applications will include
automotive, airersft, missiles, troop support and materials handling.
Planned also is an overview of foam materials, properties, processing and
designs.
Additional information may be obtained from Stan Tozlowski, Con·
ference Coordinator, AMMRC, Watertown, MA 02172, (617) 923-3620 or
Jo Ayoub (617) 923-3150.
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ECOM Calls For Wire, Cable Symposium Papers
A call for early submission of technical and scientific papera proposed
for presentation at the 26th International Wire and Cable Symposium,
Nov. 15·17, at Cherry Hill, NJ, has been issued by the U.S. Army
DectronicsConunand. ~
Comprehensive summaries of papers should be submitted no later than
Apr. 30 to: Elmer F. Godwin, chairman, International Wire and Cable
Symposium, U.s. Army Electronica Command, ATTN: DRSEL-TL-ME,
Fort Monmouth, NJ 07703.
Notifications of acceptance of papers will be mailed by June 4 with final
manuscripta required by Sept. 30. Papers may not have been previously
poblished or presented and must meet committee criteria of minimal com·
merciaJ content.

Awards
...
ARI Technical Director...
Gets Presidential Management Improvement Award

PRESIDENTIAL Management Improvement Award is presented to

Dr. Julius E, Uhlaner by fonner Vice President Nelson Rockefeller.
Thirty years of distinguisbed service tbat earned Dr. Julius E. Uhlaner
a long list of honors peaked recently when he received the Presidential
Management Improvement Award as technical director, U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, and U.S. Army
chief psychologist.
Vice President Nelson Rockefeller presented the U.S. Government's
highest civilian employe award to Dr. Uhlaner in a ceremony at tbe White
House. The citation credits bim witb a "commanding role in the development and implementation of tbe U.S. Army Classification Battery and
Aptitude Area System."
Results of thesyslem in training and military assignment compatibility
are estimated to have a value to the Army of "$80 million a year:' according to the justification considered in selection for the award_
During World War II, prior to becoming an Army scientist in 1947, Dr.
Uhlaner served as an aviation psychologist and was earlier employed in
industry_ Among his first outstandingilChievements as an Army scientist
was initiation and development of the Armed Forces Qualification Test.
Presently he serves on the Technical Cooperation Pane~ and as the
principal U.S. Army member of the international group (U .S., United
Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand) concerned with the Human Resources Program.
Other national and international groups with which he serves include
the Armed Forces National Research Council Committee on Vision, and
the Transportation Research Board of the National Academy of Sciences.
He is a member of the Operations Research Society of America and the
International Association of Applied Psychology. He aleo has served as
president of the Divis.ion of Mili tary Psychology of the AP A (A merican
Psychological Association), in which he is a Fellow in four divisions.
In 1960 he was honored with the Decoration for Meritorious Civilian
Service; in 1969 with the Department of the Army Decoration for
Exceptional Civilian Service; and in 1976 with the Washington Academy
of Sciences Scientific AchievementAward in the Behavioral Sciences.

Improved Impact Switch Design...

Earns Award, $1,000 Honorarium for Engineer

George K. Lucey Jr, has received a U.s. Army Special Act or Service
Award and a $1,000 honorarium for developing a low-cost, electric,
impacweneing switch witb improved inflight and impact reliabilities.
Currently in production for use in the M728 fuze, the switch is specified
for the M732, XM734 and XM587 fuzes. From One to five million of these
Jow..:ost switches may be built into fDZe5 during the next five years, with
resulting savings of $0_50 per switch. indicating its high coet-cutting
potential and possibility of broad application.
In 1969, following assignments relating to the design and test of impact
switches, Lucey conceived an improved design tbat he felt would reduce
manufacturing cost and improve performance. Continuing his work, he
managed by 1976 to develop the switcb to a stage of production
readiness.
The switch is made of stamped or drawn stainless steel parts tbat have
adequate contact and aging resistance without the need for gold plating.
Additionally, it bas a consistent directivity pattern and a smaller size
than the designs it would replace.
Lucey j currently a supervisory mechanical engineer assigned to M732
IFF projects in the Commodity Management Branch (750), Harry Diamond Laboratories, Adelphi. MD. He is the recipient of five patents Stress-Free Joint for Plastic to Metal Interfaces, November 1973, and
jointly with members of his group, Crush Switch Design, in July 1971;
Rain Impact Sensing ProlCimity Fuze, December 1975; Flight Simulator
for Missiles, June 1976; and Protective Shield for Radomes, July 1976.
A native of New Orleans, LA. Lucey was born on Nov. 13, 1937. While
his father was a TWA international navigator, he attended elementary
school in Rome, Italy, and high school in Cairo, Egypt. He bas bachelor's
and master:s degrees in engineering from the University of Maryland.

Ballistic Research labs Name Kent Award Winner
The 1976 Kent Award of the U.S.
Army Ballistic Research Labora~
ries, Aberdeen (MDl Proving Ground,
bas been presented to Orlando T.
Johnson, chief of the Logistical and
Tactical Targets Branch, VulnerabilitylLethality Division.
Initiated in 1957, the annual award
honors the late Robert Harrington
Kent, and is regarded as the most
prestigious award presented by BRL
in recognition of outstanding performance in science or engineering.
A plaque, lapel pin and a Certificate of Achievement were a warded to
Orlando T. Johnson
Johnson in recognition of "leadership and technical excellence which resulted in improved and expanded vulnerability technology for aircraft
systems." His most recent work is credited with providing essential vulnerability dats on foreign aircraft and U.s. Army developmental 'coyters.
Employed at BRL for 28 years, Johnson was cited for establishing procedures to generate damage threshold curves and blast contours for current application to important aerial targets_
He also bas designed a simple mechanical method for measuring reflected impulse and an omni-<lirectional gauge for measuring dynamic pressW'e behind a shock front.
Johnson has represented the Army and BRL on the International Technical Cooperation Program and Defense Exchange Agreements and bas
led BRL and Army Aviation Systems Command Vulnerability Analysis
Team efforts in generating vulnerability data for the UTrAS and AAH
aircraft.
Graduated from Virginis State College in 1947 with a BS degree in
mathematics and physics, he has attended Tuskegee Institute, New York
University and the University of Delaware. He served with the U.S_
Army Air Force during World War II.

Army Engineers Present Environmental Awards

Deputy Chief of Staff for Research, Development and Acquisition
LTG Howard B. Cooksey presents Special Service Award to George
K. Lucey Jr., during ceremonies at Barry Diamond Laboratories.

Winners of the first annual U.S. Army Corps of Engineers outstanding
environmental achievement awards have been announced following review of nominations for Civil Works projects submitted by 11 Corps Divisions and five research laboratories.
Army Chief of Engineers LTG John W. Morris announced selection of
the Portland (OR) Engineer District, North Pacific Division, to receive a
merit sward for preparation of a wetlands review for the Siletz, Alsea and
Nehalem estuaries.
Honorable mention rewarded the Los Angeles Engineer District for expansion of the Whittier Narrows Nature Area, and for development of
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Wl1dliIe Lakes; also, the Waterways ExperimentStstion, Vickshurg, MS,
for development of the Sensitive WildliIe Inrormation System.
Other honorable menti.on awards were: Caesar's Creek (OH) Pioneer Village, Inc. for re-creation of a pioneer village; S. J. Cohen Construction
Co., Blytheville, AR, for "providing without request for compensation
heavy machinery and operators for the archeological investigations of the
Zebree Homestead site, Mississippi County, AR."
Primary environmental objectives are: to preserve national ecological,
aesthetic and cultural values; conserve natural resources; enhance, maintain and restore the natural and man-made environment; and to create opportunities for the American people to use and enjoy the environment.

1976 Defense Design Award Winners Announced
Winners of the 1976 Department of Defense Design Awards Program
for military construction, including the "Secretary of Defense Blue Seal
Award" for the most outstanding design, were honored recently at ceremonies in the Pentagon, Washington, DC.
Deputy Secretary of Defense William P. Clements Jr. and Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics) Frank Sbronll. present>
ed the swards_
Accepting the awards on hehalf oIthe winners were LTG J. W. Morris,
chief, U.s. Army Corps of Engineers: RAdm A. R. Marschall. commander, Naval Facilities Engineering Command; and MG Robert C. Thompson, director, Engineering and Services, U.S. Air Foroo.
All designs submitted for consideration were judged by a professional
jury appointed by the American Institute of Architects, American Consulting Engineers Council, American Society ofLandscspe Architects and
the National Endowment for the Arts. Competitors were judged on cost
effectiveness, good design, environmental planning and innovativeness.
Blue Seal Award winner for best over-all design was the Midshipmen
Activities Facility at the U.s. Naval Academy. Listed under the "Improvement Projects Category," it was designed by the Chesapeake Division, Naval Facilities Engineering Command, and drawn up hy Ellerbe
Architects-Engineers, Washington, DC.
In the "Medical Facilities" category, the winning entry was the Dispen.
sorylHeadqunrters Area, Camp Pendelton, CA. The Naval Facilities En·
gineering Command Western Division W85 the design agency and Del·
awie, Macy and Henderson, AlA, San Diego, CA, W85 the architect.
"Family Housing" category honors went to a project titled Rock Island
Family Housing (40 units), Rock Island, IL. Design work W85 done by tbe
Army Corps of Engineers Omaha (NB) District and architecture by
Gollehon-Schemmer and Associates Inc.
8a£helor Officers Qunrters and Mess, Makalapa Crater Naval Station,
won plaudits in the "Bachelor Housing" category. Pacific Division, Naval
Facilities Engineering Command was the design agency and architects
were Hagan, Chapman, Coheen, Weitz and Associates Inc., Honolulu, m.
The NauylMarine Corps Reserue Troining Center, Portland, OR, took
top honors in the "Architectural Facilities" category. The design agency
was Western Division, Naval Facilities Engineering and architectural
work w85done by Campbell YostGrube,P.C., Portland, OR.
Top honors in the "Welfare and Recreational Facilities" category went
to Randolph-Brooks Federol Credit Unum, Randolph Air Force Bsse, TX.
Base Civil Engineer, Randolph Air Force Base, TX, was the design agency
and architectural work W85 performed hy Robert Arburn, AIA and A~
ciales, San Antonio, TX.

APG Retiree Gets Meritorious Service Award
Robert W. Warfel recently received
the Department of the Army's second
highest civilian honorary award, the
Decoration for Meritorious Civilian
Service, hased on achievements prior
to retirement after more than 35
years of federal employment.
He began his civil service career as
a clerk with Aberdeen (MO) Proving
Ground's Quartermaster Corps in
1941 and was assigned from 1972
until his retirement as chief of APG'a
Research and Development Division,
Procurement Directorate.
RobertW. Warfel
Warfel was a key adviser on research and development contracting poli·
cies, procedures and regulations. He represented APG in official matters
with industry and developed guides for purchsserequesls and contracts.
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Career Programs.
Selected for MIT Alfred P. Sloan Fellowship
Selection of Feliciano Giordano for
an Alfred P. loan Fellowship at the
M85sachusetts Institute of Technology, involving a year-long advanced
study program leading to a master's
degree in management, was announced recently by the Army Communications Command.
Giordano is technical director of
the Communications-Electronics Engineering Installation Agency
(CEEIA), an element of the ACC at
Fort Huachuca, AZ, and is the first
ACC employe selected for this training from a civilian-military work. .
.
foroo totaling nearly 29,000.
FeliCUlDo Giordano
Initiated in 1931, the Sloan Fellowship Program provides mid-eareer
executives with high development potential an opportunity to prepare for
progress.ively higher level career assignments_
Selectees normally have 10 to 15 years of managerial experienoo and expectations of an additional 30 years of service with their organizatione.
About 50 selectees for the 1977-78 program will begin study in June.
Giordano immigrated to the U.S- from Italy in 1956 and earned a
bachelor's degree in electrical engineering and a Reserve commission in
the Army Signal Corps from Northeastern University in 1963. He also
has a m85ter's degree from Fairleigh Dickinson University.
During 1964-67 military service with the U.S. Army Strategic Communications Command (forerunner of ACC), he achieved the rank of captain and upon relesse from active duty resumed his civilian career at the
Communications Systems Agency, FortMonmouth, NJ.
Promoted to grade GS-14 while serving 85 chief of the Engineering
MB.nagement Division, Office of the Deputy Project Manager for Integrated Communications System.Pacific, he joined the CEEIA in 1972.
Elevated to technical director in 1975, Giordano is the senior CEEIA
employe responaible for developing guidance to chiefs of directorates and
for overseeing the quality of CEEIA products.
His nomination for the Sloan Fellowship W85 approved by former
CEEIA Commander MG Gerd Grombacher and later endorsed by former
ACC Commander MG J acl< A. Albright (Ret.).

Agreement Earns Recognition for 9 Army Skills
Recognition by industry and the civilian labor market of nine skilled
trades taught to Army military personnel is provided for in a recent
agreement between the U.s. Department of Labor and the U.s. Army
Ordnanoo and Chemical Center and School In conformance with the 0 ....
partment of the Army's Skill Recognition Program, the agreement W85
signed by Hugh C. Murphy of the USDL Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training and USAOCCS Commander BG Jere W. Sharp.
Army apprenticesrup programs included in the agreement are: Small
Wespons Repairman (Military Oocupation Specialty-MOS 45B), Artillery
Repairman (MOS 45L), Industrial Welder (MOS 44B), Machinist (MOS
#E), Automobile Body Repair and Painter (MOS 44B), Sewing Machine
Repairman (MOS 63JJ, Truck Mechanic (MOS 63B,C.m, Automobile Mechanic (MO 63B,C,H), Heavy Duty EquipmentMechanic (MO 63C,H).
Soldiers completing these programs will. receive Department of Labor
certificates recognizing their qualifications as journeymen in lheir trades.
Credit will. be given toward requirements for status in national appren·
ticeship occupations.
Programs are administered at each installation by Education Services
Officers (ESO).

NYU Announces April R&D Management Seminar
Programed to deal with problems faced by R&D managers in industrial
profit-oriented organizations, a 3-day Research and Development
Management seminar will be conducted Apr. 25-27 at New York Univer·
sity'a School of Continuing Education.
Experienced and inexperienced R&D managers will consider methods of
generating new concepts for selection of projects, atimulatiog crestive b....
havior, and justification of R&D to top management.
Subjects will he "dealt with on a practical, real-liIe basis" to provide participants the opportunity to present their management problems. Dr.
Karakian Bedrosian will instruct the seminar.
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IERW Training Revisions to Stress Simulators
Planned revision of the initial entry rotary·wing (lERW) training program for Army aviators, ann.ounced recently by the Department pf the
Army, has a goslofimproved battlefield survivability and effectiveness.
Beginning in May, greater reliance will be placed on use of flight simulators for night and combat-skill rela ted training. AU training phases will
feature a self-paced mode of instruction and about 25 percent of the students will be qualified as OH-58 aero-scout pilots.
The U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command, headquartered at
Fort Monroe, VA, is alao establishing an aviator refreaber course intend·
ed for pilots who have served three or more years in a non-flying assign.
ment. Initiation of this course is scheduled in April.
Additionally, an aviation commander's readiness course has been designed to provide instruction on management and use of aviation reaources, All courses will be conducted at the U.S. Army Avistion Center,
Fort Rucker, AL.

Reader's Guide . ..
Acquisition Guidelines Publishes ADPA Address
LTG George Sammet Jr.'a keynote addreas to the American Defense
Preparedness Association (Tank-Automotive Division) in Monterey, CA,
is featured complete in the January 1977 edition of Acquisition Guide·
lines, an Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command publication.
The DARCOM deputy CG for Materiel Acquisition explained that
normally he might not be expected to make a hard-line appeal to induatry
for complete cooperation in achieving reliability, availability and maintenance goala (RAM). But, he said, proper design and quality manufacturing standards are keys to his success in acquisition objectives.
LTG Sammet's address concluded with: "The more readiness we build
in to our vehicles, the more readiness we're able to achieve on the battlefield where it counts. I challenge you in industry and us in the military to
work together to make readiness a reality and not just talk. I hope this
meeting will bea step in that direction."
Copies of the JanuaryAcquisiticn Guidelines may be ohtained hy writing to or calling the editor, Robert Moore, HQ DARCOM, ATl'N:
DRCDMD-TG, 5001 Eisenhower Ave., Alexandria, VA 22333, or telephone (202) 274-8657 or 274-8692).

ARI Report Describes New Training Concepts
Development of New Training Concepts and Procedures for Unit
Trainers is a publication recently issued by the U,S. Army Research Insti·
tute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences,
Research Report 1189 describes the development and testing of a 10·
hour course of instruction designed to teach commissioned and non-commissioned officers how to conduct and manage performance-oriented
training.
The initial three hours of instruction present principles snd techniques
of effective training and the remaining lessons provide practical exercises
for small groups, as implemented by the Infantry Officer Basic Course.
UTRA1N has been adapted for NCO courses, as an instructor training
course for service schoolfaculty, for Reserve and National Gusrd instruc·
turs and for instructors of specialized element training.
Correspondence relative to this report may be addressed to: U.S. Army
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, ATTN:
PERI-P, 1300 Wilson Bpulevard, Arlington, VA 22209.

Brochure Outlines Career Development Policies
Employee~ Career Development Guide is the title of a new hrochure
outlining policies and programs relative to promotion opportunities for
Civil Service non-csreer field employes (GS-9 and below) snd wsge-grade
personnel.
A special task force initiated by Luther Adams, U.S. Army Missile
Command Civilian peraonnel officer, and chaired by COL Robert W.
Gruen, M1COM director of Plans and Analysis, prepared the brochure.
Programed for distribution through all primary organizational elements, the gnide is intended to aid employes in making intelligent career
decisions. Subjects include training, advancement andin tern programs.

Planned also is the publication of a
Management and Affirmotive Action.
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Supervisor~

Guide for Personnel

Personnel Actions
Brown Succeeds Rumsfeld as Defense Secretary
Dr. Harold Brown, president of
the California Institute of Technology since 1969 and a former
Secretary of the Air Force (19651969), was sworn in Jan. 24 to
succeed Donald H. Rumsfeld as
Secretary of Defense.
Dr. Brown has bachelor's.
master's and PhD degrees in
pbysics from Columbia University. He holds honorary degrees in
English, law and science from
Stevens Institute of Technology,
Long Island University, Gettysburg College, Occidental College,
Dr. Harold Brnwn
the University of California and
University of Rochester.
Prior to join.ing the sWf of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Livermore, CA, in 1952, he lectured in physics at Columbia University and
Stevens Institute of Technology. He also did post-doctoral research at
Columbia, and was a research scientist at the University of California
Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, CA. From July 1960 until May 1961, he
served as director of the Lawrence Livermore Lab. Then he became
Director of Defense Research Development and Engineering, a position he
held four years until he was appointed Secretary of the Air Force.
Dr. Brown was a delegate to Strategic Arms Limitations Talks in
Helsinki, Finland. Vienna, Austria snd Geneva, Switzerland. Addi·
tionally, he was senior science adviser at the Conference on the Discontinuance of N uelearTests in 1958-59; a consultant to and a member of the
President's Science Advisory CoIlllDi,ttee (1958-61); and a member of the
Air Force Scientific Advisory Board.
Selected as one of the 10 Outstanding Young Men of the Yearby the
U.S. Junior Chamber of Commerce in 1961, Dr. Brown has been honored
with the Navy Distinguished Civilian Service Award, the Columbia
University Medal ofExceUence, the Air Force Decoration for Exceptional
Civilian Service, and the Department of Defense Decoration for Exceptional Meritorious Civilian Service. He is a member of the National
Academy of Engineering, The American Physical Society, The Americsn
Academy of Arl.9 and Sciences, Phi Beta Kappa andSigrD.l\ Xi.

Duncan Chosen as Deputy Secretary of Defense

- - - -....

OATH OF OFFICE 88 Deputy Secretary of DefeIl8e is administered
to Charles W. Duncan by Leonard Niederlehner, acting General
Counsel, as Mrs. Duncan holds the Bible.
Nominated by President Carter Jan. 13 to succeed William P. Clements
as Deputy Secretary of Defense, Charles W. Duncan Jr. was sworn in Jan.
31.
When nominated, Duncan was chairman and director, Rotan MosIe Financial Corp.; advisory director, Texas Commerce Bank Shares, Inc.; on
the Advisory Council, Trust Co. of Georgia; and on the Board of Directors
of A.P.S. Inc., eoca-Cola Co., Great Southern Corp., and Southern Railway System. He has alao served as vice chairman, Board ofTrustses, Rice
University; on the Board of Trustees of Emory University, St. John's
School, and the Texas Children's Hospital; and on the Board of Visitors,
Cancer Foundation of the University of Texas.
Gradusted with a BS degree in chemical engineering from Rice University in 1947, Duncan worked initially with Humble Oil and Refming Co.
He served during World War II with the U.S. Army Air Corps and com·
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pleted two years of graduate study at the University of Texas.
He joined Duncan Coffee Co. in 1948 (predecessor of Duncan Foods
Co.), was elected administrative vice president in 1957, and president in
1958. Wben Duncan Foods merged into the Coca-Cola Co. in 1964, he was
elected to the board of director .
Duncan later beaded Coca-Cola European operations for three years
prior to being named vice president and then president of the company.

Alexander Sworn In as Secretary of the Army
Secretary of tbe Army Clifford
L. Alexander Jr., a former high·
level official with Presidents
Kennedy and J obnson, was sworn
in Feb. 14 as successor to Martin
R Hoffmann, incumbent since
August 1975.
Graduated (cum laude) with an
AB degree in American Govern·
ment from Harvard University in
1955 and from Yale Univeraity
Law School with an LLB degree in
1958, Alexander aerved six
months of active duty in the
Army (1958-59) after enlisting in
the New York National Guard
From 1959 to 1961, he was
assistant district attorney fur
CliffordL. Alexander Jr.
New York County. Tben he was appointed executive director, Manhattan·
ville Hamilton Grange Neighborhood Conservation Project, and later
executive director of Harlem Youth Opportunities.
Selected in 1963 by President Kennedy as foreign affairs officer,
National Security Council, he served successively with PresidentJohnson
as deputy special assistant, associate and then deputy specisl counsel
Alexander was chairman of the Federal Equal Employment Opportun·
ity Commission (1967-69), served with rank of am bassador as head of tbe
U.S. Delegation marking the independence of the Kingdom of Swaziland
in 1968, and was a consultant to President Johnson on civil rigbts
matters.
Until 1975 be was a partner in the law firm of Arnold and Porter, then
joined Verner, Liipfert, Bernhard, McPherson and Alexander. He also
was a law professor at Howard University and Georgetown Law Center.

Guthrie Selected to Return as DARCOM Commander
GEN John R. Deane Jr. departed as the retired commander
of the u.s. Army Materiel
Development and Readiness Com·
mand, effective Jan. 31. LTG
George Sammet Jr., deputy CO
for Materiel Development, assumed command duty as successor pending arrival of LTG John
R. Guthrie, tentatively in Apcil
Nominated for 4·star rank wben
be takes over. LTG Guthrie cur·
rently is commanding the IX
Corps. U.s. Army Japan, a duty
LTGJ hnR G thr·
be assumed in March 1975.
0
• u
1e
Until October 1973 when he departed to become deputy chief of staff,
U.S. Pacific Command, LTG Guthrie had served since Nov. 16, 1968 with
the Army Materiel Command (renamed DARCOM in February 1975).
Starting as deputy director, Development and Engineering, he was
promoted to director Aug. 1.1969 and to deputy CG for Materiel Acquisition in April 1971.
Included in his R&D experience is a 1966·67 assignment with the Office
of the Chief of R&D (now the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Research, Development, and Acquisition), HQ DA, and the Requirements
and Development Division, J-5 Directorate Organization of the Joint
ChiefsofStsff, Washington,DC.
During an initial 1956-58 R&D assignment with the Office of the Chief
of R&D, HQ DA, he served witb the Surface Missiles Division and later
with the Missiles and Space Division. including Army staff project officer
for Explorer I, the Free World's first artificial earth satellite.
Assigned to tbe Office of the Secretary of the Army as military
assistant in July 1958, he became assistant executive Aug. 1, 1959, leav·
ing in 1960 to attend the National War College, Fort McNair, Washing·
ton, DC. The remainder of his military career has been mainly in combat
unit assignments in the U.s., Koren, Hawall and Japan.
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Other assignments were as staff officer, Joint Intelligence Center,
Pacific Ocean areas, and special security representetive to the Supreme
Commander, Allied Forces, Japan. LTG Guthrie graduated from Blair
Academy, Blairstown, NJ, from Princeton University (ROTC) with an AB
degree in 1942, from Command and General Staff College in 1944, and
from the National War College in 1961.

Simkus Succeeds Mittenthal as ARO Commander
COL Anthony P. Simkus has
assumed command of the Army Research Offtce, Research Triangle
Park,
C. following service as
director, Management Information
Systems Directorate and chief, Com·
mand Systema Division, U.s. Army
Combined Arma Center and Fort
Leavenworth, KS.
COL Lothrop MittenthaJ, who had
commanded ARO since 1972 after
serving as special assistant to the
Director of Army Research, is the
new commander of the U.s. Army
Research and Standardization Group
(Europe), London, England
COL Anthony P. Simlrus
COL Simkus served as ARO executive officer during 1973. following
assignments with HQ Mllitary Assistance Command, Vietnam, a deputy
to the associste director of Civil Operations Revolutionary Development
Support for Research and Analysis, and contract administrator and
alternate MACV ordering officer for goods and services.
During 1970·72 be was with the Office, Chief of Research and Development, Department of the Army. as an adviser to the Research Analysis
Corp. He was branch chief and senior instructor, Operations and Training
Branch, Army Chemical Center and School, 1966-68.
COL Simkus has a master's degree in business administration (op·
erations research/systems analysis) from Tulane University and a
bachelor's degree in general education (business management) from the
University of Omaha. Among courses he has completed are the Army
Command and General taU College, Chemical Corp Officer Basic,
Career and Senior 0 fflcer Refresher.

Stoner Assumes ECOM/Fort Monmouth Command
MG John K. Stoner Jr.. former commander, 2d Support Command
(Corps), U.. Army Europe, is newly assigned as the seventh commander
of the U.s. Army Electronics Command and FortMonmoutb, N.J.
A veteran of more than 25 years of active military service at age 47.
MG Stoner served during 1973-74 as commander of the Kaiserslautern
Army Depot, U.s. Army Materiel Management Agency, Europe; also,
Edgewood (MD) Arsenal andPineBluff Arsenal, AR.
A chemical officer with the 1st Infantry Division in Vietnam during
1967, he has a B degree in chemical engineering from Drexel Institute of
Technology and a master's degree in business administration frnm Har·
vard University. MG Stoner wears the Legion of Merit with four Oak
Leaf ClusLers (OLC), Bronze Star Medal with • device and four OLe,
Air Medal (four awards) and tbe Army Commendation Medal

Lewis Follows Cheney as ECOM Deputy Commander
Deputy commander of the U.S.
Army Electronics Command (ECOM)
and Fort Monmouth, NJ. became the
title of BG William D. Lewis in
February when BG RobertA. Cheney
retired from military service.
Formerly ECOM director of Procurement and Production, BG Lewis
was assigned to ECOM in 1975 as
special assistant to the project
manager, Army Tactical Data Sys.
terns (ARTADS) and later served as
PM for the Single Channel Ground
and Radio Subsystem.
Other career assignments have
included tours with the 7th Infantry
BG WiJliamD L .
. ewlS
Division in Korea; 3d Infantry Divi.
sion, Europe; HQ Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command;
and the 2d Armored Division, Fort Hoqd, TX.
BO Lewis graduated from Western Kentucky University in 1950 and
was called to active military duty in 1952. During 1961, he attended the
Signal Officer Advanced Course and was selected to study for a master's
degree in business administration at Harvard University. He graduated
from Command and General Staff College and Army War College.
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Siocombe Designated Principal DASD (IS Affairs)
Designation of Walter B. Slocombe as Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (International Security A Hairs) and Director of the Department of Defense Strategic Arms Limitation Talks Task Force has
been announced by Secretary of Defense Harold Brown.
Graduated with a BA degree from Princeton University in 1963, SIocombe was a Rhodea Scholar at Balliol College, Oxford University (196365) and received his LLB degree from Harvard University in 1968_
Prior to his DoD appointment, Slocombe was a partner in the WaslUng·
ton, DC, Jaw firm of Caplin and Drysdale. Earlier he was a research associate, International Institute for Strategic Studie in London, England.
During 1969·70 he was a member of the Program Analysis Office of the
National Security Council where he worked on subjects relative to strategic nuclear forces, SALT, naval forces and other intelligence matters.
Slocombe is a member of the Council on Foreign Rela lions, the Arms
Control Association, the International Institute for Strategic Studies,
American Civil Liberties Union and the American Bar Association. In
1975, be conducted a seminar On national defense, arms control and information policies at tbe University of Pennsylvania Law School

White Chosen as PM for Navigation, Control Systems
COL LeRoy White, a dual·rated
Master Army Aviator witb more than
20 years of flight experience, is the
new project manager of Navigation
and Control Systems (NAVCONJ,
U.S. Army Electronics Command,
FortMonmouth,NJ.
A graduate of Tennessee Polytecbnic Institute, COL White has a
master's degree in business ad·
ministration from George WaslUng·
ton University. He bas completed the
Defense Systems Management
School Command and General Staff
COL LeRoy White
College, and Signal OffICer Course.
Formerly assigned as assistant project manager for Positioning and
Navigation Systems, he has served duty tours with ECOM's Avionics
Laboratory (1966-67) and with the Office, Assistant Chief of Staff for
Communications-Electronics, HQ Department of the Army.
His military awards and decorations include the Legion of Merit,
Bronze Star Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster (OLe), Army Commendation
Medal witb OLe and the Air Medal (four awards).

sity of Kentucky Law School. He is a member oilhe National Guard Association of the U.8. and the Kentucky and American Bar Association•.
Acting through the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affairs), the Reserve Forces Policy Board is a atatutory body servo
ing as the principal policy adviser to the Secretary of Defense on matters
relative to Reserve componenta.
Composed of 21 members, a majority of whom are general and flag
rank ofllCers, the RFP Boord meeta at the discretion of ita chairman, cur·
rently John Slezak, a former Under Secretary oftbe Army.

Brill Succeeds Huntzinger as TOW Project Manager
COL James Brill, former com·
mander of the 593d Support Group,
Fort Lewis. WA, bas been named as
new TOW projed manager, stationed
at Redstone (AL) Arsenal, following
COL Robert Huntzinger's retirement.
TOW (Tube-launched, OpticaUytracked, Wire-guided missile) is the
Army's long.range tank killer designed for use against moving and
stationary targets. It is mounted on a
variety of combat vehicles.
An honor g,.aduate of Syracuse
University (also named a Distin·
COL James Brill
guiahed Military Graduate), COL Brill has a master's degree in general
management from New Mexico State University and has completed the
Command and General Staff College and Nstional War Collell:e.
He has served as deputy and later commander, 3d Ordnance Battalion
(AMMOl, Vietnam; adviser to the Korean Army chief of Ordnance; operations officer, Nike Zeus; project officer, Shillelaghmissile system R&D.
Pentagon assignmenta in the Omce of tbe Deputy Cbief of Staff for
Logistics have included chief, Authorizations and Special ProjectaBranch
and chief of Plans, Programs and Budget Division.
COL Brill wears the Legion of Merit witb Oak Leaf Cluster (OLe),
Bronze Star Medal with "Y' device and two OLe, Meritorious Service
Medal with OLe, and Army Commendation Medal wilh two OLe.

ABMD Program Manager Selects 2 Key Assistants

MG Richard L. Frymire Jr., a member of lheAir National Guard of the
United States (ANGUS), has heen appointed to a 3-year term on lhe ReserveForoes Policy Board, succeeding MG Frank A. Bailey.
Since 1971 he has been assigned as the adjutant general of Kentucky,
commanding the Air National Guard, lhe Army National Guard and serving as director of the Division of Disaster Emergency Services. MG Fry·
mire has an AB degree from Center College and a J.D. from the Univer-

Army Ballistic Missile Defense Program Manager BG John G. J onea recently named William A. Davis Jr. as
his deputy. James D. Carlson has suc·
ceeded Davis as director of the Ballis·
tic Missile Defense Advanced Technology Center.
Graduated from Vanderbilt University with a bacbelor's degree in
electronics, Davis has a master's degree (1967) from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
During 1969-71 he served as chief
of the System and Threat Division of
the U.S. Army Advanced Ballistic
William A. Davis
Missile Defense Agency (now
BMDATe), where he was credited
with pioneering work on Department
of Defense high-power lasers.
Other achievements have included
system design and synthesis of candidate systems for defense of the U.S.
Minuteman Intercontinental Ballistic
Missile network and initial work on
the Hardsite Defense Program - later
known ss the Site Defense Prototype
Demonstration Program, and now a
part of BMD Systems Technology.
Carlson was until recently director
of the BMDATe's Radar Directorate,
following an assignment as an elecJamesD.Carlson
tronics engineer with ABMDA in Washington, DC, during 1972-74.
Employed as a section chief by the Hughes Aircraft Co., Fullerton, CA,
from 1956 until he entered government service in 1972, Carlson worked
in the radar and communications field during military service with the
U.S. Air Force. Graduated from Chicsgo City College. he received a BS
degree in electrical engineering from Long Beach State University. CA, in
1963. He served 4 years in the Air Force in radar and communications.
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Gomez Becomes BRL Deputy Director/Commander
Deputy director and commander,
U.S. Army Ballistic Research Labora·
tories, Aberdeen (MO) Proving
Ground, recently became the title of
COL Robert M. Gomez, following a 3·
year tour as commander, U.s. Mili·
tary Group, EI Salvador, Central
America.
Graduated from the U.s. Military
Academy (USMA) in 1954, COL
Gomez has a master's degree from
the Georgia Institute of Technology.
He also has completed tbe Armor Officer Basic and Advanced Courses,
OOL RobertM. Gomez
and Airborneand Rangercoursea.
During 1971·72 be commanded the 2d Squadron, 1sl Cavalry, 2d Armored Division, Fort Hood, TX, and early in 1973 was assigned as execu.
tive officer, 3d Brigade, 2d Armored Division during Exercise ReforgeI'.
Other key assignments have included field repreaentative, Joint U.S.
Public Affairs Office, Vietnam; assistant professor of Automotive En·
gineering. USMA; and Scientific and Technical Division, Office, Assistant
Chief ofStsff,lntelligence, HQ Department of the Army.

Frymire Appointed to Reserve Forces Policy Board
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Carter Approved as Technical Director of HDl
Dr. William W. Carter has been approved for PL-313 appointment as
technical director of the U.s. Army
Harry Diamond Laboratories, Adel·
phi, MD, after serving in ansctingca·
pacity since late 1974, following retirementofBilly M. Horton.
Chief scientist of the Army Missile
Command for eigbt years (1959-67),
Dr. Carter was assistan t director for
Nuclear Programs in the Office of the
Director of Defense Research and
Engineering prior to becoming an
HDL associate TD in 1971.
•
Formerly a member of Tbe Army
Dr. William W. Carter
Research Council (TARC), Office of
the Chief of R&D, HQ DA. Dr. Carter bas a 1943 BS degree from tbe Carnegie Institute of Technology and MS and PhD degrees in physics from
California Institute of Technology.
He is a member of eight technical and honorary societies, has served on
numerous advisory and review committees and in 1974 was selected for
"the capstone" of federal training, the Federal Executive Institute_

Army R&D - 15 Years Ago
The A rmy R&D Newsmagazine reported on...

ASA (R&D) Reviews Materiel Production Problems
Assistant Secretary of the Army (R&D) Dr. Finn J. Larsen, in several
recent major speeches to industry, has tressed the urgency of greatly ex·
panded basic research and methods of reducing lead time to production.
Other areas of primary importance reviewed hy ASA (R&D) included essentiality of getting utmost valne for R&D expenditures, increased utility
of military products, and measures to insure more effective utilization of
scientista, engineers and technicians.
In one of his addresses, he stated, in part: "... A technological progress accelerated in the last 20 years, so did the emphasis on basic research. During World War II, we recognized that improved weapons,
radar and the atomic bomb depended upon basic r earch conducted in
the thirties and early forties. If American technology is to continue to ex·
pand and to accelerate, great emphasis must be ... on basic research."

Army Reorganization Effects Changes in R&D

COL Carl A. Leishman was assigned in mid-February as deputy for Installation ·Operations at White Sands (N M) Missile Range. upon retirement of COL John E. Maier following 36 years of military service.
COL Leishman bad commanded the U_S. Army's Computer Systems
Command Support Group (Pacific), FortShafter, HI, since 1972.
'Three of his tours of duty (a total of 6 years) have been at Fort Bliss, EI
Paso, TX. Listed among Army and Department of Defense career ad·
vancement training programs he has completed is the Army Command
and General taff College. A veteran of more than 26 years ofactive com·
!Dis ioned ervice, he has a BS degree in education from Utah State Uni·
versity.

Based on recommendations of the Hoelscher Committee for broad reor·
ganization of the U.S. Army, a plan carrying all necessary high·level approval is scheduled for implementation during an 18-month period.
Commanding generals of a new Materiel Development and Logistic
Command, a new Combat Developments Command, and a U.s. Continen·
tal Army Command given vastly revised functions, are expected to be as·
signed. Each will have authority to select a planning group.
Traditional operational responsibilities of five of the seven Technical
Services will be delegated largely to the new commands; however, the
Corps of Engineers will retain its civil works responsibilities and The Sur·
geon General's functions will remain relatively unaffected.
"The primary purpo e of this reorganization," stated Secretary of the
Army Elvis J. Stahr, "is to develop an Army witb the best possible com·
maud structure, management, training, doctrine, weapons, equipment
and morale. I am certain national security will be strengthened .... n

ECOM Selects Coleman as Civilian Personnel Officer

CRD Urges Army-Industry Teamwork in NAM Address

Paul T. Coleman was recently promoted to civilian personel officer, HQ
U.S. Army Electronics Command and
Fort Monmouth, NJ, following service since 1973 as chief of ECOM's
Msnagement Relations Branch,
Civilian Personnel Office.
A veteran of 24 years of government service, be was an enlisted man
in the U.s. Army Infantry (1944-47)
and later served for seven years as an
investigator, examiner and inspector
Paul T. Coleman
for the Civil Service Commission.
Other career assignments have included labor relations chief, U.s.
Army, Vietnam; civilian personna! officer, Okinawa; with the Civilian
Personnel Office, Department of the Army, Washington, DC; and Frankford Arsenal, PA. He has a BA degree in political science.

Chief of R&D LTG Arthur G. Trudeau addressed the National Association 01 Manufacturers, making a stirring appeal for Army-industry teamwork and maximum effort. In his opening statements, LTG Trudeau said:
"Todsy, the basis of national security, in the military sphere, ehifta and almost momently - ever deeper into the ares of scientific research and
development. Todays weapon is tomorrow's relic! The nation whicb fails
to see - or disregards - tbe emergent import of science and technology - no
matter bow varied and extensive its national resources· is doomed with
sickening certainty to the path of decline and fall so well and terribly
marked in the annuals of past civilizations ....
"Historically, characteristically, nations have underestimsted the vast
potential of science - the wide range and extent of its practical applica.
lions .... In this sense, contributions of American manufacturers to the
muscular readiness of the United States and Free World forces must be
all-e.ncompassing - continually reflective of tbe great concept of A rmy-industry partnership which SO long baa marked out mutual dedication to
the defense ofthis nation ...."

Oaks Takes Over as TARCOM Maintenance Director

President's Federal Pay Panel Recommends Reform

LTC Clarence B. Oaks Jr. recently
became director of Maintenance, U.s.
Army Tank·A utomotive Materiel
Readines Command, following service as assistant chief of staff, Materiel2d Support Command, VII Corps,
Stuttgart, Germany.
Graduated with an MS degree in
mechanical engineering from New
Mexico State University, LTC Oaks
has a BS degree in chemistry from
Jackson (AL) State University. He
baa completed the DoD Project Managers Course, Command and General
00, and Logistics Management.
LTC Clarence B. Oaks Jr.
Key assignments bave included commander, 71st Maintenance Battalion, Nurnburg, Germany; ordnance adviser, Royal Thai Army Volunteer
Forces to Vietnam; Military A istsnce Command, Thailand; commander,
88tb Heavy Equipment Maintenance Company; and materiel officer, 8th
MaintenanceBattalion, Germany.

Deep concern over "the inadequate compensation paid to federal civilian
employes, especially to those bearing senior responsibili ty," was ex·
pressed by President Kennedy's special panel on the Federal pay system.
The panel made a preliminary report to the President saying that reform is particulary needed in grades GS-12 and above. Appointed late in
December, the panel agreed ata meeting early in January that:
"... The Federal Government should take steps promptly to insure that
employes from lowest levels to the senior ranks should receive pay com·
parahle to that of employes in non-government jobs doing like work"
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DoD Contract Aims at Better Business Management
Studies directed toward improvement in Department of Defense business management are to be made hy the recently established Logistics
Management Institute, under a $600,000 contract announced hy Secretary of Defense RobertS. McNamara. Hestated, in part:
"The Logistics ManagementInstitute is a nonprofit, fact-finding andresearch organization, guided by a group of trustees of national reputation
..... The Institute's objective will be to provide Defense decision· makers
with alternative courses of action and supporting data needed for formula tion and executing logistics policies and procedures .... "

Single Integrated Development Test Cycle Progress
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TARGET after impact by Stinger DF-8 at
WSMR. SIDTC savings were significant.

By George R. Thomson'
Significant reductions in maleriel test time
and costs have resulted from the Army's recent
application of the Single Integrated Development Test Cycle (SIDTC) to the testing of proposed materiel.
Designed to preclude the Army from repeating contractor tests, the SIDTC recognizes that
valid test data can he generated by many
sources (contractor, laboratories, arsenals.
proving grounds) and that all valid data. whereever generated, should be used in evaluating a
test item Or system.
The responsibili ty for conducting a large
amount of materiel development testing rests
with the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM), which has been furnishing test
and evaluation support for U.S. Army Materiel
Development and Readiness Command
(DARCOM) commodity commands. project
managers, and other authorized customers for
more than 14 years.
Two basic test categories for Army materiel
are recognized under SIDTC:
• Development testing wI,ich is accomplished
in factory. laboratory and proving ground environments to demonstrate that the engineering
de ign and development process is complete;
that design risks have been minimized; and that
the test item will meetspacifications.
• Operational testing is conducted to estimate a pro.spective system's military useful·
ness, operational effectiveness and suitability,
and need for modifications. Conducted in as
realistic an operational environment as pos·
sible, testing is accomplisbed by operational and
suppod personnel of the type expected to use
and maintain the system when deployed.
Coordination of testing between development
and operational testers is a basic SIDTC policy.
Necessary also are increased Army access to
contractor data and maximum use of contractor
test results; early user participation in the development cycle to insure compatibility of critical man-machine relationships; and more efficient test designs and program structures resulting from the new emphasis on independent
evaluation.
Since the SIDTC method is in its second year.
and results can be gauged for success. how doe
the report card read?
Despite some "growing pains," large dollar
and materiel savings are being made in current
development programs. Continuing refine-

"George R. Thomson is an engineer in the rest
Polky Division of the U.S. Army rest and Eval·
Wltion Command. a gradWlte of the University
ofColorado. with20 years federal Civil Service.

ments point for further gains. SIDrC also has
closely united interested parties in a more coherent approach to testing that is streamlining
maleriel development and deployment.
Important under SIDTC, for example. is that
the materiel developer. contractor. testers and
10gisticaJ support personnel be involved in Test
Integration Working Groups (TIWGs), chaired
by the materiel developer to coordinate integra·
tion of valid requirements into cost-effective de·
velopment testing.
Significant savings in the development test·
ing program for the Stinger man-portable.
sboulder-launched air-defense weapon system
were achieved by a TIWG meeting among the
project manager, TECOM engineers, and the
Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity.
The original plan called for firing 222 missiles. Adjustments to the contractor program.
revision of the statistical bases for test quanti·
ties, and early TECOM participation in contract
demonstration firings reduced to 135 the n umber of firings actually required.
Anotber example ofSIDTC time and cost sav·
inga rewarded initial planning of testing

STINGER in SIDTC application at WSMR.
GEMMSS (Grouod Emplaced Mine Scattering
System). Three TIWG meetings were held to review contractor engineer design, and TECOM
test programs. resulting in deletion of 1.078
mmes from TECOM development test phases.
Development of the lightweight company
Mortar System achieved a $169,000 saving by a
reduction of 450 multioption fuzes through aCceptance of engineer design test data.
All tbese are examples of test program reduc·
tions achieved on individual projects by normal
TIWG procedures. SIDrC has alao been applied
successfully to two programs.
The first of these efforts involves the Army's
efforl to reduce the number of Hellfire antitank
missiles in a test program associated with
development of the Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH) and the Advanced Scout Helicopter
(ASH). Included is a competitive development
of a target acquisition and designation system
and a pilot night-vision system, both common to
each helicopter.
A special task force reviewed these systems
and devised an integrated coordinated test plan.
Coocurrenttest phases, earlier operational testing, testing the Hellfire on a proven air frame,
and a shorter test cycle resulted in earlier production decisions. Reduction of 90 Hellfire misiles in the SIDTC yielded total savings for all

programs of $138 million. and an earlier operational date of sboutone year.
The other example involved a new area of
weapon development: adopting a European wea·
pon system. the Roland Surface· to-Air Missilefor U.S. testing and production. Emphasis was
on increased cooperative testing with the
French and Germans at European and U.S. test
sites. The purpose was to oblain more usable
data from Ellropean tests for tests to be con·
ducted in the United States_ . by using our telemetry on European missiles and providing
U.S. high-performance aircraft targets.
A test review team including the U.S. con·
tractors devised a cooperation test program
that was negotiated successfully in principle
with the partner couotries. In this case, the
price we have tn pay incllldes additional frontend costs. but no increase in the over·aU program. A formal set of agreements with the
Europeans commits the United States to detailed procedures of design control and exten·
sive testing support.
While the SlDTC program is returning sav·
ings in money and test time, it alao places new
demands on the development and test commun·
ity. Contractor testing generates a large
amount of data that must be reviewed and
screened by the developer to identify that portion which may be appropriate, thereby reduc·
ing required TECOM-conducted development
government verification testing for evaluation.
TECOM is currently having difficulty using
some test data because of the lack of proper
screening. This problem should be temporary - a
result of the application of integrated testing
procedures to ongoing development programs.
When ail testing is fully integrated from program inception. the problem should resolve
itself. Meanwhile, TECOM is devoting excessive
amounts of time to selection of usable test data
generated by external sources.
Another area of concern deals with preparation of the Request for Proposala. In order for
TECOM to improve its role in the SIDTC process and reduce government testing, increased
emphasis must be placed in insuring that
TECOM review RFPs and proposed contractor
testing. When contractor test data is to be used
for evaluation, RFPs should include TECOM
test operations and specifications. The RFP
should specify the degree of TECOM test monitoring and participation ifrequired.

SPORTING American, German and French
nags. a fire unit of French-German-developed Roland Air Defense Missile System
is unloaded from a C-5A aircraft at WSMR.
Increased cooperative testing oC this system
with French and Germans at both European
and U.S. sites reduced test time llnd cost.

